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Foreword
Following the advent of modern education in the country, the English language
has been given an important place along with Dzongkha, the national language,
and Mathematics. English has, in fact, been the language of instruction for many
school subjects, and it has served our purpose well even outside the curriculum.
Even though it has long been the desire of the Ministry of Education to keep the
English programme up-to-date by incorporating changes in English usage, new
developments in literature and the understanding of how language is acquired,
there has been a general perception that the standard of English in the country has
declined over the years. In response to these concerns, the Ministry has maintained
the development of English curriculum as the main focus in the Ninth Five Year
Plan (2002-2007). Major steps have been planned, which include the revision
of the English curriculum for classes Pre - Primary to XII, the provision for inservice training to bring the teachers up-to-date on the revised curriculum, and a
programme of academic courses to improve the teachers’ knowledge of English.
In the new English curriculum, the emphasis is on the improvement of the
language skills of the students, on literature studies written in contemporary
English language, the inclusion of non-fiction writing and changes in the approach
to the assessment of students’ performance. The new curriculum also demands
change in the way in which students are taught, specifically a movement away
from the teacher-centred classroom to a gender-sensitive, student-centred learning
environment. This means that the teacher is responsible for designing activities
that promote active learning while the students take more active part in their
own learning. The teacher will act as a facilitator and be a source of knowledge of
language and literature.
This Curriculum Guide for Teachers presents a wide range of strategies that the
teachers can use to help students rise to the levels expected at each stage.
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The plans put forward in the revised curriculum offer a balanced programme with
adequate instructional time to develop the skills in each strand of Listening and
Speaking, Language, Writing, and Reading & Literature. The goal is to provide
adequate time to learn these skills so that students are able to communicate with
eloquence and receive the communication of others with respect and clarity.
The Ministry of Education hopes that the new English curriculum will open the
doors to new opportunities for our students to improve their English language
skills. The programme will ensure that they will acquire the knowledge to continue
higher studies and the skills they require to become competent communicators
- in Reading, Writing, Listening and Speaking as required in the workplace and
society.
The Ministry of Education acknowledges the contributions of the Government of
Canada and the support of our Government to carry out this important project.
The Ministry also wishes to acknowledge the valuable contributions of the teachers
and teacher-educators to the development of this new English curriculum.
Trashi Delek.

Thinley Gyamtsho
Minister
Ministry of Education
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Study and Teaching of English
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Time Line
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The Organisational Chart above will help teachers and students understand the
different components of the English curriculum. Every effort has been made to
integrate the components. The Introduction sets out a brief history of English in
the schools of Bhutan and introduces the principles which inform the curriculum.
Twelve suggested revisions are included. The Standards for each of the four strands
– Reading & Literature, Writing, Listening and Speaking, and Language – flow
from these principles. They are exit Standards which set out what graduates can
be expected to know and do when they leave school in Class XII. The Standards
are elaborated as the Learning Objectives which set out what students must learn
to know and do at each class level to achieve the standards.
The Learning Objectives will serve as indicators of achievement at each class level
in reference to the Standards. The Materials and Activities have been developed to
help the students acquire the skills and the knowledge they need to be successful
in attaining the Learning Objectives, and ultimately, the Standards. The Timetable
sets out a ‘time-budget’ for each strand. The Modes of Assessment are informed
by the principles espoused in the Introduction to the Foreword and are organised
to test the students on their skill development and knowledge.
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Foreword to Reading & Literature
“I am part of all that I have met;
Yet all experience is an arch wherethro’
Gleams that untravl’d world, whose margin
Fades for ever and for ever when I move.”

— “Ulysses”, Alfred Lord Tennyson

Like Ulysses, when we read, we become travellers through worlds whose horizons
beckon and entice us farther and farther into realms beyond our own daily
experiences. We travel from our own world to different places and times, go to
a universe beyond our own, a universe in which we meet people who hold ideas
and beliefs which confirm, challenge, and elaborate what we know, understand
and believe.
Reading is the key to unlocking the vault of the wisdom of the race. To read well is
to be in contact with those who have gone before us, who have discovered what it
is to be human and the best ways to organise themselves to achieve happiness
We do not always read for such exalted reasons. Reading is also something we
use to do everyday things at work or at home: things like shopping, reading mail,
getting information on topics of interest and getting instructions on how to do
things or put things together. We also read to learn the ideas of others on more
abstract issues like political thought or religious beliefs. We read for pleasure and
to pass the time. Sometimes we read our favourite authors simply because we
like to read their works. Whatever the reasons we have for reading, it is making
meaning with text in an interactive process that engages the reader, the writer, and
the text in a dialogue about the subject of the piece.
Engaging in the dialogue begins when the reader tries to be clear about what
the writer or her characters are saying and doing. Frequently, once that has been
achieved and is clear, the reader does not want to go further. The knowledge of
what has been read is enough. But just as frequently, readers want to move beyond
xiii

the simple knowledge of a book to levels of dialogue, which engage them, the
writer, and the text in negotiations about the significance of what has been said
or enacted in the piece. It is in this kind of dialogue that the focus shifts from the
surface knowledge of the text to attempts to comprehend what has been read at
more profound levels, to delight in possible interpretations, to analyse how the
writer achieves the cogency of the piece, and ultimately, the evaluation of the
beauty and the validity of what has been said.
Whatever the level of the dialogue, the readers bring to the table not only their
knowledge of the text under study, but also their experiences with other texts, the
experiences they have had in real life or have imagined, and quite likely, sets of
beliefs that challenge the point of view of the writer. Students need to be taught
the strategies to read in these ways. And they need time to participate in activities,
which are planned by the teachers to allow them to practise the strategies.
The literature in the syllabus provides the material to teach students how to read,
while at the same time permitting them to read some of the best literature available
in English. Students have to learn how to make meaning by themselves and to
appreciate what it means to have met some of the best writers and their works in
the course of their studies. If we can build classroom communities where that can
be arranged, then, like Ulysses, our readers will be drawn to travel through new
worlds of experience whose horizons keep expanding.
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Standards for Reading & Literature
1.

Graduates are able to read a wide range of texts–fiction and non-fiction–
independently.

2.

Graduates know the different forms of literature and the purposes they serve.

3.

Graduates know and use appropriate reading strategies for making meaning with
a variety of texts–fiction and non-fiction.

4.

Graduates have read relevant major literary works from Bhutan and other
countries.

5.

Graduates have an interest in books and continue to read for enjoyment and
learning.

6.

Through their reading, graduates have studied and reflected on the cultural values
of Bhutan and other countries, particularly the different ways in which people
discover meaning in their lives; different expressions of fundamental values like
Truth, Goodness, and Beauty; the possibilities of human achievement; and have
found directions and models for their own aspirations.

7.

Through their reading, graduates have developed a heightened sense of beauty and
harmony which informs their lives.
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Learning Objectives for Reading & Literature
Class IV students will demonstrate that they can:
1.

Use the reading strategies developed in earlier classes.

2.

Read aloud with fluency and confidence.

3.

Use syntax clues as a strategy for reading unfamiliar words.

4.

Read stories and poems about subjects outside their personal experience.

5.

Read non-fiction texts – descriptions of the natural world and explanations of
natural phenomena – for knowledge and information.

6.

Identify the rhythm in poetry.

7.

Recognize, read in context and understand a minimum of 500 words (highfrequency and vocabulary words).

8.

Build on their reading vocabulary.

9.

Use pronunciation skills to pronounce words clearly.

10. Use the dictionary to find meanings of words.
11. Recognize the function of quotation marks in reading.
12. Read texts for explicit and implicit meaning.
13. Identify the features of folktales and use them to make meaning in their reading.
14. Listen to, read, and elaborate on texts.
15. Read at least 25 pieces of literature: stories, poems and informational texts.
16. Enjoy reading as a learning activity.
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Teaching Strategies and Approaches
Reading Aloud to students encourages literacy, promotes reading skills, and
contributes to the sharing of the joy of literature. Read to your students daily.
As they listen and respond to books, they predict, make inferences, hypothesize,
identify with characters, respond critically and creatively and develop a sense of
story. A read-aloud story can be above the class’s reading level, exposing them to
a greater range of literacy.
Procedures for Reading Aloud:
1. Use books suited to the students’ age level.
2. Read aloud a variety of literature: folk tales, stories, poetry, biographies and
informational text. Reading aloud can be integrated across a curriculum.
3. Develop performance strategies such as
• dynamic shifts in volume and tone of voice
• develop character voices
• find places to pause and ask questions or make observations.
• understand and rehearse the stories you plan to read.
Storytelling is one of the best ways to teach students to listen. People of all ages
want to hear stories. The voice, expression, gestures and imagination of the
storyteller are powerful factors that help students experience stories vividly and
creatively.
Tips for Storytelling:
• What makes a story tellable? it has a single theme, a well developed plot,
interesting characters, dramatic appeal and is appropriate for the listener.
• How to learn a story – Read the story several times, write it down as you
remember it, read the story aloud again, practice telling the story until it is
yours.
• How to tell a story – Use a prop if it adds to the story, change you tone of voice
and use gestures as it fits the story, invite students to participate if it adds to
the story.
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Shared Reading has been found to be very valuable in teaching students who speak
English as a second language. Research shows that, in less than a year, students are
reading with greater comprehension, know more words, and are better able to
repeat simple English structures orally. Shared reading is a step between reading
to students and independent reading by students. It is an approach to reading
that can be used with any age level or ability, developing positive feelings toward
stories and book experiences.
Procedures for Shared Reading:
1. First Reading: Students can follow the teacher from their individual texts.
Show both covers of the book, inviting predictions from the students. Accept all
responses positively. Read the story with a few pauses for other predictions or
observations. Ask questions such as, “Why do you think that happened?”, “How
would that feel?” At the end of reading, discuss personal responses to the book.
2. Second Reading: Read the story again, encouraging students to join in. Have them
experiment with intonation and expression. Teaching points will be determined
by the objectives of the lesson and can be attended to as they arise. (Note: Always
keep the meaning paramount and never try to squeeze too much out of one book
at one time.)
Teaching Points:
• reading strategies for decoding unknown words and phrases (semantic- does
it make sense? syntactic – does it look right? grapho-phonic – does it sound
right?)
• aspects of language such as structure, rhyme, rhythm and alliteration.
• concepts of print such as directionality, spatial concepts, punctuation, words
and letters.
• predicting, locating, checking, confirming and self-correcting at the level of
letter, word and full text.
• information skills, gained from things such as, titles, author, illustrator, index,
glossary and table of contents.
• clarification and extension of the understanding of the story as a whole.
• clarification, location and extension of vocabulary.
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For some students, two readings will be sufficient for them to reread the book
independently. Others will need further reading with the teacher. Students should
be encouraged to return to the book in their own reading time.
Guided Reading is an approach to reading instruction in which the teacher
leads the discussions and guides or directs students to read specific passages or
sentences directly from the text to answer questions or to support various points.
It presents opportunities for specific teaching in context, helps deepen and widen
understanding of the text and encourages silent reading.
Procedures for Guided Reading:
1. Give each student a copy of the text. Do not read the book to the students or
choose a book they have already read as it will take away opportunity for them
to solve problems in the new text.
2. Select a purpose for reading. The emphasis will be on meaning as well as
strategies required to read the text. These strategies are one-to-one matching,
directionality, locating known words, predicting, searching, self-correcting
and fluency.
3. Read the title of the book to the students, inviting predictions. Students can
be asked to read the whole book or to read it part by part to find the answer
to specific questions, to recognize word and sentence patterns or to recognize
story sequence, character development, the main ideas and messages. They
read silently, if possible, and independently.
4. At the end of the reading, discuss the book with the students – plot, vocabulary,
and especially strategies they used.
Independent Reading occurs when a student can read material without the
assistance of another person. It allows students to practice and extend newly
acquired reading competencies and to select books from areas of their own
interest. It is important, at this stage, for students to be exposed to a wide variety
of books at their own reading level and to be given opportunities to read in order
to develop into an avid reader.
xix

Choral Reading is a group recitation of poetry or prose that allows students to
explore together the depth and various meanings of literature and to experiment
with words and phrases. It is a useful classroom tool, especially for students who
are shy, withdrawn or experiencing speech problems.
How to Get Started:
1. Teacher reads a selection (a short, lively poem works best for beginners).
2. Teacher rereads the selection and discusses the words and meaning.
3. Teacher reads again and asks students to join in on specific parts.
4. Teacher lessens the amount she reads, allowing students to read alone.
Choral Reading Ideas:
Echo Reading - Teacher says one part and students repeat it.
Alternate Reading – Teacher says one line, students say the next line.
Unison – Teacher and students say all lines together once students are familiar
with selection.
Two Groups – One groups says line, the second group says the next line. Reverse
parts for the second reading.
Assignment of Lines – Individuals can be designated to say certain lines.
Different Voices – Words can be said in a whisper or in loud voices or lines can be
said gradually from soft to loud, loud to soft or slowly to quickly.
Rhythm Clapping – Students can clap, snap fingers or tap feet to the rhythm of a
poem.
Singing – Some rhymes can be sung.
Reader’s Theatre is a combination of oral reading and conventional theatre. It
occurs when two or more people read a dialogue of a story in role. A narrator
often reads the narration and groups of students read the parts together in chorus.
Reader’s Theatre requires no special equipment, is successful for all ability groups
and produces rapid results.
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Tips for Reader’s Theatre:
1. Develop a script from material that is not initially written for performance.
Almost any piece of literature can be used for Reader’s Theatre but to begin, a
simple folktale or familiar story is easiest to prepare.
2. Allocate roles, having groups of students play each part. (E.g. four students
take the role of the frog, five students the part of the prince.) Every student in
the class will be involved. The teacher may want to take the narrator’s part and
gradually allocate the role to students.
3. Give each group of students a copy of the script, having them underline or
highlight their parts.
4. Students practice reading their parts of the script in groups until they read
fluently together and with expression.
5. Bring all groups together to perform, each group following the whole script
and reading on cue.
6. Practice several times as a whole class and perform the Reader’s Theatre for an
audience.
Reading Journals are notebooks in which students record their personal
reflections to, questions about, and reflections on what they have read, viewed,
listened to, and discussed. They also record strategies they use when taking part
in these activities. Teachers can display a list of possible starters for beginning
readers. E.g. I was surprised when _________. I predict that _________. The
story reminds me of the time _________.
• Dialogue Journals are notebooks in which the teacher and student participate
in weekly written communication about books the students are reading.
Students are highly motivated to participate when teachers responds to
what they have written. These journals also provide a good opportunity for
teachers to model writing skills.
• Double-entry journals are divided into two columns. Students write a
passage, phrase or word from the text that had some impact on them. This is
written in the left column. In the right column, students write their opinions
or feelings about their selected passage, phrase or word.
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Story Maps are maps constructed to show a sequence of events and to identify
particular excerpts from the story. e.g. For Little Red Riding Hood, younger
students can draw the actual house she lives in, the road to the grandmother’s
through the forest, the woodcutter, the wolf behind a tree and ending at the
grandmother’s house. Older students can construct a story mapping pyramid or
sequence chart to show the sequence of events.
Drama is a shared learning experience and collaborate group effort. Situations,
characters, problems, relationships, mood, atmosphere, and concepts of a story
can be explored.
Ideas:
1. Have students dramatize familiar stories, supplying their own details and
dialogue.
2. Tableaux or sculptures can be used to develop the context of a story. Have
students act out an activity and on a prearranged signal, they freeze.
3. Character Interviews allow students to respond creatively to narrative, factual
and poetic text. Teach students interviewing techniques prior to the interviews.
A student takes the role of a character in the story, answering questions
from the class. This activity might also be carried out in pairs to allow more
participation.
Retelling helps students construct meaning from a text. Both oral and written
retellings should be encouraged because they allow students to reveal their ideas
about what the story means to them. Retelling can take the form of: cooperative
retelling, round-robin storytelling, story mapping, picture retelling or role playing
the story.
Book Walk is a means of previewing and predicting with texts. The teacher shows
a book to the students beginning with the cover, the author, the illustrator, the
illustrations, the lay-out of the book and the back cover. This is a way of tapping
into the background experience of students and encouraging comprehension
before reading the book.
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Text Talk or Book Talk is a term for discussion about parts of a book.
Steps for Text/Book Talk
1. The teacher talks about the cover including the title and the blurb. Teach the
children to use all the information they have to make predictions about the
possible content of the book.
2. Leaf through the pages of the book with the children, discussing the pictures
and the story.
3. Talk about the vocabulary given in the box. With groups, teach the children
strategies for working out what the word is likely to be, including using pictures,
using the sense of sentence, using the grammar to predict the likely kind of
word and using written letter patterns.
4. As teachers use books they draw attention to the cover, table of contents, title
page, index, chapters, spine, glossary and other book features.
Effective Questioning - Learning springs from curiosity, from the need to know.
Effective teaching depends upon recognizing that effective learning takes place
when students are engaged in active participation. Questions from both teachers
and students on many levels have the power to generate vivid ideas, spur the
imagination and provide both teacher and student with shared, creative learning
experiences. Bloom’s Taxonomy, which follows, is a guide for the development of
thinking skills.
Lower Order
1. Knowledge – recalling what we already know.
2. Comprehension – demonstrating what we understand.
3. Application – applying what we know to other situations.
Higher Order
4. Analysis – reasoning our ideas into logical patterns.
5. Synthesis – constructing new ideas from what is known.
6. Evaluation – judging what is implicit in our thinking.
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From Bloom’s Taxonomy, a classification of questions by general function has
been developed for younger students. The classification has three broad categories,
each with a specific intention. All levels of questioning should be employed in the
classroom.
Classification of Questions:
1. “Right there” questions (Literal)
• The answer is stated explicitly in the text and is easy to find because the words
in the question match the words in the answer. The question draws out what
is already known.
• Often begin with what, who, when, where.
2. “Think and search” Questions (Inferential)
• The answer is in the text but not stated explicitly and the reader may have to read
several paragraphs to relate information. These questions shape understanding
and allow us to sort out, elaborate and express how we are thinking.
• Fills out what lies between the facts.
• How do you know..? What do you mean by…? Can you put it another way?
3. “On my own” Questions (Critical)
• The answer is inside the reader’s head.
• Challenges existing thinking and encourages reflection.
• May not come easily, student needs time to think.
• What would you do if..? I wonder what would happen if ..? Does it matter
if…?

Approach: Directed Reading Thinking Activity(DRTA)
DRTA is an instructional strategy to help students to predict, confirm, alter or
reject their predictions while reading a text.
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Overview
• Useful approach for teaching students to enhance predicting strategy.
• Active involvement of students in reading stories or listening to stories read
aloud.
• Active involvement of students in the predictions and confirmation cycles.
• Students make thoughtful guesses about the text.
• Useful only when students are reading or listening to unfamiliar text or
stories.
• Not applicable to non-fiction (informational books, content area text books)
Steps
• Introduce the story.
• Read the beginning of the story.
• Continue reading and predicting.
• Have students reflect on their prediction.
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UNIT 1 THEME: People Around Me
Main Texts
1. Janey- Charlotte Zolotow
2. Friends To The RescueMeena Cariappa & Gita Dang
3. The Quarrel- Eleanor Farjeon
4. Life’s Not Been the Same in
My Family- Jack Prelutsky
5. Siena’s Fun Run- Gay Lynch

Poem
Story
Poem
Poem
Story

Supplementary Texts
1. My Lost Dollars- Stephen Leacock
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Title: Janey

Author: Charlotte Zolotow
Genre: Lyric Poem

Janey
it’s lonely
all day long
since you moved away.
When I walk in the rain
and the leaves are wet
and clinging to the sidewalk
I remember
how we used to walk
home from school
together.
I remember how you had to touch
everything we passed,
the wet leaves
of the privet hedge,
even the stucco part
of the wall.
I only look with my eyes.
I still have the pebble
you found on the playground.
And I remember how
you skipped flat rocks

2
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into the pond.
Mine just sank.

Sometimes when I’m playing
with the other kids
I remember how your voice sounded.
No one else sounds like you.
I remember sometimes
we both talked at once
and when we stopped
we’d said the same thing.
And I remember sitting on the steps
In the sun and not talking
at all.
There is no one else
I can sit with
and not talk.
I remember how
we’d go home for dinner
and I could hardly wait
for dinner to end
to call you.
But sometimes you called me first.
And I remember last Christmas
I half didn’t want
to give you your present,
I wanted it so much myself.
You told me later
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you half didn’t want to give me mine
but when we each opened our present
it was the same book.
I think of you every time
I read the stories over again.
When the wind blows
through the trees at night
I remember how we used to
listen together
nights you slept over.
I didn’t want you to move away.
You didn’t want to either.
Janey
maybe some day
we’ll grow up
and live near each other
again.
I wish you hadn’t moved away.
Make Connections
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

4

What did you think about when you first read the poem?
Who is the speaker in the poem?
How does the speaker feel? How do you know?
What does the speaker miss about Janey?
How would you feel if your best friend moved away? What would
you miss about him or her?
How do you think Janey feels? Why do you think she feels that way?
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Title: Friends To The Rescue

Author: Meena Cariappa and Geeta Dang
Genre: Story

thrilled		limp		gleefully
miserable		escape
perched

muttering		gnawed
suggested		amazed

In a forest near the foothills of the Himalayas, there lived a little deer.
It was a little chinkara deer. He had three very good ‘friends - a tortoise, a
rat and a raven. The four of them were very close and spent a lot of time
together.
Every afternoon, around three o’clock, they would all meet at their
favourite spot on the banks of a small river. There they would talk and play
till it began to get dark and they had to return home.
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One day, the tortoise got to the meeting place a little late. He found
the rat and the raven waiting but the deer was not there. The three friends
chatted for a while but when half an hour had passed and there was still no
sign of the deer, they began to get worried.
“I wonder what the problem is?” said the tortoise, “it’s not like him to
be late.”
“Indeed no!” said the raven. “He is usually the first to arrive.”
“Maybe he is on his way,” suggested the rat.
“Let me see if I can spot him,” saying which, the raven flew to the top
of a tall tree. Perched on the top of the tree, he had a good view of the forest
and soon spotted the deer trapped in a hunter’s net.
Flying down at once, he told the others what he had seen. “He was
struggling to get free but I don’t think he will make it on his own. We must
help him quickly before the hunter returns.”
“Yes! Yes! I can cut the net and set him free if you can show me where
he is,” said the rat.
“It is about a mile away, just near that large rock. If you climb onto my
back, I can take you there in a few minutes,” said the raven.
Without wasting any time, the rat climbed onto the raven’s back and off
they flew. The rat had never done anything like this before. Perched on the
raven’s back everything looked small and far away. He tried not to show how
frightened he was. The little deer had finally given up hope and was quite
miserable. When he looked around and saw the raven with the rat on his
back, he was thrilled. It was such a relief to see them, he could hardly believe
his eyes. They set to work at once. Finally, as the rat gnawed the last cord of
the net, the tortoise arrived.
“Oh! You should not have come, tortoise,” said the raven. “The hunter
may be back any minute now. It will not be a problem for the three of us to
get away quickly but you are sure to be caught.”
6
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“How could I possibly stay away when my friend was in trouble?” panted
the tortoise. He had walked as fast as he could and was feeling breathless.
Just then, they heard the footsteps of the hunter. In seconds, the little
deer had sprinted off into the forest to hide behind a clump of trees. The
raven flew off too, while the rat scurried into a nearby hole. However, the
poor tortoise had hardly moved a few inches when the hunter caught him
and put him in his bag. He was very angry when he saw that the deer had got
away. ‘Well, atleast I have something,’ he comforted himself.
The three friends got together feeling very miserable. The rat began to
cry but the deer said, “Our tears won’t help him. We must act quickly. I have
thought of a plan that might work.” The other two listened very carefully
while he outlined a way for rescuing the tortoise from the hunter. When he
had finished, they agreed to give it a try.
A little later, the hunter saw a deer limp out from behind a clump of
bushes some distance ahead. He stopped short, hardly able to believe his
luck. ‘A lame deer will be easy to catch,’ he said to himself gleefully. He threw
down the bag so he could run faster and chased after the deer.
Several times the deer let him come quite close, and then, seeming to
make a painful effort, escaped from the hunter. “It is only a matter of tiring
him out,” said the hunter, “and the way he is limping, it should not take, too
long.” In this way and without realising it, he was led far away from the bag.
Meanwhile, the rat was gnawing at the string that tied the mouth of the
bag. With his sharp teeth this did not take too long. The tortoise was soon
free. Feeling most thankful, he crept into hiding under a thick bush a little
distance away. Similarly, the raven and the rat also rushed away.
When the deer thought he had given his friends enough time to escape,
he stopped limping and sprinted off. The hunter was so amazed to see his
lameness suddenly cured that he stopped short and just stood and stared
after the deer.
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Can you imagine his surprise when he went back to where he had
dropped the bag and found it open, with no sign of the tortoise? Muttering
that there must be some spirits in the forest, he went away and the four
friends never saw him again.
As for them, they continued to chat and play happily in the forest. They
realised that they had nothing to fear as their love and friendship made them
strong.
Make connections
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

8

Who are the friends in the story?
Why are they worried?
Who gets caught in their attempt to free the deer?
How do the friends fool the hunter in the end?
Which friend do you like the most? Why?
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Title: The Quarrel

Author: Eleanor Farjeon
Genre: Poem

1 quarrelled with my brother,
I don’t know what about,
One thing led to another
And somehow we fell out.
The start of it was slight,
The end of it was strong,
He said he was right,
I knew he was wrong!
We hated one another.
The afternoon turned black.
Then suddenly my brother
Thumped me on the back,
And said, “Oh, come along!
We can’t go on all night—
I was in the wrong.”
		
So he was in the right.

5

10

15

Eleanor Farjeon (1881-1965) was born in London, England. Her father did not believe
in schools, so Eleanor was educated at home. Her father’s instruction to her tutor
was “don’t teach the girl anything she doesn’t want to know.” She grew up in her
father’s library and says of her childhood that “It would have been more natural to
live without clothes than books.” She began writing when she was seven years old,
the start of a seventy year career.
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Make connections
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

10

Which two people quarrel in the poem?
What do they quarrel about?
Who ends the quarrel? How does he do that?
How does the speaker feel at the end of the poem?
How would you usually feel after a quarrel
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Title: Life’s Not Been the Same in My Family
Author: Jack Prelutsky
Genre: Lyric Poem

Life’s not been the same in my family
since the day that the new baby came,
my parents completely ignore me,
they scarcely remember my name.
The baby gets all their attention,
“Oh, isn’t she precious!” they croon,
they think that she looks like an angel,
I think she resembles a prune.
They’re thrilled when she giggles or gurgles,
“She burped!” they exclaim with delight,
they don’t even mind when she wakes us
with deafening screams in the night.
They seem to believe she’s a treasure,
there’s simply no way I agree,
I wish she’d stop being a baby
and start being older than me.
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Make connections
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

12

Who is the speaker in the poem?
How does the speaker feel about the baby sister? Why does he or she
feel this way?
Do you think the speaker is getting a good treatment from the
parents? Explain.
Have you ever had the feeling like the speaker’s in the poem? When
have you felt that way? Why?
How would you have felt or acted if you were the speaker?
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Title: Siena’s Fun Run
Author: Gay Lynch
Genre: Realistic Fictions

One day, Siena’s mother and father called Siena into the kitchen. Her
little brother Leo was already there. So was Rufus, the dog. “Sit down, kids.
We want to talk to you about something,” said Dad. “We’ve decided to take
up fun running. And we’re hoping you’ll both do the training with us,” said
Mom.
“What does ‘training’ mean, Mom?” asked Leo.
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“Training means getting ready to run a race,” Mom said. “We’ll go out
on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays. We’ll start slowly, walking and
running. Each day we’ll go farther and run a little faster.”
“That sounds weird to me,” said Siena. “But can I get a new pair of
running shoes?”
“Sure, you both can,” Dad said. “We’ll start training this weekend.”
Before long, Siena began to enjoy the training. She liked stretching her
muscles before and after running. It was fun seeing new houses and streets
and stores while they ran. She could feel herself getting fitter by the day.
Going uphill was the hardest. But after a few weeks, Siena could run
uphill without puffing. Her little brother Leo couldn’t keep up with her.
Rufus panted hard as he ran beside her.
Mom and Dad were excited because the fun run was in two weeks.
“Do you think I’m ready to run
the race with you guys?” asked Siena.
“Sure, honey. You’re doing very
well,” said Dad. “Anyway, the race is for
the whole family— including Leo and
Rufus.”
“I wish the race was sooner,” said
Siena.
“You know what?” said Mom.
“There’s a children’s fun run coming
up next week. You can enter that if you
want.”
“Great!” said Siena. “I can’t wait!”

14
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The morning of the children’s fun run had arrived. Siena’s tummy felt
strange.
“It’s just butterflies,” said her mom. “You’ll be fine when the race gets
started.”
The whole family piled into the car and drove downtown for the race.
“Time to join the other runners at the starting line,” Dad told Siena.
“We’ll see you at the finish line. And remember, it’s a fun run, so have fun!”
Siena joined the other runners at the starting line. They were all warming
up. Some of them ran in place and some did stretches. Others gulped water
or looked at their watches. As Siena did her stretches, she began to feel better.
“Those butterflies have gone,” she thought. “I’m ready to start running.”
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The race was about to begin. The runners lined up at the starting line.
Siena felt very excited as she waited for the starting signal.
“Ready... set...GO!” called the race official.
Everyone set off together. But before long, some of the bigger kids
pulled ahead. Siena watched them going around the first bend in the road.

“I’d better pick up speed,” she thought.
She ran a little faster, but that was a mistake. When she came to the
bend in the road, she stumbled and fell. She scraped her hands and knees,
and tears came into her eyes. “This is no fun at all!” she thought.
“You all right?” called another runner, coming up behind Siena.
Siena took a deep breath. “Yes, thanks,” she replied.
She got slowly to her feet and shook her legs. They didn’t feel too bad.

16
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“I guess I can’t quit now,” she said. Then she remembered something
her dad had said—when you’re running, you forget your pain.
Siena looked behind her. She was the last runner now. She picked up
speed, hoping to catch up with the next group of runners. They were running
up a hill.
Siena caught up just as the group reached the top of the hill. The boy
who had spoken to her was in the group. She ran up beside him.

“Hi,” he called. “How’s it going?”
“Fine,” she answered. She slowed down to a walk to catch her breath
after the hill.
The boy walked with her, catching his breath for a moment, too.
pace.

“Have you run in one of these races before?” he asked, picking up the

“No, never,” replied Siena. She ran a little faster to keep up with him,
and they ran down the hill together.
“This is my first race,” she said. “But our family has been training hard
for four weeks.”
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“I’ve been training hard, too,” said the boy “I just got the cast off my
broken leg a few weeks ago. My muscles were very weak for a while.”
“How did you break your leg?” Siena asked.
“Skateboarding,” the boy replied. “By the way, my name’s Darren.
What’s yours?”
“Siena,” she replied, suddenly feeling shy. “Do you still go
skateboarding?”
“I used to,” Darren replied. “Then my dad suggested I take up running to
build up my leg again. I thought he was crazy, but now I really enjoy running.
And you don’t get hurt as easily as you do skateboarding.”
“That’s funny,” said Siena. “I thought my parents were crazy, too, when
they asked us to go running. But now I really like it.”
Siena and Darren ran along at an easy pace. As they ran and talked,
Siena forgot all about her scraped knees. Then she looked up. The finish line
was just ahead! Running was so much easier with a friend.
Siena could hear people cheering along the side of the road. She looked
for her parents and her brother, but she couldn’t see their faces in the crowd.
Then she heard Rufus barking. There was her family, clapping and cheering
and calling her name.
“Go, Siena, go!” yelled Leo.
“Race you!” called Siena to Darren. She took off like a streak of lightning.
Darren grinned and sped up to match her pace. Siena was flying now. She felt
like a lioness chasing her prey.
“Maybe I’ll be in the Olympics one day,” she said to herself. “That would
be great!”
Siena and Darren crossed the finish line together.
“That was pretty good for your first run,” said Darren.

18
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“Thanks! It was really a fun run,” said Siena.
“Are you coming to the family run next week?” Darren asked.
Siena nodded. She could hardly wait.

Make connections
1.
2.
3.

Why is Siena called by her parents?
How does Siena feel about training at first, and after she starts?
OR How is Siena’s feeling about the training different from the
beginning and after she starts?
4. How does Siena feel on the morning of the children’s fun run?
5. What happens to Siena when she runs faster?
6. Why doesn’t she quit when she falls down?
7. What does Siena do when she realizes that she is in last place?
8. What does Siena learn about the boy who had talks to her?
9. What makes Siena forget all about her scraped knees?
10. How does she feel when the race is over?
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Title: My Lost Dollar

Author: Stephen Leacock
Genre: Story

My friend Todd owes me a dollar. He has owed it to me for twelve
months, and I fear there is little prospect of his ever returning it. Whenever
I meet him I can see he has forgotten that he owes me a dollar. He meets me
in the same open friendly way as always. My dollar has clean gone out of his
mind. I see that I shall never get it back.
On the other hand, I know that I shall remember all my life that Todd
owes me a dollar. It will make no difference, I trust, to our friendship, but I
shall never be able to forget it. I don’t know how it is with other people; but
if any man borrows a dollar from me I carry the recollection of it to the grave.
Let me relate what happened. Todd borrowed this dollar last year on
8th April (I mention the date in case this should ever meet Todd’s eye),
just as he was about to leave for Bermuda. He needed a dollar in change to
pay his taxi; and I lent it to him. It happened quite simply and naturally. I
hardly realized it till it was all over. He merely said, “Let me have a dollar, will
you?” And I said “Certainly. Is a dollar enough?” I believe, in fact I know, that
20
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when Todd took that dollar he meant to pay it back. He sent me a note from
Hamilton, Bermuda. I thought when I opened it that the dollar would be in
it. But it wasn’t. He merely said that the temperature was up to nearly 100.
The figure misled me for a moment.
Todd came back in three weeks. I met him at the train – not because
of the dollar, but because I really esteem him. I felt it would be nice for him
to see someone waiting for him on the platform after being away for three
weeks. I said, “Let’s take a taxi upto the Club.” But he answered, “No, let’s
walk.”
We spent the evening together, talking about Bermuda. I was thinking
of the dollar but of course I didn’t refer to it. One simply can’t. I asked him
what currency is used in Bermuda, and whether the AMERICAN DOLLAR
goes at par. I put a slight emphasis on the American Dollar, but found again
that I could not bring myself to make any reference to it.
It took me some time (I see Todd practically every day at my Club) to
realize that he had completely forgotten the dollar. I asked him one day what
his trip cost him and he said that he kept no accounts. A little later I asked
him if he had settled down after his trip, and he said that he had practically
forgotten about it. So I knew it was all over.
In all this I bear Todd no grudge. I have simply added him to the list of
men who owe me a dollar and who have forgotten it. There are quite a few
of them now. I make no difference in my behaviour to them, but I only wish
that I could forget.
I meet Todd very frequently. Only two nights ago I met him out at
dinner and he was talking, apparently without self-consciousness, about
Poland. He said that Poland would never pay her debts. You’d think a thing
like that would have reminded him, wouldn’t you? But it didn’t seem to.
But meantime a thought – a rather painful thought – has begun to
come into my mind at intervals. It is this. If Todd owes me a dollar and has
forgotten it, it is possible that there must be men to whom I owe a dollar
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which I have forgotten. There may be a list of them. The more I think of it
the less I like it, because I am quite sure that if I had once forgotten a dollar,
I would never pay it back, on this side of the grave.
If there are such men I want them to speak out. Not all at once, but in
reasonable numbers, and as far as possible in alphabetical order, and I will
immediately write their names down on paper. I don’t count here men who
may have lent me an odd dollar over a bridge table, and I am not thinking
(indeed I am taking care not to think) of the man who lent me thirty cents to
pay for a bottle of plain soda in the Detroit Athletic Club last month. I always
find that there’s nothing like plain soda after a tiring ride across the Canadian
border, and that man who advanced the thirty cents knows exactly why I felt
that I had done enough for him. But if any man ever lent me a dollar to pay
for a taxi when I was starting for Bermuda, I want to pay it.
More than that: I want to start a general movement, a ‘BACK TO
HONESTY’ movement, for paying all these odd dollars that are borrowed
in a careless moment. Let us remember that the greatest nations were built
up on the basis of absolute honesty.
In conclusion, may I say that I do particularly ask that no reader of this
book will be careless enough to leave this copy around where it might be
seen by Major Todd, of the University Club of Montreal.

22
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UNIT 2 THEME : Furry, Feathery, and Scaly Friends
Main Texts
1. Kindness to Animals- Unknown
2. Some small Mammals in BhutanUnknown
		
3. Wild Builders- Sylvia Funston
4. Dangerous Animals! Bees & Wasps,
Tiger and Crocodile- Michael Teitelbaum
		
5. The Monkey and The CrocodileEllen C. Babbitt
6. At the Zoo- Patricia Vickery

Poem
Informational 		
Text
Informational 		
Text
Informational 		
Text
Story
Poem

Supplementary Texts
1. Fly Away Peter- Adapted from
a story by G. L. Careoot
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Title: Kindness to Animals
Author: Unknown
Genre: Lyric Poem

Little children, never give
Pain to things that feel and live;
Let the gentle robin come
For the crumbs you save at home, —
As his meat you throw along
He’ll repay you with a song;
Never hurt the timid hare
Peeping from her green grass lair,
Let her come and sport and play
On the lawn at close of day;
Little lark goes soaring high
To the bright windows of the sky,
Singing as if ‘twere always spring,
And fluttering on an untired wing, —
Oh! let him sing his happy song,
Nor do these gentle creatures wrong.
Make Connections
1.
2.
3.
4.

24

What animals are mentioned in the poem?
List down the rhyming words from the poem.
Why should you be kind to animals?
How is the lark in the poem shown as a happy bird?
(Try and read the poem in a rhythmic way)
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Title: Some small mammals in Bhutan
Author: Unknown
Genre: Informational Text

1 Bats

Bats are the only mammals that can fly.
Their wings are formed of thin skin which
joins their fingers, legs and tail together. Like
birds they fly by moving their wings up and
down.
You usually see bats at night or when it
is getting dark. During the day they sleep in
some dark place like a cave or the roof of a
temple. They sleep upside down holding on
with their back legs. In the evening bats come
out to get food.
They fly around very fast but do not hit things.
They have a good sense of touch and hearing but
they cannot see well. They use sound to help them
move safely. They make tiny squeaks and then listen
for the echoes. They use these echoes to find their
way.
Bats have their babies in spring. A baby bat has no hair and cannot see.
It holds onto its mother who flies with it everywhere.
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There are two main kinds of
bat – the fruit – eating bats and the
insect-eating bats. Fruit-eating bats are
larger and are sometimes called flying
foxes. The Indian flying fox is found
in Southern Bhutan and is about one
metre from wing tip to wing tip. Fruiteating bats live only in hot places and eat fruits like bananas and figs. The
insect-eating bats are much smaller and live in both cold and hot places.
They eat insects and it is these bats that you sometimes see flying around
chasing insects in the evening.

26
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2 The Otter

Otters are small brown mammals about the size of a dog. Unlike most
mammals their body is specially made for life in water. They have a strong
thick tail which helps to move them through the water and turn quickly when
they want to catch a fish. Their feet are webbed like a duck’s feet. They have
long whiskers on their cheeks. These help them feel fish and other living
things at the bottom of the river.
Otters spend most of their life in and beside rivers but sometimes they
go across land to another river. When she is going to have babies the female
makes a hole in the river bank. She will bring fish to feed them.
Otters mainly eat fish and we can sometimes see them sitting on a rock
holding a fish in their front paws and eating it. Man is their only enemy.
They live beside all big rivers in Bhutan.
Make connections
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What animal do you see in the picture?
What do you call it in Dzongkha? (Phowmakey/Phumtala)
Why do we see bats mostly at night?
Describe the manner in which they sleep.
Name the word that means ‘reflection of sound’ in paragraph 3.
Name two kinds of bats. Why are they called by those names?
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Title: Wild Builders

Author: Sylvia Funston
Genre: Informational Text
Do you live in a house or an apartment? What
kind of materials is it made of? Is it set into the
ground or raised up? How is it waterproofed?
These are all things that people have to think
about before they start building. They’re also
the kinds of challenges many animals face
when they’re building homes. Here are six wild
builders. Can you match up each one of them
with its correct home?

A. Harvest Mouse		

B. Hornet			

D. Prairie Dog			

C. Tent Bat

E. Termite 			

F. Hornbill

1.
28
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1. I live in a tropical rainforest. I
chew through the stem of a large
leaf until the leaf folds over into
a waterproof tent. Usually about
eight of us sleep in the same tent.
Which builder am I?

2. I live in an underground “town”
full of tunnels and little rooms. By
making one opening to my burrow
higher than the other, I set up a
current of air that sweeps through
the tunnels and air-conditions
them. Which builder am I?

3. I shred blades of grass into thin
strands and weave them together
into a cozy, hollow ball. I anchor
the ball securely to stalks of grain
far off the ground so it stays dry.
Which builder am I?
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4. My mate makes her nest in a large
hole in a tree. To protect her from
snakes, I build a mud wall across
the hole. I leave an opening in the
wall too small for snakes to crawl
through but big enough so I can
pass food through to my family.
Which builder am I?
5. I live with many relatives in an
apartment house. We build it out
of soil that we mix with saliva until
it’s like cement. One apartment
house we built stood as tall as one
of your three-storey buildings.
Which builder am I?

6. I shave wood fibres off an old tree
with my jaws and turn these fibres
into paper pulp with my saliva. I
use this pulp to build a paper nest
under a tree branch or the eaves of
a house. Which builder am I?
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Title: Dangerous Animals! Bees and Wasps, Tiger and
Crocodile
Author: Michael Teitelbaum
Genre: Informational Text

Bees & Wasps

Bees and wasps, members of the same insect family, are small animals. For
many people, they are the scariest. Most people will probably live their whole
lives without coming face to face with a lion, python, or Komodo dragon.
But bees and wasps are a part of everyday life nearly anywhere you live.
Their stings are painful, but usually a single sting
is not life threatening. The danger comes
when bees or wasps attack in swarms.
When hundreds or thousands of these
flying insects sting a person within a
few seconds, the attack can kill. Deadly
attacks like these are rare. They usually
happen when people disturb the insects’
home.
Most bees and wasps live in large groups
called colonies. Colony life revolves around serving
the queen. Workers or drones gather nectar from flowers, build the nests,
and fiercely defend their queen. If a person gets too close to a beehive or
wasps’ nest, the workers fly into action to protect their queen. This is when
dangerous swarm attacks can occur. As with any dangerous animal, it is
always best to bee-careful!
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Tigers

Silent, unseen, and ultimately deadly, the tiger is the
largest and strongest cat in the world. Growing as big
as 10 feet in length and weighing up to 600 pounds, it
is the most dangerous predator on four legs.
The tiger is well-equipped to be a perfect
hunter. Its stripes help it blend into its
surroundings, allowing it to sneak up on
prey. The tiger also has great hearing and
excellent night vision, which is when it
does its hunting.
Once prey is spotted, a tiger has powerful weapons at its disposal. It has
large, pointed canine teeth and long, sharp claws. Waiting quietly, hidden
in the jungle, the tiger remains perfectly still until its victim is close. Then it
pounces fiercely.
After slashing with sharp claws to bring down
its prey, a tiger goes for the kill using its teeth.
Sometimes, it bites the prey’s neck. This damages
the prey’s spine, which makes it unable to move.
Other times, a tiger bites the prey’s throat. This
chokes the animal to death. If the kill is made out
in the open, a tiger will drag its prey into the thick
jungle. There, it can eat its meal in private.
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Crocodile

The crocodile is a fierce, meat-eating creature. It feeds on everything from
insects and frogs to fish, turtles, and even birds. Its cousin, the alligator,
has a wide, flat head with a rounded snout. A croc’s snout is more pointed.
The crocodile spends most of its time in water. It likes tropical rivers, lakes,
marshes, swamps, and rain forests. When the sun comes out, this mighty
beast will lie around on shore warming itself in the sunshine.
A croc has huge, powerful jaws that snap shut
like steel traps. The jaws grab prey tightly,
driving rows of knife-sharp teeth deep into
the croc’s victims.
A crocodile sheds teeth throughout its
lifetime, with new ones pushing out the old.
Its eyes are set high up on its head, so it can keep its body hidden beneath the
water’s surface. This leaves only its eyes peeking out, ever-searching for prey.
Crocodiles range from 5 to 25 feet in length. The enormous Nile crocodile
is the biggest. It also is the largest freshwater predator in Africa. These huge,
scaly monsters are capable of taking down prey as big as a zebra!
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Make connections
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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How do the bees live?
What works do the workers or drones carryout?
What are the tigers’ powerful weapons?
How is tiger well equipped to be a perfect hunter?
Name the biggest crocodile.
What do the crocodiles eat?
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Title: The Monkey and the Crocodile
Author: Ellen C. Babbitt (retold)
Genre: Story
PART I

A monkey lived in a great tree on a riverbank. In the river there were
many crocodiles.
A crocodile watched the monkeys for a long time, and one day she said
to her son “My son, get one of those monkeys for me. I want the heart of a
monkey to eat.’
“How am I to catch a monkey?” asked the little crocodile. “I do not
travel on land, and the monkey does not go into the water.”
“Put your wits to work, and you’ll find a way,” said the mother.
And the little crocodile thought and thought. At last he said to himself,
“I know what I’ll do. I’ll get that monkey that lives in a big tree on the
riverbank. He wishes to go across the river to the island where the fruit is so
ripe.”
So the crocodile swam to the tree where the monkey lived. But he was
a stupid crocodile.
“Oh, monkey,” he called, “come with me over to the island where the
fruit is so ripe.”
“How can I go with you?” asked the monkey. “I do not swim.”
“No—but I do. I will take you over on my back,” said the crocodile.
The monkey was greedy, and wanted the ripe fruit, so he jumped down
on the crocodile’s back. “Off we go!” said the crocodile.
“This is a fine ride you are giving me!” said the monkey.
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“Do you think so? Well, how do you like this?” asked the crocodile,
diving.
“Oh don’t!” cried the monkey, as he went under the water. He was afraid
to let go, and he did not know what to do under the water.
When the crocodile came up, the monkey sputtered and choked. “Why
did you take me under water, crocodile?” he asked.
“I am going to kill you by keeping you under water,” answered the
crocodile. “My mother wants monkey-heart to eat, and I’m going to take
yours to her.”
“I wish you had told me you wanted my heart,” said the monkey, “then
I might have brought it with me.”
“How queer!” said the stupid crocodile. “Do you mean to say that you
left you heart back there in the tree?”

“That is what I mean,” said the Monkey. “If you want my heart, we must
go back to the tree and get it. But we are so near the island where the ripe
fruit is, please take me there first,”
“No, monkey,” said the crocodile, “I’ll take you straight back to your
tree. Never mind the ripe fruit. Get your heart and bring it to me at once.
Then we’ll see about going to the island.”
“Very well,” said the monkey.
But no sooner had he jumped onto the bank of the river than—whisk!
Up he ran into the tree.
36
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From the topmost branches he called down to the crocodile in the
water below, “My heart is way up here! If you want it, come for it, come for
it!”
PART II
The monkey soon moved away from that tree. He wanted to get away
from the crocodile, so that he might live in peace.
But the crocodile found him, far down the river living in another tree.
In the middle of the river was an island covered with fruit-trees.
Halfway between the bank of the river and the island, a large rock rose
out of the water. The monkey could jump to the rock, and then to the island.
The crocodile watched the monkey crossing from the bank of the river to the
rock, and then to the island.
He thought to himself, “The monkey will stay on the island all day, and
I’ll catch him on his way home at night.”
The monkey had a fine feast, while the crocodile swam about, watching
him all day.
Towards night the crocodile crawled out of the water and lay on the
rock, perfectly still.
When it grew dark among the trees, the monkey started for home. He
ran down to the riverbank, and there he stopped.
“What is the matter with the rock?” the monkey thought to himself. “I
never saw it so high before. The crocodile is lying on it!”
But he went to the edge of the water and called “Hello, Rock!”
No answer. Then he called again “Hello, Rock!” Three times the monkey
called, and then he said, “Why is it, friend rock, that you do not answer me
tonight?” “Oh,” said the stupid crocodile to himself, “the rock answers the
monkey at night. I’ll have to answer for the rock this time.”
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So he answered, “Yes monkey! What is it?” The monkey laughed, and
said, “Oh, it’s you, crocodile, is it?”
you.”

“Yes,” said the crocodile. “I am waiting here for you. I am going to eat

“You have caught me in a trap this time,” said the monkey. “There is no
other way for me to go home. Open your mouth wide so I can jump right
into it.”
Now the monkey well knew that when crocodiles open their mouths
wide, they shut their eyes.
While the crocodile lay on the rock with his mouth wide open and his
eyes shut, the monkey jumped.

But not into his mouth! Oh, no! He landed on the top of the crocodile’s
head, and then sprang quickly to the bank. Up he whisked into his tree.
When the crocodile saw the trick the monkey had played on him, he
said “Monkey, you have great cunning. You know no fear. I’ll let you alone
after this.”
”Thank you, crocodile, but I shall be
on the watch for you just the same,” said the
monkey.
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Make connections
1.
2.
3.

Who is the main character in the story?
What is the main event?
What does the boy crocodile say to the mother crocodile when he
was asked to catch the monkey?
4. Does the monkey agree to what the crocodile says? Why or why not?
5. How does the crocodile try to kill the monkey?
6. How does the monkey get across to the island that is covered with
fruit trees?
7. What does the crocodile do to catch the monkey?
8. How is the monkey able to get away from the crocodile?
9. Does the monkey believe when the crocodile says, “I’ll let you alone
after this” Give reasons for your answer.
10. What do you think is the moral of the story?
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6

Title: At the Zoo

Author: Patricia Vickery
Genre: Poem

The red fox
Paces his beat
In his wire box
With frantic feet.
His thin nose
Needles the air.
Why did they close
That gate back there?
My wild play
My long cool evening run
Are shut away.
Why was it done?
Make connections
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Where is the fox?
What does he do in the place where he is in?
What would have been his usual activity?
Why do you think he “needles the air”?
Do you think it is right to keep animals in a zoo? Why or why not?
Can the ideas in this poem be applied to humans? Why or why not?
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Title: Fly Away, Peter

Author: G.L. Carefoot (adapted)
Genre: Story

Paula squinted into the shadows. Then she stooped down under the
drooping willow tree to get a closer look. At first she thought it was a raggedy
ball of black wool. But when she reached out for the black ball, a long skinny
neck shot up and a great mouth flew open. Paula fell backward.
When she saw what the black ball really was, she lay back on her elbows
and laughed. It was a queer little bird with eyes as shiny as wet black pebbles.
Its black feathers were rumpled and damp from the morning dew. Its mouth
was opened wide, and its pink tongue quivered hungrily.
Paula gently picked up the little bird. It closed its eyes, shut its huge
mouth, and cuddled down contentedly in Paula’s hands.
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The little girl walked carefully all the way up the hill. When she came
into her own backyard, she just couldn’t be careful any more. She went
running up the back stairs and into the kitchen.
“Mother, Mother,” she shouted. “Look what I found! Can I keep him?
Can I?”
“Oh!” said her mother, and stepped back as the baby bird stretched up
its skinny neck and opened its eyes and mouth. Then she laughed.
“Why, it’s a baby crow! You had better take it back to its nest, Paula. The
mother bird will be worrying.”
Paula looked at her mother and then at the baby crow. Then she stared
down at the floor.
“Paula, you must—you know you must.”
“Yes, Mother,” Paula said. She went with dragging steps out the back
gate and down the hill to the creek.
At noon, Paula still hadn’t come back. Her mother was just going to call
her when she saw Paula coming up the hill. In the cradle of her arm the little
crow lay fast asleep.
Her mother frowned. “Paula—”
“Mother, I looked and looked. There were no crows and I couldn’t find
any nest. And then I saw that old Mr. Smith down by the river with his gun
and I was afraid. He shoots crows, Mother! I’m sure he does!”
“All right, Paula, you can keep the little bird for now. Your father and I
will talk about it when he gets home. But you have to look after him.”
“I gave him two worms, Mother, and he ate them! He likes me! I know
he likes me.”
When her father came home, Paula waited outside on the porch while
her parents talked inside. She was making a soft bed of dry grass in the
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bottom of a little box. When her father came out smiling, Paula knew. Her
father helped her put a lid on the box, and a fastener, too.
“There,” he said, “that will keep the cats away, won’t it, Paula?”
The next day Paula came running into the house. “Mother, I’m going to
call him ‘Peter’.”
“Who?” asked her mother, looking up from the book she was reading.
“My little crow—that’s who!”
And that was how Peter came to live with Paula.
Every morning Paula fed worms to
Peter and talked to him. Each day after
school Peter rode on Paula’s shoulder as she
fed the hens.
Soon, as if by magic, Peter changed. He
lost his ragged look as new feathers came. He
was now blue-black and glossy. He nibbled
at anything he saw Paula eating. Wherever
Paula went, Peter went. When Paula began
to run, Peter fluttered up and rode on her
shoulder.
One day in August, the two were playing down by the creek.
All at once, Paula missed Peter.
“Come on, Peter,” she said, looking around. She finally saw Peter
standing in the deep shadow of the willow tree.
“Come on out, Peter,” coaxed Paula. It’s not that hot in the sun.”
But Peter just backed away farther into the shadow. Paula heard a little
sound behind her and turned around. She saw old Mr. Smith standing on the
far bank of the creek.
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He was wearing an old felt hat and he had his shotgun hanging down in
one hand. He pushed back his hat.
“Hello, Paula,” he said. But he wasn’t looking at Paula. He was squinting
at the foot of the willow.
“Is that a crow there?” asked Mr. Smith. He gave his gun a twitch toward
the willow tree.
“Yes,” said Paula. Then she added hastily, “He’s mine. He’s my friend.”
“Do you know about crows?” asked Mr. Smith.
Paula wiggled her toes in the cool water of the creek. She felt afraid.
Mr. Smith was smiling but his blue eyes were cold. Paula looked down at the
water.
“Crows are bad, Paula. You’d better watch him.”
Paula didn’t answer. She scooped up the bird and ran up the hill without
looking back.
Paula told her mother about Peter standing in the shadow of the willow,
and how Mr. Smith had looked. “Why doesn’t Mr. Smith like Peter?” she
asked.
“When you look at Peter,” her mother said, “you see him as your friend.
But when Mr. Smith looks at Peter, he sees only a crow. Wild crows don’t
have anyone to give them bread and apples. They have to find their own food.
Farmers don’t like crows because they eat the seeds and grains in the fields.”
“But Peter isn’t a wild crow. He’s my friend. I told Mr. Smith he was my
friend,” said Paula.
Paula talked to Peter about the wild crows, but Peter just mumbled
deep in his throat. Paula couldn’t understand, but suddenly she had an idea.
She would teach her crow to talk. Then Peter could call out and Mr. Smith
would know he wasn’t a wild crow.
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Paula worked hard day after day trying to teach Peter to talk. But Peter
never seemed to listen.
“Peter,” scolded Paula, “how will you ever learn to talk if you don’t try?”
Peter rolled over a spool that he had
found. He ruffled up the feathers of his
neck and mumbled deep in his throat.
“Peter,” said Paula crossly, “say ‘Peter’.”
Peter said nothing. He just cocked his
head and looked down into the hole in the
spool. Then he picked up the spool in one
foot and flew over to the flat roof of the
chicken-house.
One day Peter snatched a marble
right out of Paula’s hand and flew up to the
chicken-house roof. When Paula climbed
up to get the marble, she found the spool,
and a little silver spoon, and a cuff link that
her father had lost a week before.
One day in late August, Paula and Peter were going down the road past
Mr. Smith’s place. The old man called to her, “Paula, Paula, come here.”
Paula wanted to go right on, but Mr. Smith called again. Peter, who had
been rumbling in his throat, pressed his body hard up against Paula’s head.
“I heard you talking to the crow as you were coming down the road.
Does he talk?”
Paula shook her head.
“I know how to get a crow to talk. It’s very easy. All you have to do is
slit his tongue.” Mr. Smith ran his thumb across the blade of his jack-knife. “I
could do it in a minute.”
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Paula turned and ran.
Two days later, when Paula was playing down by the creek, she heard
her mother call, “Paula, Paula, Paula.” She hurried home.
“Yes, Mother?” she asked.
“What do you want, Paula?” asked her mother.
“Didn’t you call me?”
“No,” her mother said, “1 didn’t call you.”
Paula ran outside.
The call came again, “Paula, Paula, Paula.”
The girl looked toward the sound of the calling. Peter was crouched
on the chicken-house roof. His head was drawn down and his neck feathers
were standing out like a ruff. Paula saw the bird’s beak open wide, and out of
it came her mother’s voice — “Paula, Paula, Paula.”
Now Paula talked to Peter constantly. But all that Peter would say when
he flew to the chicken-house roof was, “Paula, Paula, Paula.”
Soon it was September, and the wild crows came on their way south.
Then Peter changed. He no longer walked back and forth on the chickenhouse roof. He flew, wildly, from the chicken-house to the willow tree and
back again.
“Caw! Caw! Caw!” the wild crows called, and Peter flew to them.
“Paula, Paula, Paula,” he answered.
“Caw! Caw! Caw!” they called again.
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But all Peter could answer was, “Paula, Paula, Paula,” and they could
not understand. They scolded him and chased him and pecked at him. But
Peter still flew after them.
Paula was afraid her pet would fly away with the wild crows and not
come back. But her father said not to worry. Peter would come back.
“He will come back this time,” her father said, “but in the spring we will
have to shut him up with the chickens. Then he will want to find a mate and
fly away north to the nesting grounds of the wild crows.”
Two days later Peter came back, rumpled and weary. But he soon forgot
the wild crows and once again went everywhere with Paula and tried to do
everything Paula did.
Then winter came with its cold, and Peter lived in the chicken-house.
He bossed the hens, and even the rooster nodded his head and moved over
when Peter wanted to sit on the roost.
When spring came again, Peter could come out to play all day.
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The first day Peter was out, he stole a thimble. Then he took a shiny
copper and a tie pin. Paula found them all on the chicken-house roof and
scolded Peter. But the crow just looked at her boldly and flew away.
For a while, time passed happily for Paula and Peter. Then one day the
wild crows came again.
Peter was not there when Paula came home from school, and Paula
went to look for him. She found the crow down by the willow tree. When she
finally trudged up the hill carrying Peter in her arms, it was time for supper.
“You remember what we told you,” her father said. “Peter wants to
go and find a mate. If you want him to stay, you’ll have to leave him in the
chicken-run for a week or two.”
That very evening after supper, Mr. Smith came to Paula’s home. The
old man’s face was red and he was shouting.
“That crow stole my gold ring! I’ve looked for it for two whole days!
I’ll shoot him if he ever comes to my place again! I’ll shoot him!” Paula put
her hands over her ears and ran inside the house. The terrible words rang
through Paula’s mind as she lay in bed. In the darkness of the night, Paula
knew what she must do. The next morning, the wild crows in the trees by
the river were calling, “Caw! Caw! Caw!” Paula walked with dragging steps
to the chicken-run. She stopped, wide-eyed, at what she saw. The frightened
hens were huddled in one corner as Peter, in fluttering runs, was dashing
himself against the wire netting.
Paula went into the chicken-run and caught up her pet crow and walked
down the path to the willow tree. The wild crows called again and again,
“Caw! Caw! Caw! —
Caw! Caw! Caw!” Paula held the crow close for a moment and then
flung up her hands and launched him into the air.
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“Fly away, Peter! Fly away!”
Then Paula turned and climbed up the hill. When she looked back, she
could still see the crows, but they were already far away.
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UNIT 3 THEME: Tales of All Times
Main Texts
1. Daktsaan- Kusum Kapur
2. Treasures of Another Kind- Bob Barton
3. Why the Sky is Far AwayFreda Wishinsky, retold by Marci Stillerman
4. The Serpent’s Bride- Kusum Kapur
5. Little Kay- Robin Muller
6. Everyone Knows What a Dragon
Looks Like - Joy Williams

Folktale
Play
Folktale
Folktale
Folktale
Folktale

Supplementary Texts
1. Why the Rooster Crows at SunriseLynette Dyer Vuong
2. Buddha & the Elephant- Retold by
Richard Brown and Philip Emmett
3. The Boy Who Served His Tribe- Retold by
Frances Usher
4. The White bird- Unknown
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Title: Daktsaan

Author: Kusum Kapur
Genre: Folktale (Legend)

This story comes from Eastern Bhutan. You can find it in a book called “Tales from
Dragon Country” by Kusum Kapur. There are many other stories from Bhutan in that
book.

Panchen Zangmo had spent all day on the
mountain but there weren’t many mushrooms.
It was late in summer and the forests were dark
and wet and very quiet. She felt tired and a little
frightened. There weren’t many mushrooms in
her bangchu.
She came to a small clearing in the forest and looked down at her
village. It was far away in the valley and she could see the sun shining on the
roofs. But up here on the mountain the sun was behind the clouds and it was
getting dark. She would have to walk fast if she was going to get home.
Suddenly she heard the ground shake, at first very gently and then more
strongly. Someone or something was coming towards her. She could not
move. Fear made her stand still. Then out of the shadows came a large shape,
moving slowly like someone waking up from a long sleep.
“Don’t run away, please,” said a deep but gentle voice. “Don’t be afraid,
I won’t hurt you. I will take you back to the village.”
“Who are you?” asked the girl. She knew she had never seen the man
before – she couldn’t see him in the dark even now but his voice was kind.
“Daksan”, said the stranger.
Panchen Zangmo had never heard the name before but she felt safer
with the stranger. There was no moon that night but he walked along the
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path in front of her down to the village and she
was happy to follow. She didn’t even feel afraid
of wild animals. Silently they went through the
village and stopped in front of her house.
“I live here,” she whispered. She did not want
to wake up her parents.
“I will visit you tomorrow,” he said and
disappeared into the night.
And so the secret meetings began. Every night when the village was
asleep, the girl opened her door quietly and her lover would come in. He
always left before morning. Panchen never saw his face, never knew who he
was.
Eventually she decided to find out who
he was and where he came from. She made
a large ball out of the thread which she was
using to weave a kira. Then when her lover
came that night she tied the end gently round
his foot.
When he left the house she followed.
Always she kept out of sight and was careful
not to pull the thread. They went up the path
to the mountain where she had looked for
mushrooms. Then suddenly the thread pulled
and then stopped moving. Very carefully she
followed the thread but to her horror she saw
that it went into a large cave. It was the cave
which all the villagers were afraid of, where
they said a demon lived.
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But love can make you brave and
Panchen went straight into the cave. But
what she saw would make any girl afraid.
Instead of her lover there was a large
demon-dragon with fire coming out of its
mouth. To its back leg was tied the thread
that she had followed. Panchen screamed
with fear and fell down dead on the floor
of the cave. The demon-dragon ran to her
but he was too late. Sadly he stayed by her body day and night and his crying
never stopped.
Back in the village five days passed. No one knew what had happened
to the girl but then a yak herder came down. He said that he had seen the girl
going up the path and then into the cave. No one knew what to do. Everyone
was too frightened to go there.
Finally they sent a runner to a famous lama at the monastery of Pema
Lingpa in Bumthang. It is still a long journey today by road but the runner
had to go on foot through thick forest and over high, cold mountains to reach
the monastery. Days later he returned with the lama. The lama was old but he
did not wait. He went straight to the cave and sat at the feet of the dragon.
There the lama stayed meditating day and
night. His meditation was so strong that the
demon-dragon became a Buddhist. Then the
lama blessed Daktsaan and he blessed the girl
and changed them into the gods that protect
Mongar Dzong to this day.
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Go to Mongar and see the statues of Daktsaan and Panchen. Daktsaan
wears the clothes of a brave soldier and Panchen the kira of a beautiful village
girl. On her head is a golden crown.

Make connections
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Why did Panchen Zangmo go to the forest?
How was Panchen Zangmo able to reach her house?
If you were Panchen Zangmo how would you have reacted upon
seeing the dragon in the cave?
Why were Daktsaan and Panchen Zangmo changed into the deities
of Mongar Dzong?
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Title: Treasures of Another Kind

Author: Bob Barton (Illustrated by Farida Zaman)
Genre: Folktale (Play)

Characters: Narrators 1, 2, and 3
		Father
		1st Child
		2nd Child
		3rd Child
		Rider
		Magistrate
Narrator 1

There was once a poor old man, who as he lay on his 		
deathbed called his three children to him.

Father

This house and land; these herds of cattle—none of it 		
belongs to us. Neither have I gold or any precious thing 		
to leave you. Yet hear me well, for there are treasures 		
of another kind which can be yours. Learn to observe 		
and understand everything that goes on around you. Try
to know more. Let nothing escape your notice. Instead of
herds of cattle, have keen minds. Instead of gold have quick
wits. With riches such as these you will never be at a loss
and will be no worse off than any other.

Narrator 2

Shortly after this the old man died.

Narrator 3

With no home now to call their own, his three children 		
decided what to do.

1st Child

There is nothing for us here.
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2nd Child

We must go out into the world now and take our chances.

3rd Child

We will not starve if we remember our father’s advice.

1st Child

Why we can always hire ourselves out as shepherds.

Narrator 1

And so they set out not knowing exactly where their fate
would lead them. For days and days they traveled, trudging
barefoot across desolate wasteland, climbing rocky hills. On
and on they walked.

Narrator 2

Then one morning they entered a green and fertile, plain.
Lush grasslands, sturdy crops, and rushing streams spread
out before them. In the distance they could see the walls
and rooftops of a large town.

1st Child

Why this looks an inviting and prosperous place.

2nd Child

I say we try to seek our fortune here.

3rd Child

The worst is surely behind us now.

Narrator 3

Suddenly the eldest stopped and looked down.

1st Child

A camel has passed this way recently.

Narrator 1

They walked a bit further and the middle child stopped.

2nd Child

The camel is blind in one eye.

3rd Child

The camel is carrying a woman and a child.

Narrator 2

Suddenly the three heard the sound of galloping hooves
behind them. They stepped out of the way to let a horse and
rider pass but the rider reined in the horse.

Rider

Have you seen a camel pass this way?

1st Child

A camel has passed this way.

2nd Child

Is the camel you seek blind in its left eye?

Rider

It is!
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3rd Child

Is it being ridden by a woman and a child?

Rider

All of these things.

All 3
Children

No, we have not seen it, but we do know that a camel, blind
in the left eye and carrying a woman and child, has passed
this way.

Narrator 3

The rider dug his heels into the sides of his horse and 		
galloped away. But suddenly he stopped, drew his sword,
and rode back to them.

Rider

The camel is missing from my caravan. It carries my wife
and son. They were separated from us earlier today and I
have been searching frantically for them. What have you
done with them?

1st Child

As we explained, we know about the camel but we have not
actually seen it.

Rider

How could you not see my camel yet tell me correctly that it
is blind in the left eye and ridden by a woman and child?

2nd Child

It is not always necessary to see something to know about it.
Ride straight ahead and you will find it.

Rider

I’ve heard enough to make me very suspicious of you. You
have my camel and my wife and son and you’ll give them
back!

Narrator 1

And with that he pointed his sword at them.

Rider

Get in front of me. I am marching you straight to the 		
Magistrate of this region.

Narrator 2

The three were herded along the road and into the town.
There they were brought before the local magistrate and
accused by the rider of stealing his camel, and kidnapping
his wife and child.
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Magistrate

These are serious crimes. What have you to say for 		
yourselves?

1st Child

Honorable one, we are not thieves. We have not seen the
camel and its passengers as this man claims. We do know
that a camel, blind in the left eye and carrying a woman and
child, traveled in the same direction as we did earlier this
morning.

Magistrate

How can you possibly describe something you have not
seen with such detail?

2nd Child

We have trained ourselves to notice what others sometimes
miss. It isn’t always necessary to see something to know it.
Because nothing escapes our notice, we were able to tell
what the camel was like and who was riding it.

Magistrate

I intend to put your words to the test. We shall see if you are
telling the truth.

Narrator 3

The Magistrate leaned over to his vizier. The vizier quickly
left the room.

Magistrate

In a moment a locked chest will be carried into this room by
two of my most trusted servants. I want you to tell me what
is in the chest before it is opened.

Narrator 1

Two servants bearing a large chest entered the room 		
from the direction of the garden. The chest was set down
carefully in front of the Magistrate.

Magistrate

Come now, tell me what is in the chest.

Narrator 2

The three looked at the chest.

1st Child

The chest contains a small round object.

2nd Child

A pomegranate.

3rd Child

I agree, and the pomegranate is not ripe.
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Narrator 3

The Magistrate ordered the lid of the chest raised. A servant
leaned in and withdrew one green pomegranate. The 		
Magistrate looked at the owner of the missing camel.

Magistrate

These three are not thieves. Go quickly and search for your
wife and son.

Narrator 1

And then he turned to the three.

Magistrate

Your innocence has been proven beyond a doubt, but 		
before you leave my court you must tell me how you knew
what was in the chest.

1st Child

Well, I watched carefully as your servants entered with the
chest. It did not appear heavy. As they set it down, I heard
something roll. It had to be a small round object.

2nd Child

And I reckoned that since the chest was brought in from
the garden it must be a pomegranate for there are many 		
pomegranate trees growing there.

Magistrate

And you, how did you know that the pomegranate wasn’t
ripe?

3rd Child

Pomegranates are usually green at this time of the year.
Glance out the window and you will see that none of the
pomegranates are ready for picking.

Magistrate

You really let nothing escape your notice. But come, tell me
how you knew about the camel.

1st Child

It was plain to see as we walked along the road that the large
tracks in the dust were those of a very big camel.

Magistrate

But how could you know it was blind? Blindness leaves no
tracks.
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2nd Child

It was obvious that the camel had stopped from time to 		
time to nibble the grasses by the side of the road. But only
the grass along the right-hand side had been eaten. The 		
grass on the left was untouched.

Magistrate

Good for you. Now tell me how you knew about the woman
and child.

3rd Child

The camel knelt. From the boot marks in the sand nearby
we could tell it was a woman, and the smaller prints were
those of a child.

Narrator 2

The Magistrate smiled and looked greatly pleased.

Magistrate

Live long, live well. You are free to go.

Narrator 3

Greatly relieved, the three thanked the Magistrate and 		
resumed their journey, even closer now than they had been
before.

Make connections
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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What were the last words of the dying father?
How did the three brothers know that the camel was blind in its left
eye?
What are the two kinds of treasures mentioned in the text?
Which kind of treasure would you like? Give reasons.
What lesson have you learned from this story?
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Title: Why the Sky Is Far Away
Author: Marci Stillerman (retold)
Genre: Nigerian Folktale

In the beginning, the sky was close to the earth, and the people didn’t
have to work for their food. All they had to do was cut away a piece of sky
to eat. It tasted delicious, like meat or corn or honey or anything else they
felt like eating. Since they didn’t have to hunt for their food, all they did was
weave and carve and tell stories all day.
When the great King Oba wanted to give a party, his servants would
cut out pieces of the sky and shape them into wonderful forms—animals,
diamonds, leaves, or flowers.
But as time went on, the people forgot to appreciate the sky. They took
their food for granted, and they became wasteful. They cut far more sky than
they needed and threw what they didn’t use onto the garbage heap.

The sky became angry because of the waste and the people’s ingratitude
for his gift.
One day, the sky grew very dark. The people were frightened.
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“Oba,” a voice boomed above the king’s palace. “Wasteful one, king of
wasteful, ungrateful people. If you continue to waste food, you will have no
more of the sky to cut.”
Oba was terrified. He sent messengers all over his kingdom. “Take only
what you need,” they warned. “The sky is angry because of your greed. Stop
wasting the sky, or there will be trouble.”
For a while, the people were very careful. They cut only what they
needed from the sky. They ate all they took. Nothing was thrown on the
garbage heap. Nothing was wasted.
Once every year there was a great festival in Oba’s kingdom in celebration
of this greatness. All the people looked forward to wearing their best clothes,
dancing all day and night, and feasting on wonderful foods.
Oba’s servants prepared magnificent food. They pulled pieces of sky
down and shaped them into flowers and animals and every imaginable form.
They coloured them and cooked them and placed them on huge platters so
that the food looked tempting and inviting.
The people came in gorgeous robes. Music played, and everyone
danced. Soon the people became hungry and started to eat. The food was so
delicious that they ate and ate until everything was gone.
But the people were greedy and wanted to eat more, even though they
were no longer hungry. They pulled down great quantities of sky and gobbled
them up. What they couldn’t stuff into themselves, they threw on the garbage
heap. Greedy and wasteful, they forgot all about the sky’s warning.
Suddenly, while the festival was still going on, the sky grew ominously
dark. Thunder rumbled and roared, and fearsome knives of lightning sliced
through the sky.
“People of the earth,” the sky boomed, “you are wasteful and greedy. I
warned you. I will no longer give you food. You will have to work to eat.”
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The sky sailed up high above the earth, far out of
the reach of the tallest person. Ever since then,
no one has been able to reach up and grab a
piece of it, and the people must work hard
on farms and in factories for their food.

Make connections
1.
2.
3.

Why was it that people never had to work in the beginning?
What did the sky taste like?
What lesson do you think the story has for us?
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Title: The Serpent’s Bride
Author: Kusum Kapur
Genre: Folktale

Once long ago, in southern Lho Mon, there dwelt a wealthy farmer and
his seven daughters. The youngest, Sonam Lhamo, was the most beautiful of
them all.
Strange as it may seem, six of the girls were successively named after
the days of the week. When the first child was born the farmer’s wife insisted
on naming her Nyima or Sunday. The second was called Dawa, then came
Mikmar, Lhakpa, Phurbu and Pasang. Then after the birth of the last child
his wife suddenly died, and the naming of his youngest daughter fell upon
the wealthy farmer. He named her Sonam Lhamo, goddess of fortune.
The names of the six older girls, had, over the years, caused much laughter
in the village. And when Sonam Lhamo was born, the teasing continued as
her name seemed so incongruous. The father ignored the jokes which were
directed at his family; anyway, there was nothing he could do about it. He
was far too busy with the task of raising his seven daughters.
The farmer’s work took him, from time to time, to the neighbouring
villages. Once he had to go farther north, to the Valley of Ha, to buy two
oxen. For two whole days he travelled on horseback. And after having
successfully accomplished his work, he decided to return home by a shorter,
but unfamiliar route. He had to travel slowly, hampered as he was by the
oxen which followed behind him.
The farmer rode for miles and miles through bare, rocky country. Then,
to his relief, he came, by chance, upon a lake surrounded by lush green grass
and shady trees. Near the lake stood a magnificent mansion, and to the
right of the mansion was an orchard. The farmer was very pleased with his
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discovery. He quickly released the animals and went to investigate. The trees
were laden with large, ripe, juicy fruit of various kinds. He broke as much of
the fruit as he could and tied them all into his blanket. Suddenly he heard a
sharp piercing voice.
‘What are you doing in my orchard?’ it demanded.
The bewildered farmer looked around, but saw no one.
‘I am here, in the apple tree,’ said the voice.
The farmer looked up into the tree and was horror-stricken! He saw
a serpent, the largest he had ever seen. Part of its gigantic body was coiled
around the trunk of the tree, while the rest curled around the lowest branch.
The serpent’s black, beady eyes glistened as it stared at the guilty farmer; and
its long, forked tongue flicked in and out of its mouth as it spoke.
‘Who gave you permission to break my fruit?’ asked the snake.
‘There is so much fruit here; I saw no harm in taking some home to my
daughters,’ he said apologetically.
‘Well,’ the serpent replied, ‘since you have taken my fruit, it is right that
you pay for it.’
‘Gladly,’ said the farmer, ‘you may have my oxen or my horse, whichever
you wish.’
‘What would I do with your oxen or your horse, I have no need of them.
I will tell you what I want. You can give me one of your daughters in marriage,
instead.’
‘What,’ gasped the wretched man, ‘I cannot give you any of my
daughters!’
‘Then, I have no alternative but to eat you.’
‘Give me time to think this over,’ begged the confused farmer.
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‘When the moon is full, you will return with one of your daughters. The
one you bring will be my bride.’ Saying this the serpent slithered down from
the tree and disappeared into the mansion.
As he journeyed homewards the distracted father was in a dilemma.
Either he or one of his daughters would have to be sacrificed. The snake had
made that quite clear.
The seven girls greeted their father affectionately when he reached
home, and were eager to know what he had brought back from his travels.
They were all excited when he opened the bundle and showed them the
fruit.
‘Wait,’ he said, ‘there are certain conditions attached to the fruit.’
‘Here you are, Nyima,’ he offered his eldest daughter a large red apple,
‘you may have this, if you agree to marry the serpent who owns the orchard
where this apple came from.’
‘I do not want the fruit, Father, nor do I wish to be a serpent’s bride,’ she
cried. And she gave the fruit a look of disgust as she left the room. The other
sisters quickly followed. Sonam Lhamo, alone remained behind.
‘What is the matter, Father?’ she asked gently. ‘Why does one of us have
to marry a serpent?’
Then her father explained, as briefly as possible, how he had come by
the fruit and the promise he had made.
‘So you see, my child, this demon, for he cannot be anything else, holds
me to my promise. When the moon is full he must receive his bride or my
life will be forfeit.’
‘You have nothing to fear,’ consoled the girl, ‘I will be his bride.’
The father protested, but Sonam Lhamo would not be dissuaded. So on
the night of the full moon, the macabre wedding was celebrated. Only the
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bride, the groom and the bride’s father were present. And after the ceremony
the lovely Sonam Lhamo dwelt in the mansion as the serpent’s wife.
Sonam Lhamo was lonely in the days that followed. She saw little of her
husband. He remained in the orchard all day, and at night he retired silently
to his private chamber. Then unexpectedly, on the night of the full moon, the
serpent glided out of the mansion and did not return until the early hours of
the morning.
Sonam Lhamo’s curiosity was aroused. On the night of the next full
moon, she followed her husband at a safe distance. There on the shores of the
Singye Tsho, the Lion’s Lake, he stopped and, without hesitation, entered the
water. From behind the safety of a tree, Sonam Lhamo watched fascinated
as her husband emerged from the lake. Before her, in the moonlight, stood a
handsome young prince. In his hands he held the skin of the serpent. Swiftly
he hid the skin under some bushes and vanished into the darkness.
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The following full moon night, Sonam Lhamo went once again to the
lake and watched her husband as he emerged from the water and stepped out
on to the shore. No sooner had he hidden the snake skin than he disappeared
once again. Without hesitation Sonam Lhamo darted forward, seized the
gruesome reptile skin and ran home. There on the hearth, she raked the
embers and burned it.
At dawn, her husband returned to the mansion. Sonam Lhamo’s heart
was filled with gladness as she went to greet the handsome young man she
had married. But the anger on his face frightened her.
‘What have you done with the snake skin?’ he asked furiously.
‘I have burnt it,’ came the quick reply.
‘Do you know what you have done?’ he accused. ‘When you took the
skin didn’t you realize I was under a spell?’
‘I did not know,’ she whispered, sorrowfully.
‘You must have known when you saw me come out of the lake,’ protested
the young prince. ‘There was no need for you to burn the skin. If you had
waited patiently for the next full moon, the spell would have broken. And
I would have revealed myself to you. You have ruined all chances of our
happiness. Now I shall never be able to return to my father’s kingdom. We
will have to spend the rest of our lives in this mansion!’
There, I suppose, they lived happily for many years. And if, at times,
Sonam Lhamo regretted her hasty action, we really cannot blame her, for she
had lost the only opportunity she ever had of becoming a real princess and
living in a beautiful castle with her handsome prince.
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Make connections
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Who are the characters in the story?
What did the serpent want in return for the fruit the farmer had
taken?
What did Sonam Lhamo do to the snake’s skin?
How did Sonam Lhamo lose the opportunity of becoming a real
princess?
Name the places where the events of story take place?
Do you think this kind of things happen in real life? Why ?
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Title: Little Kay

Author: Robin Muller
Genre:Folktale

Long ago there lived a magician and his three daughters.
One day a message arrived from the Sultan proclaiming that every noble
household must send a son to the palace to serve as knight for a year and a
day. This distressed the old magician greatly, for he had no son, and he knew
how ill-tempered and unreasonable the Sultan could be.
His daughters sensed their father’s unhappiness. “Papa, why do you
sigh so?” asked the youngest, whose name was Little Kay. “Have we done
something to displease you?”
“No, my dear,” he answered. “No one could ask for sweeter children. I
am troubled,” he said, “because the Sultan has commanded me to send a son
to be a knight at his court. If I do not, I will surely be disgraced.”
“Never fear,” she said boldly. “Change me into a young man with your
magic and I will be our family’s knight at court.”
“Alas, I cannot,” sighed her father. “You know my power will not work
beyond the boundaries of our land.”
“Then I’ll cut my hair short like a man’s,” cried Little Kay, “and go to the
Sultan’s court in disguise!”
“A disguise is not enough,” protested her father. “You must be brave as
well as clever— a true knight. For if the Sultan ever found you out, he would
feed you to the savage beasts he keeps as pets.”
“I am brave as any knight,” interrupted Morgana, the magician’s eldest
daughter. “I insist on going. I would rather risk my life than see you in
disgrace.”
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At first the old man refused to consider such a wild scheme, but at last
he gave in to her pleas. With her hair cut short, dressed like a mighty warrior,
Morgana set out full of confidence.
But the magician was deeply afraid of what might happen to his daughter
at the Sultan’s court, so he devised a plan to make her turn back. First he
changed himself into a crow and flew ahead of her. Then, at the bridge that
marked the border of his land, he transformed himself into an enormous
lion.
When Morgana reached the bridge the lion sprang out with a terrifying
roar, its red jaws fringed with dagger-sharp teeth. Morgana screamed and,
forgetting her mission, raced for the safety of home.

Morgana tearfully told her father what had happened. “It’s all for the
best,” he said. “I will accept my disgrace.”
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“No, you will not,” declared Little Kay. “Let me—“ But before she could
finish, Tamara, the magician’s second daughter, spoke up. “I will go as our
family’s knight,” she said. “I am not afraid of a lion’s roar.”
The old magician tried every argument to dissuade her, but Tamara was
adamant. With her hair cut short, armed with sword and shield, she rode
out.
Once again the magician flew ahead, and this time changed himself
into a ferocious boar. As Tamara approached, the boar rushed out, snorting
and tearing the ground in front of her terrified horse. Screaming with fear,
she turned her steed and raced back to her father’s house.
“That’s it!” cried the magician when he heard her tale. “There will be no
more nonsense about pretending to be a knight.”
“Oh, yes there will, Papa,” piped up a fierce voice. Little Kay stood before
him with her fists on her hips and her face scrunched into a most ferocious
glare. “Now it’s my turn!”
“My sweet pomegranate,” he laughed, “even if the Sultan wanted to boil
me in oil, I wouldn’t I dream of letting you try. You are far too young and
small.
“Papa’s right,” said her sisters. “Where would I we find armour small
enough to fit you?”
“I shall make some,” cried Little Kay. And she I strode from the room.
Little Kay set to work with a hammer and tongs. Soon every room rang
with the sound of her banging and clanging. She shaped an old platter and
soup pot into armour, a teapot became a helmet, and from the fireplace she
chose the largest poker for a lance.
Finally Little Kay went to the stable and took the old donkey that was
deaf and nearly blind to be her steed. “Farewell,” she shouted. “Look for me
this time next year.”
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“Oh, dear,” muttered the old magician sadly, “I’ll have to teach her a
lesson too. One she’ll never forget.” And he whispered his spell.
As Little Kay drew near the bridge, the earth suddenly trembled. From
a crack in the ground there came an ear-splitting roar and a wall of fire. Out
of the flames rose a terrifying dragon, with bulging eyes and gaping jaws.

But Little Kay had prepared herself for a fearsome beast. Digging her
heels into the donkey’s flanks, she yelled, “Charge!”The little donkey, seeing
and hearing nothing, galloped forward.
Little Kay dodged between the monster’s huge legs, delivered a mighty
whack to its backside and, with a leap and clatter, landed on the other side
of the river.
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Sore and worried, but secretly proud of his daughter, the old magician
returned home.
When she arrived at the palace, Little Kay was escorted to the Sultan.
“Well,” he sniffed, looking down his nose, “what have we here?”
“I am the magician’s warrior son, Your Serenity,” Little Kay answered
proudly, “I have come to serve you for a year and a day.”
The Sultan eyed the newcomer suspiciously. Not only was this knight
clad in the oddest armour he had ever seen, but he seemed too small and too
young to be of any use as a soldier.
“Is this the best the old magician can do?” he mocked. “He might as
well have sent me a girl for all the use you’ll be!”
He laughed at his own joke, then added with a cruel jeer. “But no one
would be stupid enough to send a girl to my court as a knight!
Get along to the barracks. We’ll soon find out how much of a warrior
you are.”
As the weeks passed the Sultan saw that Little Kay could indeed ride,
joust, and swing a scimitar as well as any of the others. But he could not rid
himself of the suspicion that all was not what it seemed. Deep in his heart he
feared the old magician had tricked him by sending him a girl.
One day, his old housekeeper told him what to do. “To tell if a person
is a man or not, all you have to do is watch his throat when he drinks. If
he’s truly a man, his throat will bob like an apple. If it does not, she is most
certainly a maid.”
That evening the Sultan summoned all his knights to a great banquet.
“Stand before me, magician’s son,” he said slyly to Little Kay. “I have been
impressed by your skill with a sword.” Then he raised his goblet. “To the
knights in my service, brave and true men, every one.”
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The knights raised their goblets to drink to the toast. Every throat
bobbed except Little Kay’s. Hers remained as smooth as a marble column.
“Impostor!” the Sultan thundered. “Fetch me that scheming magician.”
The magician and his daughters were brought before the Sultan. But
before anyone could utter a word, the palace shuddered as though hit by
an earthquake. The great doors of the chamber burst open and there stood
an ogre so huge and so hideous that the Sultan’s brave knights fainted at the
sight of him.
“I am Jabel,” the ogre bellowed, “and today is my birthday! So what do
you say?” he roared.
“Happy birthday, Jabel?” whispered the Sultan.
“And what do you do on birthdays?”
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“Give presents?” added the Sultan weakly.
“Right!” howled the ogre with a wicked smile. “I have heard you give
the most wonderful presents—jewellery and gowns and crystal mirrors. But
you forgot to give anything to me!”
“What would you like?” whispered the Sultan.
“For a start I want all your treasure. If everything you have is not in a
wagon at the gates in an hour, I will tear this palace down. And then I will
squash ten thousand of your subjects like ants under my heel. Just for a start!”
“I am lost!” the Sultan wept when the ogre had gone. “Whatever I give
him will never be enough. My kingdom will be destroyed. And not one of
my knights is brave enough to stand up to him!”
“I am,” piped up a fierce little voice. “I will defeat the ogre!”
“You?” cried the Sultan, gazing in wonder at Little Kay. “Impossible!”
He waved at the unconscious knights on the floor. “I certainly can’t give you
an army.”
“I don’t need your army,” replied Little
Kay. “All I need is a small grey plum, a swallow
from your battlements, and a leather sack to
hold a special surprise. If I tricked someone
as wise as you, Your Worthiness, surely I can
trick a stupid ogre!”
Hastily the Sultan agreed and within the
hour a wagon piled high with treasure was at
the palace gates.
“Happy birthday to me,” roared Jabel.
“What a wonderful start! I’ll be back when I
decide what I want for my next gift!”
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As Jabel merrily rode the wagon through the forest, a little figure
suddenly sprang out in front of him.
“Halt, ogre, and hand over that treasure— or I’ll tear you apart!”
“What?” Jabel squinted down at Little Kay, “Why, you puny little runt!
You would need fists of steel to pull me apart.”
“That I have,” Little Kay proclaimed. “My hands are so strong I can
squeeze blood from a stone.” Pretending to pick up a rock, she slipped the
small grey plum into her hand and squeezed out a stream of sticky red juice.
The ogre stared in surprise, and then he began to snicker. “You can’t
fool me with that one. That’s the old plum trick! Now get out of my way
before I throw you over the mountain.”
“You mean before I throw you,” countered Little Kay. “My arm is so
strong that I can fling a stone over the sun.” She slipped the swallow into her
hand, and with a mighty pitch, hurled the bird into the sky.
The ogre blinked as the dot disappeared into the sunlight, but then he
grinned cruelly, “You can’t fool me with that one either, you little slug. That
was a bird. Out of my way.”
But Little Kay stood her ground. She held up the leather sack. “Give me
the treasure or my army will fill you with holes.”
The ogre roared with laughter. “Now, that’s a new one!” He snatched
the leather sack.
“Be careful,” she warned. “They’re asleep and they don’t like to be
wakened up.”
Jabel held the bag to his ear. “I can hear them snoring all right,” he
sneered, “but I think I’ll wake them anyway!” He gave the bag a mighty
shake. “Let’s see how they like that.”
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At once a black cloud of hornets swept out of the sack and furiously
attacked him. Jabel howled with pain as they stung him again and again.
“Brute!” he screamed as he tore through the forest. “Bully!”

Little Kay shook her fist. “And don’t come back!” she shouted at the
disappearing ogre.
Little Kay marched triumphantly through the palace gates, the treasure
in tow. Cheers rose from all sides as she passed, but when she reached the
Sultan the crowd grew silent.
The Sultan smiled humbly. “Forgive me, Little Kay,” he said. “I was
wrong. You have proven yourself both brave and clever, and I appoint you
Captain of my Royal Company of Knights .”Again the crowd cheered.
“I have decided,” he continued, glancing from Little Kay to her father,
“that a proclamation shall be issued to every household in the kingdom.
From this day forward, daughters as well as sons are welcome to serve at my
court!”
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Make connections
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Who do you think is a Sultan?
What was the message from the Sultan?
How many daughters did the magician have?
How did Little Kay disguise herself as a knight?
What did the magician do to turn his eldest daughter back?
What would you do if you met a dragon on the road? Explain.
Which characters do you like the most? Why?
If you were the Sultan, what would you have done to find the truth
about Little Kay?
9. Did it matter that Little Kay was a girl?
10. Do you think a boy could have done what Little Kay did? Why or
why not?
11. What lesson did the Sultan learn?
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Title: Everyone Knows What a Dragon Looks Like
Author: Jay Williams (Illustrated by Mercer Mayer)
Genre: Folktale

The city of Wu was perched on a hill between two mountains. On one
side of it were the great plains of the north where the Wild Horsemen lived.
On the other side was the land of China
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A lad named Han was the gate-sweeper of the city. He had no mother
or father and he was very poor. He lived in a tiny hut next to the gate, and his
job was to sweep the road that ran through the gate. For this, he was given
one bowl of rice and one cup of wine every day, and that was all he had. But
he was cheerful, kindhearted and friendly, and when he swept the road he
whistled. Everyone who went in or out of the city had a merry word from
him, for that was all he had to give.

One day, a messenger came racing along the road from the north. He
said to Han, ‘Take me to the ruler of the city.”
Han led him to the palace of the Mandarin, the great lord whose name
was Jade Tiger.
The messenger cried, “Beware! The Wild Horsemen of the north are
coming, a great army of them. They mean to destroy the city of Wu and bring
war into the land of China.”
The Mandarin stroked his beard. Then he called together his councilors.
They were the Leader of the Merchants, the Captain of the Army, the Wisest
of the Wise Men, and the Chief of the Workmen.
“What shall we do?” asked the Mandarin.
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‘There are four things we can do,” answered the Wise Man. “First, we
can fight.”
“Our army is small,” said the Captain. ‘They know how to shout loudly,
how to make threatening leaps, and how to wave their swords in the bravest
possible way. But they don’t know much about fighting.”
“Well, then, secondly, we can run away from the city,” said the Wise
Man.
“If we run into the land of China, the Emperor will cut off our heads,”
said the Leader of the Merchants.

‘Thirdly,” said the Wise Man, “we can surrender.” “If we surrender, the
Wild Horsemen will cut off our heads,” remarked the Chief Workman.
“What is the fourth thing?” asked the Mandarin. The Wise Man
shrugged. ‘We can pray to the Great Cloud Dragon to help us.”
“That seems most practical,” said the Mandarin. So the gongs were
beaten, and the smoke of sweet incense rose up while everyone in the city
prayed.
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The next morning, as Han was sweeping the road under the gate, a
small, fat man came walking up the hill. He had a long white beard and a
shiny bald head, and he leaned on a long staff.
“Good morning,” he said. Han bowed. “I hope your honorable stomach
is happy, sir,” he replied, politely.
‘Will you take me to the ruler of the city?” said the little fat man.
“I’ll take you to him,” said Han, “but he is very busy this morning. We
are expecting the enemy, and the Mandarin is praying to the Great Cloud
Dragon for help. “

“I know,” said the little man. “I am a dragon.” Han opened his eyes very
wide. ‘You don’t look like one,” he said.
“How do you know?” asked the little man. “Have you ever seen one?”
“No,” said Han. “Now that you mention it, I haven’t.”
“Well, then—?”
“Well, then,” said Han, “please come this way, Honorable Dragon.”
He led the little fat man to the palace. There sat the Mandarin with his
councilors. They had just finished a huge bowl of rice and six dozen duck
eggs for breakfast and they were drinking their tea.
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The Mandarin looked at the little fat man with a frown.
Han.

“Who is this person and why have you brought him here?” he asked
“Sir,” said Han, “he is a dragon.”

“Don’t be ridiculous,” said the Mandarin. “He’s a fat man who is tracking
dirt on my fine carpets. What do you want here, old man?”
“I have come to help you,” said the little fat man. “But if you want a
dragon to help you, you must treat him with courtesy. I have come a long,
weary way. Give me something to eat and something to drink and speak to
me politely, and I will save the city.”

“Now, look here,” said the Mandarin. “Everybody knows what dragons
look like. They are proud lords of the sky. They wear gold and purple silk.
They look like Mandarins.”
“How do you know?” asked the little man. “Have you ever seen one?”
“Certainly not,” said the Mandarin. “But everyone knows what they
look like. Isn’t that true, Captain?”
The Captain of the Army sat up straight, brushing grains of rice from
his uniform.
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“Not at all,” said he. “Everyone knows that dragons are fierce and brave,
like warriors. The sight of them is like the sound of trumpets. They look like
Captains of the Army.”
“Nonsense!” interrupted the Leader of the Merchants. “Dragons are
rich and splendid. They are as comfortable as a pocketful of money. They
look like merchants. Everyone knows that.”
The Chief of the Workmen put in, “You are wrong. Everyone knows
that dragons are strong and tough. Nothing is too hard for them to do. They
look like workmen.”
The Wisest of the Wise Men pushed his glasses up on his forehead. ‘The
one thing that is known—and indeed I can show it to you in forty-seven
books—is that dragons are the wisest of all creatures,” he said. ‘Therefore,
they must look like wise men.”

At that moment, they heard screams and yells from outside. A messenger
came running into the palace.
“My lords,” he shouted, “the enemy is coming! The Wild Horsemen are
riding across the plain toward the city gates. What shall we do?”
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Everyone rushed out to the gate to look. Far away, but coming closer
every second, was the dark mass of horsemen. Dust rose high from their
horses’ hoofs and their swords and spears twinkled in the sunlight.
The little fat man stood quietly leaning on his staff. “If you will treat me
with courtesy,” he said, “I will save the city. Give me something to eat and
something to drink and speak to me politely. That is the only way to get a
dragon to help you.”
“Piffle and poffle!” cried the Mandarin. “You are not a dragon! Everyone
can see that you are only a dusty old wanderer. We have no time to give you
free meals or to talk politely. Get out of the way.”
And he ran home to the palace and crawled under the bed where he lay
shivering.
“My gallant army,” commanded the Captain, “follow me. He turned
and ran to the barracks and all his soldiers followed him. They all hid under
their beds and lay there shaking.
The Merchant, the Wise Man, and the Chief of the Workmen fled to
their own houses and all the people hurried after them. In a few minutes, the
streets were empty except for Han and the little fat old man.
‘Well,” said Han, “I don’t think we have much time. The enemy will be
here soon. I don’t know whether you are a dragon or not, but if you are hungry
and thirsty, please do me the honor of coming into my humble house.”
With a low bow he showed the old man the way into his tiny hut. There,
he gave him the bowl of rice and the cup of wine which were all he had.
The old man ate and drank.
Then he stood up.
“I don’t think much of the people of Wu,” he said, “but for your sake I
will save the city.”
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He went out to the gate. The Wild Horsemen were very close. They
wore fur caps and the skins of tigers. They shot arrows at the city as they rode
hard on their shaggy horses.
The little fat man puffed out his cheeks. He blew a long breath. The sky
grew dark and lightning sizzled from the clouds to the earth. A great wind
arose. It caught the Wild Horsemen and blew them far and wide. Those who
escaped turned and galloped madly away through the storm.

The sky cleared. The sun shone again. The plain was empty.
The little fat man said, “Now I will show you what a dragon looks like.”
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He sprang up into the air and his form changed. He grew taller than the
tallest tree, taller than the tallest tower. He was the color of sunset shining
through rain. Scales covered him, scattering light. His claws and teeth
glittered like diamonds. His eyes were noble like those of a proud horse. He
was more beautiful and more frightening than anything Han had ever seen.
He flew high, roaring, and vanished into the deep sky. Han gave a long
sigh and went to tell the Mandarin what had happened.

The people of the city crowded around to hear the tale. They could
see for themselves that the enemy had vanished. They cheered Han, pinned
medals on him, gave him many gold pieces, and from that day on called him
‘The Honorable Defender of the City.”
“But best of all,” said the Mandarin, “we know what a dragon looks like.
He looks like a small, fat, bald old man.”
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Make connections
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What name did the people give to Han?
What lesson did you learn from the story?
If you were the old man, would you have saved the city of Wu? Why
or why not?
If you were asked to write a different ending to the story, what would
it be? Why?
Where do you think the old man must have gone after helping the
city of Wu? Give reasons.
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Title:Why the Rooster Crows at Sunrise

Author: Lynette Dyer Vuong (Illustrated by Thach Bui)
Genre: Folktale

Long ago the sun lived close to the earth. She spent
her days just above the treetops, shining down
on the fields and houses below. But as day
followed day, she grew more and more
unhappy with her lot. The people who
owed her their light and warmth neither
gave her thanks nor showed her any
respect. Housewives hung their laundry in
front of her face and dumped their garbage
right under her nose. Men and women
alike burned wood and trash,
choking her with the smoke, until
one day her father, Ngoc Hoang—
Jade Emperor, the king of heaventook pity on her and carried her
away from the polluted atmosphere.
“The people don’t deserve you,” Jade Emperor said as he set her
down in a safe place on the other side of the Eastern Sea. “If I had left you
there, they would have poisoned you with their filth.”
Now day was no different from night. People shivered in their houses
and could not recognize each other even when they stood side by side.
In the forest the animals could not see to hunt, and day by day they
grew hungrier. At last they gathered to discuss the situation.
The rooster spoke first. “If only we could go to the sun and appeal to her
in person, perhaps she would take pity on us and give us a little light.”
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The duck nodded. “We could try. If only we knew where to find her.”
“I’ve heard she lives across the Eastern Sea,” the bluebird chirped. “I’d
be willing to lead you there if you’d do the talking.”
“I’d do the talking,” the rooster offered, “if I had a way to get there. But
you know I can’t swim. How could I get across the Eastern Sea?”
The duck smiled. “On my back, of course. No one’s a better swimmer
than I am.”
The three friends set off at once, the bluebird leading the way and the
rooster riding on the duck’s back. At last they reached the other side of the
sea, where they found the sun taking her ease.

“Please come back, sister sun,” they begged as they told her of the plight
the world was in. “Come back and stay with us the way you did before.”
But the sun shook her head. “How can you ask me to come back? You
know I had to leave for my health’s sake. Why, my very life was in danger in
that polluted atmosphere.”
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“We are starving to death because we can’t see to find food. Won’t you
take pity on us and give us a little light before we all die?” the rooster pleaded.
The sun was silent for a long moment. Finally she sighed. “I know you
must be desperate, or you wouldn’t have come all this way to see me.” She
sighed again. “I can’t live with you as I used to, but if you’ll call me when you
need light, I’ll come and shine for you for a few hours.”
The rooster nodded eagerly. “My voice is loud, so I’ll do the calling.
When you hear me crowing, you’ll know it’s time to wake up and get ready
to cross the sea.”
“I can help too.” The bluebird stepped forward. “My voice may not be
as loud as brother rooster’s, but once he wakes you, you’ll be able to hear me,
and you’ll know it’s time to leave your home and start your journey.”
The sun agreed. And from then on, the sun, the rooster, and the bluebird
have kept their bargain. When the rooster crows, the sun knows it’s time to
get ready for her day’s work; and just as the birds begin their chirping, she
appears over the eastern horizon.
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Title: Budhha and the Elephant

Author: Richard Brown and Philip Emmett (retold)
Genre: Folktale

Buddha travelled the vast
lands of Northern India.
He had many followers
and many friends. He was
a wise teacher, and he
was worshipped as a god. Many of those who heard his words left their
belongings and became one of his monks. They wore golden yellow robes
and begged for their food. Among them was the Buddha’s faithful cousin,
Ananda. No one loved the Buddha more than Ananda. But there was another
cousin; his name was Devadatta, and he hated the Buddha more than anyone.
These two cousins of the Buddha were very different. Ananda was so
devoted to his master, he stayed close by his side for more than twenty-five
years and was always helpful. Devadatta was different. He was jealous of the
Buddha’s power, so jealous he would try to do anything to disgrace him. He
even tried to kill him. Once he tried to set an elephant against the Buddha.
This is what happened.
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Devadatta was preaching
in town one day when he
heard news that the great
Budhha was approaching
down the long, dusty
highway. When the people heard this, they left Devadatta and flocked to
hear the Buddha. He must rid himself of this Buddha for good. He must
do it now, for the people would always choose to hear the Buddha, and not
him. But how could he kill the Buddha? He would have to make it look as if
it were an accident.

Close by were a number of elephants. They stood quietly together,
flapping their ears against the flies and gently swinging their trunks. Though
huge, they were peaceful animals, and the people who passed nearby were
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unafraid of their great strength. Devadatta looked at the elephants and a
cruel idea formed in his mind. He approached the keeper of the elephants.

Devadatta said to the
elephant keeper, “I need
one of these. It is for the
Buddha, who will ride
on its back into the town.” The keeper at once chose the finest looking
elephant. “Nothing but the best for the Buddha,” he thought. Devadatta led
the elephant away. He took it to a hidden yard and tied it there. He said to
one of his monks, “Go. Fetch me several buckets of sweet rice wine. I think
this elephant is a little thirsty.”
The monk brought the rice wine and
Devadatta set it before the elephant. “Drink
it, my beauty,” he urged. The elephant dipped
its trunk into the wine and enjoyed its’
sweetness. The animal was hot, it liked the
taste of the wine, and in a matter of minutes it
had emptied all the buckets. Devadatta smiled
and patted the animal’s trunk.
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The sound of a great crowd
reached Devadatta and
his monks.
“The Buddha has reached the edge of town,” someone shouted. “Good,”
said Devadatta. “Lead the elephant on to the highway. It is a present for the
Buddha.” Several monks tried to lead the elephant out of the yard, but it
was acting strangely. The wine made it stagger, and the effects of the drink
seemed to flicker like flames in its mind. The elephant grew angry. The monks
managed to drag it on to the highway. There it broke loose and bellowed
loudly.
A few minutes later the Buddha entered the town. He expected a crowd
to greet him, to offer him flowers, and many people had already gathered.
But the celebrations had hardly begun when there came distant cries and
shouts. The Buddha and his friends
grew silent and listened. What was that
terrible noise? It grew louder; screams,
now, and a crash. What monster had
been let loose? Was it a freak whirlwind?
Or a stray army? But the Buddha knew
what was causing the noise. He saw the
raging elephant in his mind’s eye and he
could sense the creature’s anger.
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Then people appeared
at the end of the street
and they ran towards
the Buddha in panic. “There’s a mad elephant on the loose,” they screamed.
“It’s wild. Destroying everything. Flee for your lives; it’s coming this way!”
And the people fled. Only the Buddha and the faithful Ananda remained.
“We must go too,” Ananda said anxiously, wondering why his master
stood so still. The Buddha shook his head. There was not a trace of fear in his
face.
Devadatta followed the
elephant at a distance.
He did not care about
the havoc it caused. He
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saw the people around the Buddha flee. The Buddha and Ananda were
standing alone in the path of the mad elephant. Devadatta’s heart leapt. At
last! He would be rid of the Buddha, and the people would worship him
instead.
“Pride will kill the Buddha now,” Devadatta said to himself as he hid in
the shadows of a deserted house.

The elephant staggered
wildly towards the
Buddha, bellowing
loudly. The Buddha stared at it and he felt a great sorrow for it. He could
feel the pain and the anger in the elephant’s mind, and he knew who had
caused this gentle creature to turn against him. The elephant staggered to
a halt when it saw the Buddha in its path. It trumpeted its rage. It seemed
uncertain what to do next. Then the elephant advanced.
The Buddha’s love for the
animal glowed around him like
light and soothed the elephant’s
mind. The great beast slowed down,
grew calm, and stopped waving its
trunk so wildly. It came to a halt a
few steps from the Buddha.
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They regarded each other in silence. The pain in the elephant’s mind
flickered out. In its place there formed a glow of love for the Buddha.

The elephant bent its
knees and lowered its
great body. It bowed its head to the Buddha. He stroked it, murmuring
forgiveness. Ananda smiled. He had seen many miracles performed by the
Buddha, but the sight of his master stroking the elephant’s head, moved him
more deeply than ever.
Devadatta felt bitterly
disappointed.
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Once more the Buddha had proved he was the stronger of the two. Devadatta
slunk away. “There will be other times,” he said to himself. “One day I shall
defeat the Buddha.” But Devadatta felt in his bones that maybe that day
would never come. It was a thought he pushed into the shadows of his mind.

The people came out of
their hiding places and
they praised the Buddha. The elephant was led away and it became legendary
in the town. It didn’t have to work any more, it was given the best food and
it was constantly admired. The love inspired by the Buddha never left the
elephant. It was said that you could see the glow of it around the elephant’s
head.
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Title: The Boy Who Served His Tribe
Author: Frances Usher (retold)
Genre: Folktale

A myth of the Chippewa people of North America

Long, long ago, there was a family of the Chippewa tribe, who lived in
a wigwam in the woods of North America.
Mother and father, brothers and sisters were all very happy and contented
for they loved the good things of the Earth. They loved the sunshine, the
forests and the cool springs of water. But they were often cold and hungry,
for at this time, the Chippewa people did not know about growing corn.
Instead, they lived only by hunting.
Now, when boys of this tribe reached the age of fourteen, it was the
custom for them to go into some lonely place, without food, so that they
could be alone for several days and think about the life which lay ahead of
them.
The time came for the eldest son of the family to carry out this custom.
‘Come with me, my son,’ said
his father. The two of them walked
far into the woods together. There,
the father built a little wigwam for
his son.
‘You will be here for seven
days without food,’ he told the
boy. ‘At the end of that time, I will
return for you and bring you food.
While you are here, you should
pray to the Great Spirit that he will send you a gift; a gift for the whole tribe.’
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Left alone, the boy sat for a while and thought. What should he pray for
during this week’s fast?
Perhaps he should pray that his tribe would win glory in battle. Or
should he pray that they would enjoy good hunting, or be sent great wealth?
‘No he thought. He would ask only that life for his tribe be made in
some way a little less hard. And so he began to pray to the Great Spirit.
A day passed, and another. The boy continued to pray and he ate
nothing.
By the time the third day came, he was weak from lack of food. All he
could do now was to lie inside his wigwam in a kind of dream.
All at once, the curtains of the wigwam parted and a young warrior
entered. The plumes of his headdress were green and so were his moccasins
and his cloak. When he spoke, his voice was like the rush of the wind through
the trees.
‘The Great Spirit has heard your prayers,’ the warrior said to the boy. ‘I
have come to test your courage. Stand up.’
Trembling a little, the boy stood up. ‘Now wrestle with me,’ said the
stranger.
And so the two of them began to
wrestle, and they struggled together for
a long time in silence.
At last the warrior said, ‘That is
enough for today. I come back tomorrow’
The next evening, the curtains of the
wigwam parted again, and the warrior
was back. Again, the boy wrestled with
him. And although he had felt so weak
before the stranger came that he could
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scarcely stand, as soon as he touched the green-plumed warrior, he became
strong.
‘Good,’ said the warrior at the end, ‘you have done well. I will come
back tomorrow.’
And so, each evening, it was the same. The stranger in the green
headdress and moccasins and cloak came, and the boy’s strength returned as
soon as he touched him. Each evening, they wrestled.
By the seventh evening, the boy was utterly exhausted from lack of
food. When the stranger came in, he managed to pull himself to his feet. As
usual, the two of them began to wrestle.
Once again, as soon as they came to grips, the boy felt his strength
come back.
‘It’s strange,’ he thought, ‘but tonight I think I could even throw this
stranger to the ground.’
So well did the boy wrestle that indeed he threw the man to the ground.
The boy knelt down by his side. To his utter horror, he saw that the
warrior was about to die.
The man smiled at him.
‘You must not be sad,’ he said, ‘and you must not grieve for me. You
shall see my green plumes again. But if you wish to see them, this is what
you must do: Bury me, and keep my grave covered with fresh, damp earth.
When I have slept a good sleep, I will break through the earth and return to
the sunshine.’
So the warrior breathed his last.
‘With a heavy heart, the boy carried out all his instructions. No sooner
had the boy finished burying the stranger, than he looked up and saw his
father coming towards him through the woods.
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‘See, my son, I have come to fetch you,’ said his father, ‘and I have
brought you food. Eat and your strength will soon return.’
And when the boy had eaten and regained his strength, they went home
together to the family and to everyday life.
But the boy did not forget his friend with green plumes, and he never
forgot to visit the grave to and weed it and water it.
The boy told nobody about what he was doing, not even the members
of his own family. He was afraid that if he told people about the warrior and
his visits, they would say that he had dreamt it all because he’d been so weak
from lack of food.
Then, one day, the boy was coming home from a week’s hunting trip
and he decided to visit the warrior’s grave.
As he came near it, he saw that something was different. The fresh clean
earth of the grave was covered in green plumes! He went nearer.
‘Not plumes,’ he said to himself softly. ‘Leaves. Wide, pale, green leaves.’
He stood there staring at them. He had never in his life seen leaves like
them, and he did not know what to do. Should he tear them out?
‘No.’ He shook his
head, remembering how
the young warrior had
died, his eyes fixed on
the boy’s own. ‘He told
me to trust him, and I
will.’
Weeks
passed,
and the boy went on
watering and weeding
the warrior’s grave. The
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green shoots pushed up through the earth and became tall, strong plants.
At last the day came when golden tassels swung from them; thick golden
tassels. Then the boy knew that it was time to fetch his father to see them.
The older man stood silently at the side of the grave, while the boy
explained the whole story. At last the father spoke. ‘My son,’ he said, ‘this is a
gift from the Great Spirit. A gift to all the Chippewa people.’
The boy looked puzzled.
‘A gift?’ he asked. ‘What is it, father?’
The man reached out and
touched the golden tassels gently.
He took a few grains from them
and tasted them. Then he turned
and looked at the boy, and his face
was as glad as the morning sun in
the sky.
‘It is a new kind of food, my
boy,’ he answered. ‘The Great
Spirit has sent us food that will
grow where we plant it in the earth.
From now on, we Chippewas will
not need to spend all our time
and all our strength on hunting
animals in the forests.’
The boy’s father was right. By
his death, the warrior had taught
the Chippewas how to grow corn.
In time, they harvested it and
made bread for themselves. And
so their lives were made a little less hard, just as the boy had asked of the
Great Spirit in his prayers.
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Title: The White Bird
Author: Unknown
Genre: Folktale

Once there lived a rich farmer who had three daughters.
The eldest daughter, Pema, was beautiful but very proud and had never
found a man good enough to marry. The second daughter was called Choki.
She was also very beautiful but she only wanted to marry a prince or a Dasho’s
son. Sadly for her she had not met either of these. The third daughter was the
most beautiful and also the kindest. Her name was Deki. She was happy to
look after the animals and help with work in the fields. Her sisters thought
she was stupid.
The three daughters had to take turns to look after their father’s cows
on the mountain side. One day when Pema was out with the cows, it began
to rain. She went under a large rock and fell asleep. When she woke up, it was
evening and the rain had stopped but she could not see the cows anywhere.
“Father will be angry if I return without the
cows,” she thought so she climbed higher up the
mountain looking for them. As she went along
a cliff face she suddenly saw a door in the rock.
Carefully she turned the handle and opened the
door.
Inside she found herself in a small cave.
On the far side was another door made of
gold which shone in the darkness of the cave.
Its handle was in the shape of a bird. Pema
went to the golden door and opened it.
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Her eyes opened wide in surprise at
what she saw. The second cave was full of
gold and silver. In the centre was a chair
covered in jewels and on the chair there sat
a white bird.
“Who are you?” she asked.

are you?”

“I am a prince,” the bird answered, “
and I look after these treasures. And who

“I am Pema and I look after my father’s cows. They are lost. Will you
help me to find them?”
wife.”

“Yes, I will,” came the answer, “but only’ if you agree to become my
Pema was angry. “How can I marry a
bird? I would marry the prince who owned
all these treasures but I could not marry a
bird! I will find the cows myself.”
Pema looked for the cows all day but
could not find them so the next day Choki,
the second daughter, went to look for them.

Choki climbed to the same cliff and
found the same door in the rock. Like her
sister she went through the doors and found
the bird sitting on the chair in the room full
of jewels and treasures.
I am looking for my cows. Can you
help me?” she asked.
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I will help you,” said the white bird, “if
you agree to marry me.”
Choki didn’t even answer. She ran out
of the cave and down the mountain as fast
as she could. She was not going to marry a
bird.
Finally her father asked his youngest
daughter to find the lost cows. All day Deki
looked for the cows but could not find them. In the evening she too climbed
the cliff and came to the door in the rock. Like her sister she opened the first
and then the second door. Full of surprise she looked at the jewels and then
at the white bird. It was sitting on the chair watching her. Its face looked kind.
“Come, little bird,” she whispered as
she came and carefully touched its feathers,
“Tell me, have you seen my cows?”
“I have and I will tell you where to find
them if you will marry me.”
“Yes, if that’s what you want. I will
marry you but first help me find my cows.”
So the white bird told Deki where to find the cows and some days later
the two were married. They lived together in the cave with all the treasure.
The months passed and when autumn
came it was time for the tshechu in the
dzong in the valley. The bird persuaded
Deki to go down and watch the dances.
Every day she saw a handsome young
man on a blue horse. She had never seen a
man who was so good-looking before.
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The day before the last day of the tshechu Deki was going back to the
cave when she saw an old woman.
“Can you tell me who is the young
man on the blue horse?”
The old woman smiled and then
answered: “I cannot tell you that but
tomorow leave for the dzong at the same
time but hide behind the door of the cave
and see what happens.” The old woman
smiled again. Perhaps she knew more
than she had said.
Next morning Deki did as she was told.
To her surprise the white bird turned into the
handsome young man. When her husband had
ridden off on his horse, she came out. She picked
up the bird skin which she found on the floor of
the cave. She pulled out the feathers and threw
them and the skin down the hillside.
Deki waited all day for her husband to return
but his home-coming was not happy.
“What have you done?” he asked. “You have given my life to the
demons.”
“I don’t understand.”
“The demons turned me into a white
bird and made me look after their treasure.
Now when they come here, they will see that I
have not obeyed them.”
“Oh, tell me how I can help you,” cried
Deki.
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“The only thing you can do is this. Light a torch and stand in the
doorway. Use it to frighten the demons away. They are afraid of fire.”
For six days and six nights Deki stood
in the doorway and frightened the demons
away. But on the seventh day she was so tired
she fell asleep. The demons came into the
cave and carried her husband away. When
she woke up in the morning, he had gone.
Day after day, Deki looked for her
husband. Her heart was sad because she had
fallen asleep and lost him. She went along the
valleys, through the forests and over the mountains. One day she heard a
man singing sadly and saw the shape of a man coming towards her. Her heart
beat faster. She knew it was her husband. She ran towards him.
“Don’t touch me. You can help me if
you do just what I say, but touch me and the
demons will get me again. Go back to the
hillside below our cave.
Look for the bird skin and the feathers.
Sew the feathers onto the skin again and then
leave it under this tree. If I burn it when the
demons are
together, they will disappear in smoke and I
will not belong to them anymore.”
All night by the light of the moon Deki
looked for the feathers. Then one by one
she sewed them to the skin which she found
under a bush. Then when she had finished
she ran up the hill and put the bird skin
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under the tree. Then she went away to wait
for her husband’s return.
It was just before sunset when the
young man appeared. He was riding on
the blue horse she had seen him on at the
tshechu. She ran to meet him and this time
they hugged each other happily. Then they
went back to the cliff but to their surprise
there was no door, no handle, no cave. The
demons and their treasure had gone. They
could now live happily ever after.
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UNIT 4 THEME: Our Beautiful Earth
Main Texts
1. No More Water- Kenn Nesbitt
2. Deserts and Desert Life- Tracey Reeder
		
3. River- Archie Toulouse
4. Picnics- Nicholas Horsburgh

Poem
Informational
Text
Poem
Poem

Supplementary Texts
1. The Winter HedgehogAna and Reg Cartwright
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Title: No More Water
Author: Kenn Nesbitt
Genre: Lyric Poem

Both my parents told me not to,
but I did it anyway.
Now our water tank is empty
and the well went dry today.
Not a drop is in the reservoir1.
The lake’s completely dry.
Everybody’s getting thirstier
and I’m the reason why.
All the rivers are depleted2.
All the streams no longer flow.
All the seas and all the oceans
are devoid of 3 H2O 4.
No there isn’t any water,
not a drop is left to drink,
‘cause I left the faucet5 running
and it all went down the sink.
1
reservior: (pron: REH-zuhv-wah) a lake where water is stored before it is
supplied through pipes to houses
2
depleted: (pron: di-PLEET-id) used up so much that very little is left
3
devoid of: totally without
5

4 H2O: (pron: aitch-two-OH) the chemical formula for water
faucet: tap
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Make connections
1.
2.
3.
5.

Why have the water tank and the well gone dry?
Who do you think the speaker in the poem is talking to?
Why is everybody getting thirstier?
What will happen if we keep the water tap running for a very long
time?
5. What lesson have you learned from the poem?
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Title: Deserts and Desert Life
Author: Tracey Reeder
Genre: Informational Text

Deserts are dry places with sandy or stony ground. Deserts get an
average of less than 200 mm of rain in a year. Only special plants and animals
can live in the derserts.
The Sahara Desert

The Sahara Desert in Africa is the largest desert in the world. It covers 9
million square kilometres of land. The Sahara Desert is very hot and dry. The
average temperature is 27°C. The rainfall is less than 120 mm a year. Some
large areas have even less rain—only 25 mm a year. Much of the Sahara is
made up of sand dunes that look like the waves of the sea. But there are also
mountains, rocky plateaus, and stony plains.
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The Gobi Desert

The Gobi Desert is in China and Mongolia, north of the Himalayan
mountains. It is hot, cold, and dry, but it is home to many people. The Gobi
Desert is on a high plateau. The ground is mostly gravel and has some sand.
There are not many big sand dunes. It is both hot and cold in the Gobi Desert.
In July, the temperature can go up to 50°C, and in January it can go down to
-30°C.

How Do People Live in Deserts?

Many people who live in deserts are called nomads. This means they
move about to find water and food for their animals. Nomads in the Sahara
Desert keep camels. Camels can walk for days without needing water. In
the Gobi Desert, people ride horses as well as camels. Nomads often have
sheep and goat herds. These animals provide milk, meat, hair, and hides. The
people make cheese and yogurt from the milk.
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Some desert people live in
tents. The Bedouin people of the
Sahara make tents from goathair cloth. They weave the cloth
by hand and stitch the pieces
together. The Mongolian people
in the Gobi Desert live in round
tents called gers. The gers have
wooden frames covered with cloth
and hides.

The ger can be packed up when
the family wants to move on.

How Do Animals Live in Deserts?

Desert animals have to survive heat, cold, and
lack of water. During the day most desert animals
hide from the strong sun. Scorpions, spiders, and
lizards stay underneath rocks. Snakes wriggle
into the sand or take shelter under rocks. Desert
animals come out early in the morning, at dusk,
or at night to hunt for food. Many get all the water
they need from eating plants and other animals.
One Hump or Two?

A camel with one hump on its back is called a dromedary or Arabian
camel. People use dromedaries for transportation in the Sahara and other
deserts. They also drink the camels’ milk. A camel with two humps is called
a Bactrian camel. Bactrian camels live in the Gobi Desert.
Camels can survive in the desert for days without food or water. They
store large amounts of water in their stomachs. Camels store fat in their
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humps. They use the fat for energy when it’s hard to find food. As the fat gets
used up, the humps shrink.

How Do Plants Live in Deserts?

Desert plants have to survive with very little water. When there’s a little
rain, they store the water in their roots and stems.
Ponderosa pine trees in British Columbia’s Okanagan Valley have very
long roots. They grow deep into the dry earth to find water.
Palm trees need water so they often grow in an oasis. An
oasis is a place in the desert that has a spring or a river.
Cactuses, also
known as cacti, come
in many shapes and
sizes, from tall and
thin to short and thick.
Every part of a cactus
helps it to live in the
desert.
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The saguaro is the biggest cactus. It can live to be more than 100 years
old. Some woodpeckers and owls build nests inside the saguaro.
The prickly pear cactus is juicy inside. Its spines keep away most of the
thirsty animals.

Make connections
1.
2.
3.
4.

Where is the Sahara Dessert?
How do animals living in a dessert get water?
How can camels survive for a long time in desert without food and
water?
How can tell the difference between the two types of camels?
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Title: River

Author: Archie Toulouse
Genre: Lyric Poem
Sitting by the river
listening to the waterfalls
rapids singing as
water flows along the river
feeling the peacefulness
as you listen to the rapids
singing.
Breeze blowing gently
listening to the rustling
leaves up in the trees
birds singing in the distance.
Hearing a lone loon
somewhere on the distant lake
listening to his sad
lonely haunting sound.
Little animals come to the
river to drink
Looking up in clear blue sky
eagles circling peacefully
searching for their prey.
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It saddens you
to leave the peacefulness
by the riverside
rapids singing as
water flows along the river.
Back to the noisy city
listening to the cars, buses, trains
no more peacefulness
no more listening to the rapids
singing
as water flows down the river.
As water flows down the river.

Make connections
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Who do you think is the speaker in the poem?
What saddens the speaker?
How does the speaker describe the city?
Would you prefer to live in a village or in a city? Why?
What do you think will be some of the problems, as our cities grow
bigger? Give reasons.
Why do you think the last lines in the poem are repeated?
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Title: Picnics

Author: Unknown
Genre: Lyric Poem

If you go a-picnicking and throw your scraps
about,
You’ll never see the little folk go running in
and out;
And if you leave your orange-peel all littered
on the grass,
You’ll never go to Fairy Land or see the fairies
pass.
For empty tins and tangled strings
And paper bags are not the things
To scatter where a linnet sings
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So

if you go a-picnicking remember you’re a
guest
Of all the tiny people, and you’ll really find it
best
To leave their ballroom tidy and clear away the
mess,
And perhaps you’ll see a fairy in her newest
dancing dress.
But paper bags and broken combs
Will really wreck the pixie homes
And frighten all the tiny gnomes.

But if you go a-picnicking and you are elfin
wise,
You’ll maybe hear with fairy ears and see with
goblin eyes;
The little folk will welcome you, and they will
open wide
The hidden doors of Fairy Land, and you will
pass inside.
						From ‘Punch’
Make connections
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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What mustn’t you scatter where the linnet sings?
What must you remember to do when you go picnicking?
What must you do after a picnic?
What will happen if you are elfin wise?
What lesson did you learn from the poem?
Do you follow this advice yourself? Explain.
Do you think it is a good practice to leave the trash all over the place?
Why or why not?
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Title: The Winter Hedgehog

Author: Ana and Reg Cartwright
Genre: Story

One cold, misty autumn afternoon, the hedgehogs gathered in the
wood. They were preparing for the long sleep of winter.
All, that is, except the smallest hedgehog. “What is winter?” he had
asked his mother.
“Winter comes when we are asleep,” she had replied. “It can be beautiful,
but it can also be dangerous, cruel and very, very cold. It’s not for the likes of
us. Now go to sleep.”
But the smallest hedgehog couldn’t sleep. As evening fell he slipped away
to look for winter. When hedgehogs are determined, they can move very
swiftly, and soon the little hedgehog was far from home. An owl swooped
down from high in a tree.
“Hurry home,” he called. “It’s time for your long sleep.” But on and on
went the smallest hedgehog until the sky turned dark and the trees were
nothing hut shadows.
The next morning, the hedgehog awoke to find the countryside covered
in fog. “Who goes there?” called a voice, and a large rabbit emerged from the
mist.
“I’m looking for winter,” replied the hedgehog. “Can you tell me where
it is?”
“Hurry home,” said the rabbit.
“Winter is on its way and it’s no time for hedgehogs.”
But the smallest hedgehog wouldn’t listen. He was determined to find
winter.
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Days passed. The little hedgehog found plenty of slugs and insects to
eat, but he couldn’t find winter anywhere.
Then one day the air turned icy cold. Birds flew home to their roosts
and the animals hid in their burrows and warrens. The smallest hedgehog felt
very lonely and afraid and wished he was asleep with the other hedgehogs.
But it was too late to turn back now.
That night winter came. A frosty wind swept through the grass and blew
the last straggling leaves from the trees. In the morning the whole countryside
was covered in a carpet of snow.
“Winter!” cried the smallest hedgehog. “I’ve found it at last.” And all
the birds flew down from the trees to join him.
The trees were completely bare and the snow sparkled on the grass. The
little hedgehog went to the river to drink, but it was frozen. He shivered,
shook his prickles and stepped onto the ice. His feet began to slide and the
faster he scurried, the faster he sped across it. “Winter is wonderful,” he cried.
At first he did not see the fox, like a dark shadow slinking towards him.
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“Hello! Come and join me,”
he called as the fox reached the river
bank. But the fox only heard the
rumble of his empty belly. With one
leap he pounced onto the ice. When
the little hedgehog saw his sly yellow
eyes he understood what the fox was
about. He curled into a ball and spiked
his prickles.
“Ouch!” cried the fox. The sharp
prickles stabbed his paws and he
reeled towards the centre of the river
where he disappeared beneath the ice.
“That was close,” the smallest
hedgehog cried to himself. “Winter is
beautiful, but it is also cruel, dangerous
and very, very cold.”
Colder and colder it grew until the snow froze under the hedgehog’s
feet. The snow came again and a cruel north wind picked it up and whipped it
into a blizzard. “Winter is dangerous and cruel and very, very cold,” moaned
the little hedgehog.
Luck saved him. A hare scurrying home gave him shelter in his burrow.
By morning the snow was still falling, but gently now, covering everything in
a soft white blanket.
The smallest hedgehog was enchanted as he watched the pattern his
paws made. Reaching the top of a hill, he rolled into a ball and spun over and
over, turning himself into a great white snowball as he went. Down and down
he rolled until he reached the feet of two children building a snowman.
“Hey, look at this,” said the little girl. “A perfect head for our snowman.”
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“I’m a hedgehog,” he cried. But no one heard his tiny hedgehog voice.
The girl placed the hedgehog snowball on the snowman’s body and the
boy used a carrot for a nose and pebbles for the eyes.
When the children had gone, the cold and hungry hedgehog nibbled
at the carrot nose. As he munched the sun came out and the snow began to
melt. He blinked in the bright sunlight, tumbled down the snowman’s body
and was free.
Time went on. The hedgehog saw the world in its winter cloak. He saw
red berries disappear from the hedgerows as the birds collected them for
their winter larders. And he watched children speed down the hill on their
sleighs.
The winter passed. One day the air grew warmer and the river began to
flow again. The little hedgehog found crocuses and snowdrops beneath the
trees and he knew it was time to go home. Slowly he made his way back to
the wood.
From out of every log, sleepy hedgehogs were emerging from their long
sleep.
“Where have you been?” they called to him.
“I found winter,” he replied.
“And what was it like?” asked his mother.
“It was beautiful, but it was also . . .”
“Dangerous, cruel and very, very cold,” finished his mother.
But she was answered by a yawn, a sigh and a snore, and the smallest
hedgehog was fast asleep.
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UNIT 5 THEME: Time to be Hero
Main Texts
1. Summit Success- Unknown
		
2. Emil and the Detectives- Erich Kastner
3. Riding the Rapids- Mark Iversen
		
4. White Water- Pierre Latour
5. Stubborn Mary ShaddKaren Shadd-Evelyn
		

Informational
Text
Story
Informational
Text
Poem
Informational
Text

Supplementary Texts
1. On Top of the World- Unknown
		
2. An Elephant Hunt in Canada??!!Unknown
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Text
Informational
Text
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1

Title: Summit Success

Author: Unknown
Genre: Informational Text

Mount Everest

On May 25, 2001, Erik Weihenmayer (WINE may or), from Colorado,
became the first sightless person to climb Mount Everest. Everest, in Nepal,
is 29,035 feet high and is the tallest mountain in the world.
Erik was part of a climbing team. His teammates called him “Super
Blind” as a term of friendship and respect. Erik did as much as he could by
himself, but he needed some help from his sighted teammates. They wore
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bells on their jackets or backpacks. When the person in front of him jingled
a bell, Erik knew to step in the direction of the sound. A teammate would
sometimes hit a rock with an ice axe. The noise helped Erik follow along.
To guide his way, Erik used two trekking, or walking, poles. He leaned
on one pole and tapped in front and to the sides with the other. Sometimes
his teammates described what was ahead, such as cracks in the ice.
Just before the highest point, the summit, the team crossed a ridge. The
ridge was about as wide as a tabletop, but the side drop-off was 12,000 feet.
Erik thought that this was one of the hardest parts of the climb.
Erik says that he does not climb mountains to make a statement; rather,
he climbs because he loves to do it. He says, “I get a lot out of the scenery on
these trips because it’s not just visual. It’s what I hear, smell, and feel.”
Erik probably does not consider himself a hero. However, his courage
and example show other blind people that they can be as athletic as sighted
people.

Nothing Stops Him
Erik lost his sight at age thirteen. He learned to read Braille and use a white cane,
which is a cane for the blind. For several years, Erik was a teacher in a middle school.
Erik skis, rides a tandem bike, water-skis, and skydives. He has written two books
about his life.
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Make connections
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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What words would you use to describe Erik Weihenmayer?
Why do people consider Erik a hero? Do you consider him a hero?
Why or why not?
What fact in this section interests or surprises you the most? Why?
How did Eric’s teammates help him in climbing the mountains?
What happens in the text?
Where do the major events take place?
Why are these events important?
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Title: Emil and the Detectives
Author: Erich Kastner
Genre: Short Stories

Emil lived in a small town with his mother. His father was dead, and
his mother had to work very hard. She earned just enough money for herself
and her son to live on.
Still, one summer holiday, Emil’s mother decided to send Emil to the
city to stay with his grandmother. Although she had very little, she gave Emil
some money, and some to give his grandmother. She told him to be a good
boy, and not to lose the money. Emil pinned the money inside his pocket.
There were four other people in the train
compartment. One, was a man who wore a black
hat. Emil somehow did not like him. He thought
of him as ‘Black Hat’. The other three men got off
at the next station, so Emil was now left alone
with Black Hat.
As the train moved slowly on, Emil
fell asleep. The train was still moving when
he woke up.
But where was Black Hat? He was
gone. Emil put his hand in his pocket. His
money was gone too! Black Hat had picked
his pocket!
Tears were filling his eyes, when the
train stopped. Emil looked out. Black Hat
was getting out of the next compartment.
He wiped his tears, and followed the man.
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A few minutes later, Emil saw Black Hat go into a café. He stopped on the
road and watched.
“Black Hat will pay for his coffee with my mother’s money,” thought
Emil. He felt very sad, and looked sad.
“What’s the matter?” someone asked. Emil turned around and saw a
boy. He told him what had happened.
“I must get back the money,” Emil told the boy. “I have to give it to my
grandmother.”
“I’ll help you,” said the boy, whose name was Paul, “and my friends will
join me.” Paul ran off, and soon returned with lots of boys.
Just then, Black Hat came out of the cafe and got into a taxi. Emil and
his new friends got into another taxi. “Please follow that car,” Emil told the
taxi driver.
Black Hat got out, so did they. The crossed
the road, and so did the boys. He walked fast, and so did they.
Then, Black Hat went into a bank. Emil followed him into the bank
with three other boys, while the rest of them waited outside.
Black Hat handed some money over to the man at a counter in the
bank. The man began to count the money.
“Stop!” cried Emil. “That’s my money! He’s stolen my money!”
“That isn’t true,” said Black Hat.
The manager of the bank came out of his office and asked what was
going on.
“This man has stolen my money,” Emil complained to him.
“Can you prove it?” the manager asked.
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“Yes, I can,” Emil answered. “I had pinned my money to my pocket. If
all the notes have got pin marks in the same places, the money is mine,” he
cried.
The manager held up the money. Everyone could see the little pinholes
clearly. When all eyes were on the money, Black Hat ran out of the bank. He
did not run far, for he ran into the crowd of boys outside. They surrounded
him and caught him. The bank manager rang for the police.
“Well done, boys!” the policeman said.
him.

The bank manager returned Emil’s money to
Emil thanked all his new friends.

It turned out that Black Hat was a notorious
thief, and the police had promised a handsome reward to anyone who helped
them catch him.
Emil got a big sum of money as part of his reward. His mother joined
him in the city for the holiday and he invited all his new friends to his
grandmother’s hous.
Make connections
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Who is the main character?
Who is the man with ‘Black hat’? And what did he do?
Who is Paul? How did he help Emil?
How could Emil recognize his lost money?
Why was the policeman happy with the boys?
What reward did the policeman give to the boys?
What did Emil do with the reward?
Do you like the story? Why or why not?
If you were in place of Emil, what would you have done to get the
money back ?
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Title: Riding the Rapids
Author: Mark Iversen
Genre: Informative Essay

Jed is a guide for the Roaring
Rapids Rafting Company. He
takes people on thrilling rides
down the rapids.
Today, Jed is taking a group for
their very first raft ride. Before the
ride, Jed introduces himself to the
group and talks about safety.
Good morning, team. My name is
Jed and I’m your guide. Today we’re
going to ride the rapids! Before we
go, I’ll tell you about the safety
gear and safety rules. That
way, we’ll all have a
safe and exciting
adventure.

Our raft is made of rubber and filled with air. Don’t worry, it won’t sink
even with all of us on board!
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First, your safety gear. Your wet suit
will keep you warm. That water’s cold!
Your life jacket goes on top. It will help
keep your head above water if you fall out
of the raft. Lastly, you’ll wear a helmet to
protect your head.
There are ropes on the sides of the raft
and down the middle of the raft to hold
onto. Next, the safety rules.
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Safety Rule 1

When paddling, make sure you don’t hit
anyone with your paddle.
Safety Rule 2

If you fall out of the raft, float on your
back. Pull your toes up out of the water
so they won’t hit a rock. Don’t panic—
you’ll soon be rescued!
Now, let’s put on our gear and get into
the raft. All set? Here’s what you’re going
to do:
• Sit on the sides of the raft. With one
hand, hold the top of the paddle.
With the other hand, hold the paddle
lower down.
• When I call out PADDLE, we’ll all
paddle as hard as we can. When I call
out REST, you can stop paddling.
• When I call out HOLD ON, GET
DOWN, I want everyone to grab the
ropes on the sides of the raft and lift
their paddles. Then sit in the bottom
of the raft and grab the ropes in the
middle.
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Okay, let’s have the strongest paddlers in the front. I’ll sit in the back so
I can see what’s happening.
Everyone get your paddles ready. We’re off!
PADDLE, PADDLE, REST. PADDLE, PADDLE, REST.
Look out for the rapids! HOLD ON, GET DOWN! Well done!

Okay, everybody sit up on the sides and paddle. Look back at the rapids
we’ve just come down. That’s what we call a hole. A hole is where water flows
over a deeper part of the river. It flows faster to fill up the hollow.
Now you know what it feels like to ride the rapids!
The calm spot we’re sitting in now is called an eddy. It’s easy to paddle
out of an eddy. If you ever fall out of a raft, try to swim to an eddy.
Some rivers are calm and easy to raft. Other rivers have a lot of holes
and fast white water. That’s why we give rivers a grade.
There are six grades of rivers. A grade-one river has no holes and only
small waves. A grade-six river is full of holes and rapids and is very dangerous.
We would never take a group of beginners on a grade-six river.
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Today we are paddling on a grade-three river with two holes. The waves
on a grade-three river can be as tall, as a person, but it is safe and fun for all
of us.
Okay, enough talking. We’ll get going again. PADDLE, PADDLE,
PADDLE! Now’ get ready for the next hole. Let’s ride the rapids!

Make connections
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
142

Who is Jed? What is his work?
What are the two things that Jed tells his team after his introduction?
What is a raft?
What are the three pieces of safety gear that rafters should wear?
What does Jed say when he wants his team to stop paddling?
What is the word used to describe a calm spot where paddling is
easy?
Which grade river would be the most dangerous to raft?
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Title: White Water
Author: Pierre Lator
Genre: Form Poem

Make connections
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is the colour of water?
What colour is used in the poem to describe water?
Why do you think some words in the poem are not written straight
like the others?
Have you ever seen or played near white water? Where?
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Title: Stubborn Mary Shad

Authore: Karen Shadd-Evelyn
Genre: Non fiction (Short Biography

“No, Mary, you cannot go to school. It’s against the
law for Black children to go to school. Don’t even let anyone
know that you can read and write!”
“But why is it the law? Why is it wrong for me to read
and write? It’s not fair!”
Mary Ann Shadd was a stubborn little girl. She
longed to go to school and couldn’t understand why
white children could go and she couldn’t. However,
Mary was born in Wilmington, Delaware, in 1823. At that time, most Black
Americans were held in slavery. Only a few, like Mary’s family, had always
been free. Her parents, Abraham and Harriet Shadd, helped many people
who were fleeing north to freedom from slavery. They hid them in their
house until it was safe for them to move on to the next hiding place.
So Mary grew up knowing slavery was wrong, and that it led to unfair
laws. That just made her even more determined to go to school. Now, many
people at that time thought girls didn’t need much education. Mary’s family
was different. They teased her for being so stubborn, but they did their best
to help her. When Mary was ten years old, her parents moved their family to
Pennsylvania. There, Mary and her brothers and sisters could go to a school
for Black children.
Mary learned quickly, and when she was sixteen, she became a teacher.
She moved right back to Delaware, where she had not been allowed to go to
school herself. There, she opened a school for Black children. She also began
to write newspaper articles against the enslavement of Black people. Later
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she moved to other cities, going wherever there was a need for teachers and
schools for Black children.
In 1850, a new law was passed in the United States. This
law meant that slave catchers could travel anywhere in the
Mary
looking for runaway slaves. Sometimes they even
Comes to country,
took free Black people and sold them into slavery! So, many
Canada Black Americans decided to flee to Canada, where slavery
had not been legal since 1834. Mary knew that many new
Black communities were springing up in Canada, and that they would need
schools and teachers. She heard about a community near Windsor that
needed both. She went there and opened a school.
Mary was a strict teacher, but she was fair. Her students were soon
competing to show Miss Shadd how well they could read, or write, or do
arithmetic. They grew to love their new teacher. She cared so much about
them that she bought firewood out of her own money and carried it to class
to warm her little schoolroom.
Teaching school was only one of Mary’s goals, though. She believed
that Black Canadians should not live in separate communities and go to
separate schools. She thought that Canadians of all races should live together
and build communities. This idea, known as integration, was not popular
with many people at that time. When Mary supported integration, people
became angry with her.
Mary also spoke out about equal rights. She said that people of all races
were equal, and that men and women were, too. In those days, a lot of people
didn’t agree. Some even believed that women should not speak in public.
Mary’s speeches made her even more unpopular than she was already. People
began to say that she was odd, and that nobody should listen to her.
Mary didn’t give up. She knew that newspaper articles were another
way to share her ideas. In those days, there were no television or radio news
reports to give information. That made newspapers even more important
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than they are today. The trouble was, newspapers wouldn’t print Mary’s
articles because she was unpopular and because she believed in equality for
all people. So Mary set her mind to solving this problem, and when stubborn
Mary did that, things happened!
Mary decided to start a newspaper of her own. No
woman had ever done that in Canada before. She knew that
many people wouldn’t buy her paper if they knew that its
editor was a woman. So she got her friend, the Reverend
Samuel Ward, to put his name on the paper as the editor.
The first issue of her newspaper, the Provincial Freeman, was
published in March, 1853. Mary used her paper to let people know about
integration and women’s rights, and to publish news about events in Canada
and around the world.

Mary
Becomes
an Editor

The masthead of the Provincial Freeman, dated May 10, 1886.

In 1854, Mary moved her newspaper to Toronto. There she listed her
own name as the editor—but only as M. A. Shadd. The Provincial Freeman
continued to sell many copies from Windsor to Toronto and beyond. At
last, she revealed that M. A. Shadd was a woman. Many people were upset.
In fact, the reaction was so strong that Mary decided to move her paper to
Chatham in 1855. There, she could be closer to her family, who had settled
nearby. She also felt that the people in Chatham would understand what she
was trying to do.
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In Toronto, Mary had made a friend who shared her
Mary’s
goals and helped her with her newspaper. Thomas Cary was
businessman. When his wife died, Mary agreed
New Life atoToronto
marry him and help raise his three children. They were
married in 1856. In 1857, their daughter was born. Mary
now had four children to raise, but she didn’t give up speaking, writing,
and teaching. She often travelled the country selling subscriptions to her
newspaper, gathering news reports, and giving public lectures. Thomas
helped her by looking after things at home and at the newspaper office while
she was away.
One day in 1858, Mary made news herself. Slave
catchers from the United States were becoming bold enough
to come to Canada to drag people back to slavery. When a
young runaway slave was captured in Chatham, Mary soon
heard about it. She sprang into action. She rushed to the
scene, snatched the boy from the slave catchers, and ran with
him to the courthouse. There she rang the courthouse bell
until a large crowd lad gathered. Then she made a fiery speech, explaining
what had happened. Soon she had the crowd on her side, and the slave
catchers had to give up and leave town.

Stubborn
to the
End of
Her Days

In I860, Mary’s husband died, and soon
afterward their second child was born. Life must
have been hard for Mary. She now had five children
to support, but she didn’t give up. She earned
money by writing for other newspapers, and kept
on teaching. Somehow, she managed to keep the
Provincial Freeman going too. Then the Civil War
broke out in the United States, and Mary’s life
changed forever. She went to the United States to
help enlist American troops to fight against slavery.
After the war, she stayed in the United States to help
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educate the slaves who had been freed. Later, she became the first woman in
the United States to graduate from law school.
Mary and her family never moved back to Canada, but she will always
be an important part of Canadian history. Her life was an example of her
values— education, self-respect, and standing up for what you believe
in. Do you ever wonder whether you can make a difference to the people
around you? Just remember stubborn Mary Shadd, who touched the lives of
so many people!
King Street West, Chatham, Ontario, 1860
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Make connections
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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What do you think is the meaning of “slavery”?
How was Mary’s family different from most other black families?
Why did Mary go to Canada?
What did Mary do to let people know about her ideas?
Why did Mary write only M. A. Shadd in her newspaper? What does
this tell us about the treatment of women during this time in history?
Have things changed for women?
What does this text on Mary’s life teach you?
Do you I admire Mary? Why?
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Title: On the Top of the World
Author: Unknown
Genre: Information Text

You know that Mount Everest is the highest peak in the world. Many mountaineers
dreamed of climbing it. Many attempts were made by various teams. But the final
victory came on 29th May, 1953, when Edmund Hillary and Sherpa Tenzing
stepped on the top of Everest. They were the first human beings to do so. This was
a British expedition led by Col. John Hunt. Read this account of the final day’s
climb to the peak.

Hillary and Tenzing had climbed to the height of 27,900 ft on 28th May
and they had camped there for the night. It was 6:30 in the morning on 29th
May and the day was clear and windless.
Hillary and Tenzing got ready for the final climb to the peak. It was
extremely cold, so they wore heavy woollen and windproof clothes. They
put on three pairs of gloves on their hands to save themselves from freezing.
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They hoisted their oxygen bottles on their backs, connected their masks, put
on their sun glasses and were ready to go.
They came out of their little
tents, tied themselves with a rope
and started moving in the snow.
Sometimes Hillary led the way on the
rope and sometimes Tenzing led the
way. They took turns to share the work
of kicking the snow and chopping
ice to make steps for climbing. They
were just below the south summit
of Mount Everest and had to climb
almost a vertical white wall. The worst part of it was that the snow was not
firm, and they kept sliding down. It was one of the most dangerous places
they had ever been on a mountain.
At last at 9 a.m., they reached the
south summit. Here the snow was a little
firmer. They looked around. They had to
go only 300 feet more. A ridge led to the
peak. But the ridge looked frightening.
It was very narrow and steep. On one
side was a sheer drop of 8,000 feet and
on the other side were great cornices
or overhanging masses of snow and ice,
hanging over the 10,000-feet drop to
the Kangshung Glacier. If Hillary and
Tenzing had to get to the top, they would
have to climb the narrow ridge between
the drop and the cornices.
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They cut a seat for themselves in the snow and sat down. Their bottles
of oxygen had finished, so they removed them and put on new bottles. Thus,
their weight was reduced from forty pounds to twenty pounds.
After some time, they started moving again, one at a time. They used
their axes as anchors in the ice. They were afraid of the cornices and moved
very carefully. About a hundred feet below
the top they came to the highest bare rocks.
Tenzing picked up small stones and put them
in his pocket.
The ridge continued and they went on
cutting steps on the narrow strip of snow.
They were very tired. They had been cutting
steps for continuously two hours. Hillary
wondered how long they could keep doing
it. It was a grim struggle. Then, suddenly,
Hillary realized that there was no more
ridge ahead. Instead of rising, the ridge now
dropped sharply. A few more whacks of the
ice-axe in the firm snow, and they stood on the
top. It was a great victory. They both looked
at each other and shook hands. Then
they hugged and thumped each other on the
back until even with the oxygen they were
breathless. It was 11:30 in the morning. The
sun was shining and the sky was deep blue.
Around them on every side were the great Himalayas. There were the
peaks of Makalu, Cho Oyu, Kangchenjunga, Lhotse and Nuptse. To Tenzing
it seemed as if Everest was a mother hen and the other mountains were chicks
under her wings. It was a sight they had never seen before. Hillary took some
photographs. Tenzing made a little hole in the snow and placed some small
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food articles like a bar of chocolate, a packet of biscuits and some toffees in
it. It was his small offering to the gods. Hillary also made a hole in the snow
and placed in it a small crucifix that Col. Hunt, the leader of the team, had
given him.
After fifteen minutes, they turned to go.
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Title: Interview with a Bedouin Family

Author: Tracey Reeder (Illustrations by Bruce Potter)
Genre: Informational Text (Play)
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Setting
A Bedouin home

My name is Casey Carter. I’m a journalist and I write for a
magazine. Last month, I visited the Negev Desert in Jordan.
I met a Bedouin family there. This is my interview with the
Bedouin family.
Mother
Welcome, Mr. Carter. Will you come in and have some tea with
us?
Casey
Thank you. (He sips his tea.) And now I hope you will tell me
about your family.
Father
We are Bedouin people, but not nomads. We live on the edge of
the desert. We raise farm animals and grow fruit and vegetables.
Other members of our family live nearby.
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Casey
How interesting! I thought all Bedouin people were nomads.
Do some Bedouin people still move around?
Mother
Oh yes, some Bedouin people are still nomads. They go where
there is food and water for their animals.
Father
Bedouin nomads live in tents. They take their tents with them
wherever they go.
Mother
The women make the tents. The tents are made from goat hair.
They keep the people warm at night and keep the sand out
during sandstorms.
Casey
How did you make your house?
Father
Our house is made out of straw tied together. It has four rooms.
Some of our relatives use cardboard to help make the walls
stronger.
Casey
Do you help with the animals, Mona?
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Mona
Yes, I take care of them every day. We raise goats and sheep and
sell them. We also drink their milk, and use the milk to make
cheese and yogurt.
Father
Bedouin nomads use camels, but we ride on donkeys. Donkeys
are good workers, too.
Casey
Do you eat the meat from your animals?
Mother
Only on special occasions such as weddings. Most of the time
we eat flat bread, rice, and vegetables.
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Casey
You spoke of other family members. How many people live
near here?
Mother
Our extended family is all
around us. Our children have
their grandparents living
close by as well as their greatand great-uncles, aunts
aunts 		
and 		
uncles, and cousins.
Casey
Lots of babysitters! Do you
children go to school?
Mona
Yes, I go to school.

Lemiet
Me, too! Mother says we have
to.
Casey
How do you get to school?
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Lemiet
We walk. We can’t ride on the donkeys because they have to
stay and work on the farm.
Mona
It takes us a long time to get to school and home again every
day. When there’s a bad sandstorm, our mother keeps us at
home. It’s not safe to walk in a storm.
Mother
When the children have to stay home, we can’t let the school
know. You see, we don’t have telephones. No radios or TVs
either.
Casey
What do you do after school?
Lemiet
Sometimes we play ball or hide-and-seek. But we have to do
our homework and work around the farm, too.
Casey
Are you still at school, Waleed?
Waleed
No, I work at a mine. I drive a bulldozer and dig up rocks. It’s
good because I earn money to help the family. Sometimes I’m
allowed to drive the bulldozer home.
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Father
When Waleed brings the bulldozer, we can dig deep ditches.
Casey
Why do you dig ditches on the farm?
Waleed
We plant melons, tomatoes, and cucumbers in the bottom of
the ditches. It’s cooler there away from the hot desert sun.
Casey
What other things do you do on the farm?
Waleed
After we plant the crops, we have to look after them. We carry
water from the well to water the crops. We use the donkeys to
help dig up the ground and to carry the water and tools.
Casey
Thank you all very much for talking to
me. When I have written my story, I will
send you a copy.
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Make connections
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Who are the characters involved in the interview program?
What is the name of the interviewer in text? What is his job?
Where did he carryout the interview?
What do you think are some of the differences between your life and
the life in a Bedouin family? What are some of the similarities?
What did he promise to the family at the end of the interview?
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2

Title: Genekha

Author: Unknown
Genre: Informational Text

Genekha is a small village in Thimphu Dzongkhag. It is on the side of
a mountain above a river. From the village you can hear the river but you
cannot see it. On the other side of the valley you can see the high mountains
of Daga La. No one lives there but the forests are the homes for wild pigs and
bears. In winter there is snow on all these high mountains.
There is one shop so the people do not have to go to Thimphu as often
as in the past. There is no public transport. It takes two hours by car from
Thimphu but much longer if you walk. You take a bus or car from Thimphu
and get off three kilometres from the road to Paro. A rough road goes from
here to Genekha. It was built a few years ago so trucks could take stone to
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Thimphu. Usually there are cars or trucks and you have to walk three hours
uphill to Genekha. The road stops near Genekha but there are two other
paths from the village, one goes to Simtokha and the other leads to the high
mountains to Daga Dzong.
The main village of Genekha has one
hundred and sixty houses. The houses
are made of wood and mud. The roofs
of some houses are made with wooden
shingles and some of zinc sheets. Each
door has the head of a cow placed above
it because the people think this will bring
them good luck. There is a large temple
and some other houses on the way to the
main village. There is a lower secondary school and a Renewable Natural
Resources (RNR) office at the end of the road. There is a gup office as well
as a Basic Health Unit (BHU). The gup lives near the school.
Genekha has electricity and a piped water supply. Near the village there
are a lot of small fields. Round each field is a stone wall, a steep bank, a hedge
of bushes or a wooden fence. As the climate is cold in Genekha the people
plant turnips, radishes and onions but their main crops are wheat, barley and
potatoes. They sow the wheat in autumn and harvest it the next summer.
It takes nine months to ripe. There is a water mill by the river in the valley
below the village. The farmers grind their wheat here. They mix the flour
with suja and also use it to make ara.
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Animals are important in Genekha.
Most families have a cow. There are many
black pigs in the village. Sometimes
people sell them when they need money.
There are horses to carry things from
the main road and also to take people to
Daga. There are more than sixty sheep.
They graze on the mountains above
Genekha. The people cut the wool and
sell most of it to the Tibetans. The rest they weave into cloth.

Religion is important to the people of Genekha. There are many
chortens by the paths. There are chortens on rocks and by the village stream
to bring good luck. There are four small temples and one big temple called
Chijee which is about two kilometres from the village. Around it are some
huge weeping cypress trees. There is a flat grassy place where they have’ the
tshechu dances every autumn.
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Make connections
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Which pass lies to the opposite of Genekha?
What are the different materials used by the people of Genekha to
construct their houses?
What are the various government offices can you find in Genekha?
List the types of vegetables they grow.
What are the different animals they raise? How are they important?
Do the people of Genekha preach and practise religion?
How many chortens are there in the village?
Write some differences and similarities between Genekha and your
village.
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Title: The Northern Way
Author: Michael Kusugak
Genre: Informational Text

We are Inuit. The Cree Indians call us Eskimos, people who eat raw
meat. We do eat raw meat. We also eat it frozen, aged, and dried. Today,
though, we eat it cooked most of the time.
To understand why my people depend so much on meat, you need to
understand the place we live in. Inuit live in the far north. Most of us live
north of the tree line, where there are no trees at all. It’s very cold here for
much of the year. The lakes freeze in mid-September, and the sea freezes at
the end of October. The temperature goes down to -50°C in January and
February. By June or July all this ice melts, but just thirty centimetres below
the surface, the ground stays frozen and never thaws out. This frozen ground
is called permafrost, and because of it we cannot raise crops. Only plants with
very short roots will grow.
Maybe you wonder why we don’t just order vegetables and other foods
from the south. Our stores do bring in some food, but it’s very expensive.
That’s because everything has to be brought in by plane. Also, the quality of
the food that’s brought in is often not good.
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So Inuit live off the land—and that means
we hunt animals for food. In our language, the
wild animals we hunt are not called game. They
are not to be played with. They are called nirjutit,
which means “food.” We do not hunt caribou for
prize antlers, we do not play with fish on a line,
we do not mount animals’ heads to show them
off, and we do not hunt polar bears for sport. We
are not allowed to waste meat of any kind. Take
what you need and leave the rest of the animals
alone—that’s the rule.
Long ago, Inuit lived mostly on seal
meat. Seals are not easy to catch. They live
under the sea ice in winter, and come up to
breathe through air holes. The holes often
become completely covered with snow,
so we used our dogs to sniff them out.
Sometimes my father stood watching a seal
hole all day long, waiting for a seal to come up. If he did not get a seal, we
would be hungry.
Today, Inuit hunt more caribou than
they used to. That’s because we now use
snowmobiles and four-wheelers. You see,
caribou travel a lot. One day there might
be thousands of them around. The next
day, they might be hundreds of kilometres
away. In the old days, we had to follow
them on foot. We had to walk for days,
and then walk back carrying the caribou meat on our backs. Now, modern
transportation makes it easier for us to follow the caribou.
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Caribou are good for all
kinds of things. We eat the meat,
liver, heart, kidneys, head, and
even the stomach. The skins we
use for clothing. Caribou skin
is the warmest material in the
world. Each hair is hollow and
helps keep cold air out. When it
is fifty below zero, it is very nice
to have caribou-skin clothes on. Our mothers clean, dry, and cut caribou skin
in a very special way so every part fits properly and none of it is wasted. Skins
from young caribou are made into kids’ clothing because it is the softest and
warmest. The skin from the legs is used for mitts, because it is the toughest.
Caribou skins are also used to make outer boots for very cold weather. Every
part of the animal has its use.
Though many caribou come in summer, we take very few, because the
meat spoils fast in the warm weather. We take more caribou in winter because
then the meat freezes and does not spoil. We cache, or store, the meat under
big piles of heavy rocks to keep it from foxes, wolverines, and polar bears. We
also hunt many other animals and save their meat as food. We bury walrus
meat and fat in gravel and let it age. We also cache fish and muktuk (skin from
whales). We collect eggs in spring when the birds come to nest. We net fish
in summer and dry them. In winter, we hunt seals at the floe edge, where the
solid ice meets the sea. We set nets through the ice in lakes and catch Arctic
char. We jig for lake trout through the ice.
Sometimes the animals do not come. Sometimes there are no fish and
no caribou. Today we can buy food from the store if we need to. When I was
little, though, it was different. When seals, caribou, and fish did not come, we
went hungry and some people starved to death. That is why we are always
careful with the animals and respect them.
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For example, when my father caught a seal,
he would melt some snow and give the seal one
last drink. He did not want the seal to be thirsty
after he pulled it out of the water. We have other
customs that respect animals, too. Patiq is a
delicious food that you get by breaking caribou
bones and scooping out the soft, thick substance
inside. My mother always taught me, though, to
take all the blood vessels off the bones before I
break them. She said it is the blood vessels that
carry feeling to different parts of the body. If you
do not take them off before you break the bones
you will hurt the spirit of the caribou. Then other caribou will always run
away from you because you have hurt their kind. We are also not allowed to
burn feathers from the ptarmigan we hunt. My mother says the world will
come to a terrible end if we do.
What do we do when we’re not hunting? We watch the animals.
Caribou are beautiful. I love to watch them as they feed and walk. It is nice to
watch the big bulls in the fall—they get so lazy! In summer, I love to see the
black-faced little caribou walking on their skinny legs, and trying to keep up
with their mothers. Then there are foxes, whales, swans, geese, and smaller
creatures like siksiks, lemmings, and weasels. I watch them all and write
stories about them.
I teach my children to hunt and fish for food. Whatever they catch, they
have to skin and clean themselves. When they get their first caribou, goose,
or ptarmigan they give it to their grandmother and she shares it with all her
relatives and friends. Providing for your family and friends, and wasting
nothing— that is the northern way
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Make connections
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Why do the Inuit eat more meat and little vegetable?
How do they store their foods? In what other situations would this
method be useful?
What is the use of caribou skin?
What are the differences between old and modern hunting?
Which animal do they hunt the most?
Think and write down some of the lessons we can learn from the
Inuit people.
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Title: The Streets Are Free

Author: Kurusa
(Illustrated by Monika Doppert, Translated by Karen Englander)
Genre: Story

Not very long ago, when Carlitos’ grandfather was a boy, mountain
lions roamed the hills of Venezuela.
One particular mountain was covered with forests and bushes, small
creeks and dirt paths. Every morning the mist would reach down and touch
the flowers and the butterflies.
On the hill above the town of Caracas, where Cheo, Carlitos, and
Camila now live, there was just one house. It was a simple house, made of
mud and dried leaves from sugar cane and banana plants. In the mornings,
when the family went to fetch water, they often saw lions’ tracks in the soft
earth. Later, they would stop by the creeks to catch sardines for dinner.
Years passed and more people came from towns and villages all over
Venezuela to make their homes on the mountainside. They built their houses
of wood, and the children played among the trees, in the creeks, and in the
open fields.
The forest began to grow toward the new village, and the village began
to grow toward the forest.
The dirt road that led to the big city was soon covered with asphalt.
And more people came.
There were so many houses that they reached right to the top of the
mountain where the lion tracks used to be. The creeks became sewers. The
dirt paths were littered with garbage. The mountain became a very poor
town called the “barrio” San José.
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The children who used to play in the open fields could no longer play
there, nor in the forest, nor in the streams.

The fields in the valleys were now filled with office towers. The whole
mountain was covered with houses. The main road became a highway. There
were only a few trees and not one flower.
The children had nowhere to play.
After school, Cheo, Carlitos, and Camila went to a house that had been
converted into a library. There they read books, and played with clay and
paints and board games and all kinds of interesting things. But they had
nowhere to play hopscotch, or soccer, or baseball, or tag.
After they left the library, they played in the street.
One day, while they were playing leapfrog, a grocery truck came
barrelling down the street. The driver shouted:
“Get out of the way! Let me through!”
“The streets are free,” said the boys. But the truck was much bigger and
more powerful than the children. So they walked to the top of the mountain
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to fly their kites. In about half an hour, every one of the kites was tangled in
the hydro wires.

The children went back down the mountain to play ball. But the ball
kept getting lost in people’s washing, and trapped on rooftops.
Dejected, they went to the library. They sat down on the steps and
thought.
“There must be somewhere we can play,” said Camila
“Let’s go see the mayor and tell him we need somewhere to play,”
suggested another.
“Where does he live?” asked Carlitos, the smallest boy. The children
looked at each other. Nobody knew.
“Let’s go to City Hall. That can’t be too far away.”
“But we can’t go there without adults. They won’t listen to us at City
Hall,” said Camila, with big, sad eyes.
“Then let’s ask our parents.”
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So the children went from house to house to ask the parents to go
with them to City Hall. But their parents were… cooking, sewing, washing,
repairing, away working, in other words ... busy.

The children returned to the library steps. They just sat there, and felt
very sad. Then the librarian appeared.
“Why all the sad faces?” he asked. The children told him.
“What do you want to tell the mayor?”
“We want a playground.”
“Do you know where?”
“Yes,” said Carlitos, “in an empty lot near the bottom of the mountain.”
“Do you know what it should look like?”
“Well....”
“Why don’t you come inside and discuss it?”
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They talked for more than an hour. Cheo, the oldest boy, took notes on
a large pad.
“Good,” said the librarian, “and now what do you want to do?”
“We’re still in the same boat,” said Camila. “What good is a piece of
paper if the adults don’t go with us to see the mayor?”
“Won’t they go with you?”
“They won’t even listen to us,” Camila said.
“Have you tried going alone?”
“Well, no.”
“So, what do you want to do?”
The children looked at each other.
“Let’s make a banner,” said Cheo.
They all worked together and made a sign that said:
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“Tomorrow we’ll plan the details,” said the librarian, and he left for the
chess club.
The children put the finishing touches on their sign.
“It’s perfect like this!”
They rolled up the sign and the large list with their notes.
“We’re ready,” they said.
Again the children looked at each other. “Why don’t we go right now?”
a few children said at the same time.
With the banner and the large list of notes rolled up under their arms,
the children of San Jose walked to City Hall.
City Hall was even bigger than they had imagined. The doorway was
very high. Standing in the middle of it was a big, angry man.
“We came to see the people at City Hall. We need a playground.”
“But the people at the Council don’t want to see you. Go home.”
“Look, this is the kind of playground we want,” said Carlitos innocently,
and he unrolled the paper with their notes on it.

Camila said, “We need somewhere to play,” and she unrolled the banner.
“Get out of here!” shouted the angry man.
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“The streets are free!” Cheo shouted back, and sat down.
“We’re not going to move,” said another boy. “In the library they told us
that City Hall is here to listen to us.”
Back in San Jose, the mothers were worried. They couldn’t find their
children. Somebody said she had seen them leaving the library with some
big sheets of paper.
“Oh, no,” mumbled the librarian. “I think I know where they are.”
The angry man in the doorway of City Hall was yelling so much that his
face was turning redder and redder. A crowd gathered around City Hall to
see what all the fuss was about.
Then everything happened at once. The mothers, the librarian, and the
police all arrived at City Hall at the same time.
The mothers shouted, “What are you doing?”
“Take them away!” shouted the angry man to the police. “They’re
disturbing the peace.” The police officers started pulling the children by their
arms.
“Excuse me,” the librarian raised one hand, “but what is going on here?”
“They won’t let us talk to anyone about our playground,” said Carlitos.
“The police are going to arrest them and put them in jail for their bad
behaviour,” said the angry man.
Then one mother, who was even bigger than he, stood in front of the
children.
“Oh, no, you don’t,” she said. “If you put a hand on these kids, you have
to arrest me, too.”
“And me, too,” said another mother.
“And me,” shouted the rest of the mothers.
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Suddenly, standing in the doorway of City Hall, was the mayor, a
reporter, and a municipal engineer.
“What’s going on here?” the mayor asked.
“We need a playground.”
“They want to arrest us.”
“Those people are starting a riot.”
They were all talking at once.
“Let the children speak,” the librarian suggested.
“Yes, I’d like to talk to the children,” said the reporter, getting out her
notebook. They told her their story.
When they were finished, the mayor turned to the municipal engineer.
“Is there space for them to have a playground?”
you.”

“Yes!” the children shouted together. “We know where. We can show
“Why don’t you come and see it?” asked the librarian.
“Um—” said the engineer.
“Uhmmmmmmm—” said the mayor.

“Tomorrow. Tomorrow we’ll look at it. I don’t have time now. I’m very
busy. But tomorrow, tomorrow for sure. Ahem. Remember, we are here to
serve you.” Then the mayor shook hands with all the mothers.
“I knew it,” said Camila.
“I would very much like to go with you,” said the reporter. So the
children, the mothers, the librarian, and the reporter all went to see the
empty lot.
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“What do you want the playground to look like?” the reporter asked.
The children began to read their list. The reporter took lots of notes and
wrote down everything on their sign.

The next day, the library was empty. The children sat on the steps.
“I think,” sighed Camila, “I think that nothing’s going to happen.”
A week passed.
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One day, the librarian appeared in the doorway, smiling. He was holding
a newspaper with a huge headline:

“That’s us!” said Cheo.
“We’re famous!” laughed Carlitos.
“Yeah, but they’re still not going to do anything,” said Camila.
She was wrong. The same afternoon, the mayor, the municipal engineer,
and three assistants came to the barrio.
“We came to see the land for the playground. Soon we’ll give it to you,”
they said proudly.
“Very soon,” said the engineer.
“Very, very soon,” smiled the mayor.
Then it happened: one morning, the assistants tied a red ribbon across
the entrance to the empty lot. At twelve o’clock sharp, the mayor, dressed
very elegantly and with freshly-shined shoes, came and cut the ribbon with
an extra-large pair of scissors.
“I get it,” said Camila, “there’s an election soon, isn’t there? After the big
ceremony, I’ll bet nothing will happen.”
This time Camila was right. Weeks passed and the engineers never
came back.
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Carlitos, Camila, and Cheo
weren’t satisfied. They sat on the
edge of the mountain and looked
down at the empty lot and thought
about it all.
Then Carlitos said, “Why can’t
we have a playground anyway?”
“Are you crazy? It’s very
complicated.”
“But if everybody helped,
maybe....”
It was a crazy idea, but the
younger children started talking to their friends, who talked to their older
brothers and sisters, who talked to their mothers, and the mothers talked to
the fathers.
One day, Carlitos heard his uncle and some friends arguing about the
playground. His uncle banged the table. He said they could easily build the
playground themselves— they didn’t need the Council. But his friends were
not so sure.
“Don’t be crazy. Nobody cooperates here, not even to clean up the
sidewalk! How could you get everyone to build them a playground?”
“No, buddy, everyone knows each other. They’ll help,” said Carlitos’
uncle.
“Forget it. You’ll end up building it yourself.”
“Alone? No. I’ll help you,” said one of the men.
“I will, too.”
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Time passed and more and more people talked about the idea. The
neighbourhood committee organized a public meeting one Saturday. About
fifty people came. The discussion lasted four hours and was very loud.
“We can’t do it,” said some.
“We can do it,” said others.
There seemed no way to agree. Carlitos’ uncle and the children
passionately defended the idea, but most of the parents doubted it could be
done without the politicians’ help.

After all the shouting, there was silence. It looked like the meeting was
going to end that way, until one mother remembered that she had some
planks of wood she didn’t need. One father said he was a carpenter. One girl
timidly said, “In my house we have some rope to make a swing with.”
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Everybody became very enthusiastic and suddenly they all had
suggestions.
“I want to bring some nails,” insisted one grandmother.
Carlitos, Cheo, and Camila all started jumping up and down.
“It’s really going to happen!”
All the neighbours began to build the playground. They brought cement
and bricks and buckets and sheets of aluminum and sandbags and old tires
and wooden boards of every size.
They nailed and hammered and dug holes and planted and sanded.
They all worked in their spare time…
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On the wire fence the children put up a sign they had made themselves:

Make connections
1.
2.
3.
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How does the mountain village change after more and more people
start living there?
What happens to the playground whre children used to play?
Do you like living in a city or in a village? Why?
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Title: A Day in the Life…

Author: Karen Benoit, Lisa Waldick & Michele Matteau
Genre: Non-fiction

What makes an ordinary day interesting or unusual? Is it what you have for breakfast?
Or the games you play with friends?
In the following articles, you will read about three children and their everyday
activities. Linda Williams lives in Santa Mission, Guyana; Kenneth Karuku lives in
Nairobi, Kenya; and Menka Kumari lives in New Delhi, India. Their lives are probably
a lot like yours. Each day, the same things need to be done—but the day can hold
some surprises too!
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My name is Linda and I am 12 years old.
I live with my family in a village in Guyana
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6:45 a.m. It’s a hot, sticky morning as usual in the Amerindian village of
Santa Mission, Guyana. With a yawn, 12-year-old Linda pushes back the
mosquito netting and hops out of her hammock. “Nadira!” she calls to her
seven-year-old sister. “Let’s go.” Together they tramp across the white sand
to the river’s edge to bathe. Several girls are already in the water. Linda and
two friends hold hands and jump in. It’s fun to start the day with a big splash.
After bathing, the girls head home for breakfast: bananas, pineapple, and
sweet coconut milk.
8:25 a.m. Linda and Nadira leave for school— about two minute’s walk from
home. Students from other villages arrive by boat. Linda is the top student
in her class, so she gets the big wooden desk. She hopes to continue her
schooling and become a teacher one day. Then, she’ll be able to give some of
her earnings to her family.
11:30 a.m. Lunch time. Linda goes home with Nadira and has some fruit and
cassava bread. Mom is with other village women making crafts out of palm
fronds. They make baskets, hats, and fans to sell in Georgetown, the capital.
Dad and brother Gordon are working in a neighbour’s pineapple fields.
1:00 p.m. Back at school, it’s reading and then Linda’s favourite subject: math.
The teacher gives the class some math questions for homework.
3:00 p.m. School’s out! Linda waits for her little sister and then they go home
to do some chores. She feeds the chickens, then sweeps the front steps. Their
house is built on stilts to protect it from flooding. The village is on low-lying
land and the river rises in the rainy season. Finally, Linda rakes the sand
around the house.
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3:30 p.m. Together, the two sisters go to meet Linda’s best friend, Kathy, and
some other girls. Today, they invent a game they call “tennis.” Actually, it’s
more like a mixture of tennis and baseball. They have a great time!
4:15 p.m. All that running around is really hot. The girls go down to the river
to bathe and cool off.
4:45 p.m. Linda and Nadira return home. They help their mother prepare
rice and pepperpot stew for dinner. After dinner, Linda goes to the kitchen
and washes the dishes. She leaves them to dry on the shelf outside.
5:55 p.m. It’ll be dark in a few minutes. Linda takes advantage of the last bit
of light to do a few math questions on the steps outside. When it’s dark, she
goes inside and finishes her homework by the light of the kerosene lamp.
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7:00 p.m. The family gathers round the kitchen table to listen to the radio.
9:00 p.m. Lights out! Linda can’t wait till tomorrow. It’s the weekly gettogether at the church, and she loves singing in the choir.

CIDA Photo:
Virginia Boyd,
Guyana
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My name is Kenneth Karuku. I’m 13 years old and live in the city of Nairobi,
in Kenya. I go to a private school. I’m a boarder there because my parents do
a lot of traveling on business. I’m going to tell you about my last school day
right before a long weekend.
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6:30 a.m. The first thing I hear is the morning wake-up knock on my door.
The second thing I hear is my roommate complaining. “Morning already?
I’m so tired!’ “Oh yeah?” I say jumping out of bed. “Beat you!” I hurry so I
can get dressed before my roommate. We have a contest some mornings, for
fun. Today, I win. I even have my shoes shined.
8:00 a.m. You would not believe how much my history teacher makes us
memorize, practically the whole textbook. I study hard because I really want
to pass the National Exam. That’s an exam all students in Kenya must write
to get into high school. My older brother, Michael, says it’s really tough.
2:00 p.m. Do you know what I want to be when I grow up? An actor. I love
drama class. We usually do plays in Swahili. Swahili is one of Kenya’s official
languages. I can speak three languages: English, Swahili, and Kikuyu.
CIDA Photo: Peter Bennett, Kenya
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3:30 p.m. School’s out and my parents are coming to pick me up for the
weekend! I watch for their car.
4:00 p.m. At home, my mother gives Michael, Hashim, and me money to
buy some pop at the duka1. I am crazy about soda pop. Michael says I will
drive my mother crazy asking for money. He loves to tease me. Oh, by the
way, Hashim is from Tanzania and lives with us so he can go to day school in
Nairobi.
6:30 p.m. My mother has made some of my favourite foods! We are having
chicken and karanga2 and lots of vegetables.
7:30 p.m. I had only watched one show on the television before my father
asked me, “Don’t you have homework to do?”
2. karanga: the word for “beef stew” in Swahili.
7:45 p.m. I always read the paper because I have to know all the news for
my civics class at school. It’s pretty embarrassing when the teacher asks you
a question and you don’t know what to say. My parents think civics is just
great; they like it when I read the paper.
10:00 p.m. I can hardly wait until tomorrow; I’m going to play soccer and go
to the park and lots more. I’m not going to waste the day! I am going to get
up so early my roommate won’t even believe it when I tell him next week.

1
2
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duka: the word for “general store” in Swahili
karanga: the word for “beef stew” in Swahili
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My name is Menka, and I just turned 12 years old.
I live in Navjevan Camp, in New Delhi, India
5:30 a.m. I get up. My mother is already in the other room of the house. She
is making breakfast. I wake up my sister Reeta and my little brother Laxmi
Khan. Together, the three of us pull our mattresses up against the wall. Reeta
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is nine years old. She helps me fetch water at the public pump. We go early
to avoid the line. There are 5000 of us living in Navjeevan and there are only
six pumps!
6:30 a.m. My father and my big brother Mannekhart have left. My dad works
here in the camp as a health care officer. We also have a small shop. We sell
tobacco, medication, pots, and all sorts of other things. Mannekhart works
in the store in the morning and goes to school in the afternoon.
7:00 a.m. Reeta and Laxmi go to school in the camp. But I am in secondary
school, and my school is outside the camp, about 1 km away.
7:45 a.m. There are so many students in our school that they had to split
the day in two. The girls go to school in the morning and the boys go in the
afternoon. Because there are so many students, the older ones have their
classes inside. We younger ones have our classes outside. Every morning
when we get to school, my friends and I get out the tables and benches.

CIDA Photo: Roger Lemoyne, India
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8:00 a.m. The bell rings. I sit down. I unpack my notebooks and textbooks.
I like going to school. I learn a lot of things, like math and history. But I also
like recess. My friends and I make up all kinds of games. We laugh a lot.
1:00 p.m. I’m hungry! I change my clothes. My mom wants us to keep our
school uniforms clean. She’s strict about that kind of thing.
2:00 p.m. I’m all alone. Usually my mom works at home. She supervises
the work of the neighbourhood women. They do embroidery. But today,
she has a sewing class. I do the dishes, and sweep both rooms of the house.
Afterwards, I put the broom, sponge, and bucket on the roof. There is not
much room inside the house, so we use the roof as a cupboard.
3:30 p.m. I meet my mother at her sewing class. Sewing is a very handy thing
to know! Then, after we do some shopping at the market, we go home and
make our evening meal.
6:00 p.m. Now everyone is at home. It’s dinner time, and we all eat heartily.
Then Reeta and I do the dishes.
7:30 p.m. My mother puts Laxmi to bed. Reeta does her homework.
Mannekhart and I go to a neighbour’s house. There, a college student looks
over our lessons and the day’s homework.
9:00 p.m. I’m tired. Reeta is already asleep. As usual, she is hogging all the
room on the mattress. I nudge her over a little. Then I roll myself up in my
new blanket. My mother finished making it this afternoon. And I decorated
it with a little embroidery...
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Make connections
1.
2.

How are the lives of the three children similar to each other? How
are they different?
What are some of the ways in which these children are like you?
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Title: Introduction to a Great Teacher: Khyentse
Rinpoche

Author: Matthieu Ricard
Genre: Informational Text (Biography)

If you visit Paro dzongkhag and travel north to Satsamchorten, you will
find a small chorten built in memory of a great teacher who died in 1993;
Khyentse was his title or name, Rinpoche means the Precious One. He came
to Bhutan in the late 1950s when Tibet was overtaken by China. Soon after
he came to Bhutan he became a famous teacher both for the Royal family as
well as for the common people.
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Like many great Buddhist masters, Khyentse Rinpoche spent many
years in meditation. He was sixteen years old when he first began his retreat
where he spent thirteen years living in mountain caves. Here is his story:
“I lived in a cave called Cliff Hermitage without coming out for seven
years. My parents would come to see me from time to time. I was sixteen
when I started the retreat. I sat all the time in a four sided wooden box,
sometimes stretching my legs out; Shedrup my elder brother was in a nearby
hut, he would bring my food from time to time from my village, which was
about three hours away by horse.
Many small birds came into my cave. If I put some butter on the tip of
my finger, they would come and peck at it. I also shared my cave with two
mice. I fed them with barley flour (jhopchhe), and they used to run around
my lap. Crows would carry off the offerings I put outside.
For five or six years I ate no meat. For three years I did not speak a
single word . At noon after lunch I used to relax a little and study some
books; I never wasted time doing nothing at all. My brother Shedrup often
encouraged me to write poems, spiritual songs, compose prayers which he
thought would give me practice in writing. I found it easy to write and after
some years I wrote about a thousand pages. Later when we fled Tibet, it was
all lost.
That cave had a very clear feeling about it, and there were no distractions.
I let my hair grow and it got very long. When I practiced “inner warmth” I
experienced a lot of heat, and day and night for years, in spite of the very cold
climate I wore only a white shawl and a robe of raw silk. I sat on a bearskin.
Outside everything was frozen solid, but inside the cave was warm.
Later I moved to White Grove. There I made a small wooden hut with
one small window. I often saw wolves passing by; sometimes they would stop
to rub themselves against the corner of the hut. There were also many deer
and blue sheep, and sometimes, I saw leopards. Once a month my mother
came to see me, and stayed for an hour to talk.”
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The next part of Kheyntse Rinpoche’s life story has been told by his
wife Khandro Lhama, who was chosen to be his consort. When he got sick
during his retreat, the other lamas advised that if he took a wife, he would
live a long life and benefit many people by spreading the Dharma (chho).
Rinpoche himself did not have any interest in having a wife. He did not
care whether he died or not. He said he only got married because his teacher
had told him to. Later I jokingly scolded Apo Shedrup and the other lamas
for not having told me I was to be Rinpoche’s consort. At least I would have
been able to get ready and put on a nice dress, instead of the dirty old clothes
in which they brought me there.
Down at the river near the cave, Rinpoche left a footprint in the rock.
It was found by one of the servants, who used to go down there to get milk,
curd, and butter from the herdsmen. They were sure it had not been there
before Rinpoche started the retreat. Pema Shepa, an attendant, saw another
footprint that he had left while he was on pilgrimage. Not knowing how to
make new boots, I patched the boots Rinpoche was wearing at the time, and
the patch in the boot could be seen in the clear footprint. Goka also saw it
and told us about it, but Rinpoche denied that it was his.
One of Rinpoche’s nephews liked to hunt for animals, and had a gun
that was famous for its accuracy. One day, when Rinpoche visited their
house, his mother—Rinpoche’s sister—told him, “This gun has killed so
many animals; please bless it.” Rinpoche put the gun in his mouth and blew
into it. It never fired again. After that, whenever Rinpoche was invited to
visit any of the rich herdsmen who were fond of hunting, they would hide
all their guns.
Rinpoche had a relative called Apo Jamtse, who had a huge mastiff
(large dog) that used to chase and kill sheep and goats belonging to the poor
people around. None of them dared to punish a dog that belonged to the
powerful Dilgo family. One day when Rinpoche went to have tea with Apo
Jamtse’s family, Rinpoche’s aunt, Ashi Kaga, told him about the dog and
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asked what they should do about it. At that moment Rinpoche was eating
a ball of roasted barley. He blew on it, and threw it to the dog. The dog ate
it up, and after that the dog never attacked animals again. The poor people
around were very happy.
In the late 1950s when China overtook Tibet, Rinpoche and his family
had to run away leaving their home behind. They walked for one and half
months across the Himalayan mountains towards Bhutan and India.
“When we were only a few days’ journey from the Bhutanese border,
we learned that the Chinese troops were closing in on us from behind. So we
had no choice but leave our luggage, mostly books and precious statues, in
order to travel faster. We took to hiding during the day and walking at night.
Many Tibetans were fleeing, and the Chinese were shooting on sight. We
climbed a mountain pass and were so tired that we stayed the night there.
It was bitterly cold. Rinpoche sat on a rock, Nyenpa Rinpoche on the other
side and I sat nearby. All the yaks were still saddled but we had nothing to
feed them with. It snowed for three days and nights. We could not make fire
to boil tea, as the Chinese would see the smoke. There was nowhere to go,
just endless rocks.
When we finally reached the Bhutanese border, we had very little left
to eat, just a tiny bit of barley flour, butter and dry meat. For twelve days we
had to wait on a high mountain on the border while the Bhutanese soldiers
awaited permission. Finally, we entered Bhutan. They were very kind to
us and gave everyone barley and rice. An old lady gave us each some soup.
When we reached India, I was very surprised to see all the cars and the trains.
By then Khyentse Rinpoche was forty-nine.
A few years later, the Bhutanese royal family invited Khyentse Rinpoche
to live in Bhutan. He became a school teacher in Thimphu. One day while
living in Paro, Rinpoche suddenly asked one of his monks to deliver a small
statue to the fourth king Jigme Singye Wangchuk, with a message that the
king should keep it on his body at all times. The next day when the young
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king was traveling towards the Indian border, the jeep he was in fell off a steep
cliff, tumbling several times before crashing far below. Everyone was killed
except the king who was thrown out from the jeep unharmed. Other similar
events increased the faith people had for Rinpoche. As the years passed,
Khyentse Rinpoche became one of the most famous Buddhist teachers in
Bhutan.
If you happen to be in Paro, you can take the road leading north of the
valley towards Satsam Chorten, about nine kilometers from Paro town , and
above the Khyentse chorten is a lovely cabin. Today there lives a handsome
boy who was born on Guru Rinpoche’s birthday, June 30, 1993. He is the
reincarnation of Khyentse Rinpoche.

Make connections
1.
2.
3.
5.
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What are some of the difficult things that Khyentse went through to
become a Rinpoche?
Why did he come to Bhutan? When did he come?
List down some of the supernatural deeds that he performed?
Give one example of how the Rinpoche was able to earn people’s
faith?
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Title: We and They

Author: Lucille Clifton
Genre: Lyric Poem

Boris and Yuki and Sarah and Sue
and Karl and Latanya, Maria too
dreamed of the world
and it was spinning
and all the people
just talked about winning.
The wind was burning.
The water was churning.
The trees were bending.
Something was ending
and all the talk was “we” and “they.”
The children all hugged themselves
waiting for the day
when the night of the long bad dream
is done
and all the family of humans
are one
and being and winning are not the same
and “we” and “they” is just a game
and the wind is a friend that
doesn’t fuss
and every They is
actually Us.
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Make connections
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Why do you think the speaker uses names from different countries?
How are the children mentioned in the poem similar?
What are they dreaming of?
In what ways are you the same as those children in the poem?
How would you if you had classmates from different parts of the 		
world?
6. What can be done to make all people in the class feel that they belong
here?
7. What do the children in the poem want?
8. What things do we have in common with these people?
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Title: The Vajra Guru Mantra1

Author: Sogyal Rimpoche (adapted)
Genre: Prayer

One of the most famous prayers practised in Bhutan is the prayer of
Guru Rinpoche (also known as Guru Padmasambhava): OM AH HUM
VAJRA GURU PADMA SIDDHHI HUM. It is also pronounced by many
Bhutanese and Tibetans: Om Ah Hung Benza Guru Pema Sidhi Hung.
You have heard your mother or father, or your Angay and Agay say this
mantra usually in the morning and evenings but have you ever asked them
what it means? Here is a simple explanation.
Om Ah Hum

There are many explanations but the simple meaning is:
DD Om stands for body;
DD Ah stands for speech,
DD Hum is for mind.
These three represent the blessings of the body, speech and mind of all the
Buddhas. By saying “Om” all your bad actions done by your body is purified
or made good; “Ah” purifies your speech, and “Hum” purifies your mind.
Vajra Guru Padma

Vajra is like a diamond, a very strong, bright and precious stone that
cannot be easily destroyed; so the knowledge and wisdom of the Buddhas
cannot be destroyed by ignorance. Guru is a teacher, a master who knows
many things, who is kind at heart and very good at teaching; sometimes Guru
1
A mantra is a short prayer; most mantras were written in Sanskrit, the language of ancient
India.
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Rinpoche is also known as Vajra Guru because he was a very kind‑hearted
teacher; he was also very wise, strong, and could not be destroyed by the
demons.
Padma refers to lotus flower (meto pema): Guru Rinpoche had no
mother or father; he was born miraculously from a lotus flower in the middle
of a lake in North India.
Siddhi Hum

Siddhi means being successful, blessing (jinlap), or real accomplishment.
Hum is like saying, “So be it”.
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Foreword to Writing
The capacity of human beings to write down what they have thought, dreamed of
and spoken about makes their language abilities unique. Thoughts unexpressed
are ideas, which die unheard, and spoken ideas often die in one generation. But
thoughts expressed in writing can take on a life of their own. They can continue
to engage the reader in discussions about ideas long after the writer has departed.
They can connect with generations still to be born. Written words have the power
to withstand the passage of time and can immortalize the mindscapes and the
dreamscapes of those who commit their ideas to writing. They connect people
directly regardless of time and place.
Writing is more than creating a record of discovery and accomplishment. It is also
a way of thinking and learning. It is a process with which thoughts are refined and
the language in which they are written made more precise. The writing process
allows the writers to explore ideas and keep track of the explorations on paper. In
other words, they draft what they want to say. That first draft is a rehearsal of the
ideas and the structures in which they have chosen to present them. They will go
on to draft and redraft their ideas in writing, to edit them, modify them after they
have shared their ideas with their colleagues, and polish their language, until they
arrive at a concise statement of what they want to say. Out of this matrix of thinking,
drafting and redrafting, editing and modifying, emerges an understanding of the
topic, which is much clearer and precise than when the writers began. Now when
the writers engage in conversations or debates on the topic, they can contribute
to the discussion in concise ways. And they can share their writing with people far
removed in time and place.
Writers write for many different reasons. There is a need to write to friends who
are in other places either with e-mail, postcards or letters. The writer assumes an
audience who knows him so he does not have to be particularly careful about
language or form. The contact is the important thing, the message and its form
a secondary consideration. There are other kinds of personal writing as well.
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Journals, diaries, notebooks, wishes and dreams are written down for the writer
alone to read.
We write to do business with people whom we do not know and for those purposes
we adopt a different tone and attitude to the audience. We assume a distance
between us in the language, and as a result, speak more formally and carefully. We
even use special forms for letters for orders, letters of complaint about service, and
letters of application for jobs.
Writers also write to explain their research to colleagues whom they have not met;
to argue a position, to try to persuade people whom they do not know to accept
their services. This is the writing of business and transactions and for many people
it is the most common reason for writing.
In sharp contrast to the language and forms of business are the forms of poetry,
prose fiction and drama which writers use to delight their readers with imaginary
people and worlds different but similar to their own. They create mirrors to
hold up to us so we can see our beauty and our foolishness. They create loveable
animal characters, evil traitors and heroes who overcome impossible odds. They
introduce us to people who reflect on their feelings and come to understand
something new about them. Sometimes the intention is to amuse us, sometimes
to teach us and sometimes to challenge us to change and reach beyond ourselves.
There is a love of words evident in this kind of writing, a playfulness and delight
in the ways figurative language works to gather meaning to itself. The result is a
world in which we are able to explore ideas and feelings and to work out patterns
of behaviour so that we come to new understanding of ourselves. For both the
readers and the writers, it is the chance to live in an imagined world, to take risks
in relationships and adventures, which they dare not do, in their real lives.
Students need to practise so that they develop their abilities and their skills in
each of these kinds of writing, the personal, the transactional and the creative or
poetic. Learning the art and the craft of writing takes time and consistent practice.
This curriculum presents a programme which will give students the opportunities
to write in a variety of forms. To learn to do it well, students need to become
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members of a writing community in classrooms where they are regularly able to
share their essays, poems and letters with other writers.

How Children Develop as Writers
Research into the writing of young children over the past twenty five years has
shown that children can write much earlier than we ever deemed possible. For us
teachers to make this happen, however, we must change our definition of writing
somewhat. For our very beginning students, writing is “an exploration with marker
and pen”. Young children will not progress through the stages of writing (rehearsal
or prewriting, drafting, editing, proofreading and publishing) as we know them
but will engage in the writing activity for the sake of the activity. There is little
or no planning before the marker hits the page and most information in the text
is carried by the drawing. This is where most students start. Perceptive teachers,
who are aware of the phases of writing development, take the students from these
shaky line beginnings to conventional writers in the course of five or six years.
The following chart illustrates the phases of development that students pass
through in their primary years. Not all children will pass through each phase at
the same rate or the same time but teachers who are aware of these phases are
able to recognize where the students are and provide meaningful instructional
activities to advance their skills. In primary school, we should be more interested
in fluency than accuracy. It is our role to celebrate what they can do give them
strategies and encouragement to move forward.
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Phase 1
What the students can do
• show awareness that there is a
difference between pictures and
words
•

show awareness that print carries a
message

•

use letter-like symbols as well as
pictures, numbers and designs

•

show beginning awareness of
directionality

What the teacher can do
• read to the student daily
•

demonstrate that written messages
remain constant

•

provide extensive exposure to print

•

encourage students to put their ideas
down on paper

• can “read” own message
Example:

Phase 2
What the student can do
What the teacher can do
• understands that letters correspond • read to the students daily
to sound
• use tracking modeling, and shared
reading to reinforce word concepts
• legible formation of most letters
•

strings the letters without divisions
between words

•

encourage students to share their
ideas using pictures and letters

•

uses left-to-right and top-to-bottom
directionality

•

•

uses simple oral language structures

help students build lists of highfrequency words from their reading
and writing

•

uses writing to convey meaning

•

encourage the use of invented spelling

•

talk about letters, words and
sentences

Example:
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Phase 3
What the students can do
• depend less on the picture to carry
the meaning
•

use of letters whose names
represent sounds (mi for my)

•

omit silent letters

•

recognize syllables

•

show increasing repertoire of
conventional spelling

•

use some basic sentence structures

•

write on topics that are relevant to
them

•

attempt some punctuation

What the teacher can do
• continue to read aloud every day
•

immerse students in print

•

provide opportunities for shared and
independent reading

•

encourage experimentation through
invented spelling

•

display high-frequency words where
students may access them for their
writing (Example – word wall)

•

provide instruction in consonant
combinations (blends and digraphs)
and correct use of silent e in reading
and writing

•

teach spelling strategies to spell new
words

•

teach some planning strategies

•

show how sentences are linked to
form cohesive paragraphs

•

introduce proofreading and encourage
students to use it

Example:
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Phase 4
What the students can do
• use writing forms to suit purpose
and audience

What the teacher can do
• provide opportunities for reading and
writing

•

•

teach students how to write narrative
and informational texts

•

teach use of organizational markers
like topic sentences, paragraphs and
headings and titles

write in a range of forms including
stories, letters and non-fiction
reports

•

begin to group related ideas into
paragraphs

•

begin to use subject specific
vocabulary

•

encourage students to use linking
words

•

punctuate simple sentences
correctly

•

teach revising, editing and proofreading skills

•

use a proofreading guide or checklist •
to edit her own or her peers work

•

use some strategies to plan and
revise their own work

teach the conventions of language
(grammar, punctuation and spelling)
in the context of the writing

•

show use of an increasing number of
visual patterns and meaning-based
strategies in their spelling
Example:
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Phase 5
What the students can do
• select texts to suit purpose and
audience

What the teacher can do
• discuss the effect of context, audience
and purpose of written text

•

write topic sentences and develop
cohesive paragraphs

•

extend the students’ knowledge of
written text

•

organize paragraphs logically

•

•

use a variety of simple and compound
sentences

continue to work on vocabulary
development strategies

•

•

use a range of words to help convey
clear meaning

encourage use of a range of spelling
strategies

•

•

edits during and after writing

demonstrate conventions of standard
English

•

use conventional spelling almost
exclusively

•

employ a range of spelling strategies

use conventions and patterns of
standard English
Example:

•
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Standards for Writing
1.

Graduates communicate in coherent and grammatically correct writing in a wide
range of forms - personal, transactional, poetic.

2.

Graduates use writing as a way of learning, taking time to explore, clarify and
reflect on their thoughts, feelings, experiences and relationships.

3.

Graduates use writing to develop critical thinking skills - review, analysis,
hypothesis, recollection, and summary, evaluation.

4.

Graduates use the writing process to plan, draft, redraft, edit and publish their
own work.

5.

Graduates have studied examples of excellent writing both from the literature that
they are studying and other sources to use them as models for their own writing.

6.

Graduates are able to take notes from meetings, their reading, and other sources
and use their notes to construct an accurate report of proceedings or research
findings.

7.

Graduates respond clearly in writing to test items on school and national
examinations.

8.

Graduates have produced a portfolio of their own writing containing samples of
their best work:
•

Personal (letters to friends, diaries, autobiography, wishes, dreams….)

•

Transactional (information, explanation, argument, narration, report,
descriptions, persuasion, biographies…)

•

Poetic (plays, skits, short stories, novels, poems….)

N.B. Good writers explore alternative and imaginative possibilities, review options
and develop a personally acceptable range of styles and writing procedures.
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Learning Objectives for Writing
Class IV students will demonstrate that they can:
1.

Use the writing strategies developed in earlier classes.

2.

Use the process of writing – planning, drafting, revising, editing, and publishing.

3.

Write detailed compositions based on picture sequences.

4.

Write using a variety of forms encountered in their reading including journals,
simple book reviews, letters of leave application and folktales.

5.

Distinguish between the conventions of spoken and written language.

6.

Use knowledge of phonics, high frequency words, vocabulary words and spelling
patterns to move towards conventional spelling in their writing.

7.

Use punctuation – full stops, question marks, commas and exclamation marks.

8.

Present their final drafts in an appropriate format.

9.

Choose at least five pieces of writing to place in their portfolios.

10. Enjoy writing as a creative activity.
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Introduction to Writing
Writing is a process. Writing is also idiosyncratic. No two writers approach their
craft in the same manner. Some writers write early in the morning, sitting at their
favourite desk with coffee in hand while others write later in the day, perhaps
sitting in a comfortable chair. Some compose on the computer while others have
their favourite pens and stationery. Some fiction writers start with a character
while others start with a situation and still others start with a quote they overheard
someone say. There is no one right way to begin a writing. However, one thing that
all writers have in common is their writing passes through the same stages in the
process of coming up with a final product. These stages are prewriting (sometimes
called rehearsal), drafting, redrafting (including editing), and publishing.
When we talk about writing and the stages of writing mentioned above, the process
of writing sounds very linear. Most writers, however, agree that writing is not
linear but recursive. They may start out doing what we would consider prewriting
and move on to drafting only to realize that they must return to prewriting before
finishing the first draft. In the redrafting stage, some editing may be done but the
writer may need to return to prewriting again in order to clarify a fact or detail. All
of this movement back and forth among the stages of writing is done unconsciously
as the idiosyncratic writer works towards the completion of his piece.
As teachers of writing, our job is to expose our students to the stages of writing
and to the many strategies that writers use to make their writing say what they
want it to say. Students will find tactics that work for them and incorporate these
into their repertoire of writing strategies. They will discover that certain strategies
work better for specific writing tasks while others work for them almost all of the
time. As they write more and become more aware of their own writing processes,
they will take control of their writing and become effective writers. Such is the
process of writing.
Writing process theory is relatively new, having its origins in the late 1960’s, and
its development in the 1970’s and 1980’s. Much of what we know about teaching
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writing in the public schools comes out of the work done at the University of
New Hampshire. In the mid-sixties Donald Murray, a Nobel Prize winning
journalist and professor of writing at the University of New Hampshire, started
using strategies that he and other published writers used when they wrote to teach
writing to his journalism students. He wrote about this approach to teaching
in A Writer Teaches Writing (1968 and 1985). Donald Graves, one of Murray’s
contemporaries in the Education department at UNH, took an interest in Murray’s
strategies and adapted some Murray’s ideas to use with primary students in a rural
New Hampshire school. The results of Graves’ work in Atkinson, NH led to the
publication of his seminal work Writing: Teachers and Children at Work (1983). In
more than twenty years since the publication of this work, Graves has continued
to study the development of student writers and to work with teacher educators.
Other teachers and researchers, notably Lucy Calkins, author of several books
including The Art of Teaching Writing (1987 and 1993), and Living Between the
Lines (1994) among others; Nancie Atwell, author of In the Middle: Working with
Adolescent Writers (1987 and 1998) and What Writers Need (2002); Linda Rief,
author of Seeking Diversity (1994) and 100 Quickwrites (2003); and Tom Romano,
author Clearing the Way (1987) have further refined the theories of Murray and
Graves and adapted them to teaching writing at all levels from kindergarten (Preprimary) to High School (Higher Secondary). Teachers may find the reading of
such texts helpful in refining their skills in the teaching of writing.
For the purpose of discussion we will look at the stages of writing from prewriting
to publication, keeping in mind that these stages are recursive and writers move
back and forth among the stages. By introducing students to these stages and
some strategies to use in these stages, we give students tools they need to become
better writers.
The first stage of the writing process is commonly referred to as the prewriting stage
but is sometimes called rehearsal (Murray, 1985). Rehearsal is preferred term by
many teachers as some of what happens in this stage involves writing, which the
word “prewriting” precludes. This stage of the writing process is the most time
consuming of all the stages as it involves all that a writer does before he actually
begins the first draft. Donald Murray contends that rehearsal can consume as
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much 84% of the writing time. Rehearsal involves activities such as finding a
topic, researching it by reading or interviewing an expert, thinking about how to
approach the topic, brainstorming, webbing, fast writes, writing leads, writing
titles, discussing the topic with a friend or peer, among others.
The second stage of writing is drafting. This is the scariest part of the writing process
as it is in this stage that the writer discovers how much or how little he knows about
his topic. During the drafting stage the writer chooses the purpose, the voice and
tone of the piece as well as the audience. It is in the drafting stage that the writer
first starts to get feedback on his writing through peer or teacher conferences, or
both. This stage of the writing process takes about 1% of the writing time.
The remaining 14% of the writing time is spent in redrafting. Again the writer will
be involved in both teacher-led and peer conferences as he begins to look not only
at what he has to say (content) but how he will say it (mechanics). He goes from a
broad evaluation of the text to get a feel for the overall impression of the piece to
line-by-line editing to insure that the words carry his intended message.
All of this happens within the confines of the writers’ workshop, your writing
classroom. It is important, therefore, to create a climate where writers are
encouraged to take risks and where everyone’s efforts are applauded. One way
to accomplish this is to write with your students. By doing this you show that
you are a risk taker and that writing is hard work for everyone. By sharing your
struggles as a writer, you become part of that writing community and learn to
be more appreciative of what your students are going through. Sharing some of
your struggles with a particular piece of writing and how you solved a writing
problem also provides useful mini-lessons for your students. As students come
to realizations about their writing, have them share their discoveries with their
classmates. All attempts should be encouraged and all efforts supported.
Self-selected peer conference groups go a long way in creating a climate of support
in the classroom. When students are given the freedom and responsibility to
select their own groups, research has shown that these groups are most effective.
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If students are already comfortable with their peer group, it is easier for them to
open up their writing.
Regular teacher led conferences also promote a positive learning environment.
Teachers who concentrate on the information first help create students who have
an interest in writing for an audience beyond the teacher. While the mechanics of
writing (sentence structure, grammar, and spelling) must be taught, it is best to
relegate these to the editing stage of the writing. Once students are convinced they
have something to say, they are much more interested in saying it well. Common
weaknesses can be addressed in mini-lessons and individual concerns can be dealt
with in individual conferences with the teacher.
Now that you have students writing regularly, conferencing with you and their
peers, what do you do with the finished product? The question of evaluation of
writing is an issue that most teachers struggle with. Do you give credit for the
process or just for the product? The answer is that you do both. For example, when
you teach the ten-day workshop (outlined in Introducing Writers’ Workshop to High
School Students), the objective is for the students to learn how to participate in a
writers’ workshop. Therefore, most of the evaluation should focus on how well
they learned their roles. In other writing you do, part of the grade may focus on
the student’s participation in the various roles needed to make the workshop more
effective but the bulk of the evaluation will focus on the final product. Rubrics can
be designed to give credit for both process and product but most evaluative rubrics
will allot most weight to the product. By giving the students the rubrics through
which their writing will be evaluated when the writing is assigned, they know the
standard by which they will be judged and can work toward that standard. (See
sample rubric, Appendix G: Sample Rubrics for Writing)
Establishing a writers’ workshop has been outlined briefly in Introducing Writers’
Workshop to High School Students and if these routines are consistently adhered
to, your writing workshop should be a time that both you and your students look
forward to.
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Introducing Writers’ Workshop
Because many high school students will have not participated in writing workshop
classrooms, they will need instruction on their roles and responsibilities during
writing class. The following is meant as an introduction to writers’ workshop.
Once students are familiar with how the workshop operates, it can be used for
writing in all genres.

Introduction
Talk about the main tenets of writing process: time and choice. Writers need time
to write and writers need to find their own topics. For the writing assignments in
this curriculum, students will be expected to find their own topics. As well, time
will be spent in class writing, sharing and discussing writing with the teacher and
peers. Class time will be spent in prewriting activities, drafting, redrafting, editing
and publishing. Students will participate in both teacher led and peer conferences.
Through this approach a community of writers will be developed.
Teachers who are teaching classes where students are not familiar with writing
workshop will find it helpful to use the first ten writing classes to set up a writers’
workshop in their classrooms. The following is a suggested format for introducing
Writers’ Workshop.
Day 1
Teacher will demonstrate listing as a prewriting activity. To get students accustomed
to choosing their own topics start out with this activity. The teacher lists five topics
she might like to write about on the board. (Try listing topics that are fairly narrow,
as many students will start with topics that are too broad to handle in a ten-day
workshop.) The teacher asks the students to list five topics they could write about.
After about five minutes, the teacher draws the students’ attention to her list and
talks a bit about each topic on the list and tells why it is there. She then narrows
her topics to the one for further development. Students are then asked to select a
topic from their lists to develop. Students and teacher begin to write.
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After the teacher has written for about ten minutes, she leaves her draft and begins
to circulate among the students. Stopping at students’ desks at random, she reads
quietly what the student has written and makes a comment on the content. It is
important to use phrases from the student’s writing in making the comment. In
this way the reader shows that she receives what the writer has written.
The last ten minutes should be dedicated to hearing what each student has written.
The teacher asks each student to pick his best sentence and share that sentence
with the class. By choosing one sentence, students are beginning to pick out what
is strong about the writing. The teacher may choose to make a positive comment
after each sentence is read.
Day 2
Students continue to work on the drafts started on Day 1. (If students say they
are finished their draft, just ask them to choose another topic from the list they
started on day 1.) While the students are writing, the teacher begins informal
conferences. She asks a student to read what he has written and the teacher
comments on what is working well and asks questions about content that is not
clear. These conferences should be short, between three and five minutes. (Initial
conferences do not deal with mechanics; this comes in editing conferences.)
Allow ten to fifteen minutes towards the end of class to begin training students on
how to respond to writing. The first step in responding to writing is called pointing
(1981 Elbow). A volunteer reads what he has written so far in his draft (the drafts
do not need to be complete to share) and other students comment on what they
hear. To help establish a positive attitude in the workshop, comments at this point
must be positive. Each comment must begin with the “I like…” or “I liked…”.
After the draft is read, anyone who wishes to comment must raise his hand and
the reader calls on his peers to speak. The teacher may raise her hand to give
a comment, too. The comments should be specific and where possible use the
words of the writer. For example, a comment like, “I liked the part where you said,
‘Dorji’s eyes widened and his knees weakened at the sight in the clearing’ because
it showed that he was scared.” is preferred to, “I liked it because it is exciting.”
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A second reader volunteers and the same procedure used with the first student
is followed. This time, however, you introduce the second step in responding
– questioning. After the students have made pointing comments, they can ask a
question about any aspect of the content that is not clear. The reader may answer
the question if he wishes or simply thank the person for his question. It is a
good idea to keep the questions to three or four so the writer can consider these
questions when he redrafts. Too many questions will overwhelm the writer. After
this is done, the teacher may remind the reader that he may want to consider the
questions asked when he redrafts.
Day 3
A similar procedure to Days 1 and 2 is followed – students write, teacher conducts
individual conferences. As in day 2, the last ten or fifteen minutes should be
allotted to responding and the final two steps in responding are demonstrated and
practiced. The third step is summarizing. After a volunteer has read and students
have pointed and asked questions, students are encouraged to summarize in a
phrase or short sentence what the piece is about. This helps the writer see if his
main idea is coming across and if the piece has focus.
The last step in responding is questions from the author. After the volunteer reads,
his peers point, ask questions, and summarize. The reader is then given the
opportunity to ask questions of the audience. If there is something he is concerned
about and no one has commented on it, he may want to ask some questions. By
allowing the writer to have the last word, the teacher puts control back in the
hands of the writer.
If the teacher feels that the students have mastered the skills of responding to
writing, she can put the students in peer response groups. Peer response groups
should contain four students and self-selected groups work best. Before the end
of class she may ask the students to choose three other people they would like to
work with on their writing for the next few days. If, however, after only two days
of practice she feels the students are not ready to work in peer groups, she may
choose to do whole group response for another few days.
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Day 4
If students are ready, place them in their peer groups and spend the first ten
minutes doing peer response. Peer response groups work in a number of ways.
The teacher may choose to begin each class with peer response. In this case, one
person reads and the other three respond following the procedure used in whole
class response. This way each writer gets some response every four days. Another
way to handle peer response is to do it once in four days. This approach allows
each writer to read and get response at the same time and have three days to write
and incorporate the changes suggested by his peers. The teacher may wish to try
both approaches and adopt the one that works best with her students.
During peer response, the teacher monitors the groups. If things are working well,
she may choose to sit in with a group and participate as a member of the group.
After peer response time, the students continue to work on their drafts and the
teacher continues with individual conferences.
Days 5 – 10
The procedure followed on Day 4 is continued. As the drafts are completed, the
emphasis in the peer conference and the teacher conference may change from
content to form and mechanics.
During this time the teacher may choose to use part of the time for a mini-lesson. A
mini-lesson is a short demonstration or lecture, lasting from five to fifteen minutes,
where the teacher introduces a skill or content issue that may be useful to the
writers. Often mini-lessons arise from weaknesses the teacher notices during the
individual conferences she has with her students. Mini-lessons cover a variety of
topics such as leads, how to write conversation, how to use description effectively
– any aspect of form or grammar.
The writing workshop ends with publication. Publication may take a variety of
forms from reading final drafts to the class, to wall magazines, to school literary
magazines, to author night.
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Foreword to Listening & Speaking
We are born into the world capable not only of speaking any language but also
capable of listening to the language we hear around us, learning it, and then
using it to communicate our thoughts and feelings. We are linguists, grammarians
and composers from the very beginning of our journey here. As we listen, we
acknowledge the presence of people around us and learn to make sense of the
sounds they make. We delight in, or are afraid of, the sounds we hear different
to the human voice: music, birdsongs, the sounds of machines and the wind
swishing through the rice in the paddy fields around the house on a stormy night.
Each brings a different reaction causing feelings of pleasure, well -being or fear.
But we never shift our focus from language for the rest of our lives.
The practice of the skill of listening, and the growing necessity to express what
we need, think feel and understand, leads us naturally to learn to use the spoken
word.
Once we can speak, and are able to use the spoken word with some skill, we build
bridges of communication to others and begin to explore the possibilities of human
understanding. It is a reciprocal and dynamic process. To speak is to proclaim our
presence to the world, to assert our individuality and shape our identity. To speak
is to give utterance to our thoughts, life to our ideas, and personality to our being.
To listen is to hear what our friends and family want to communicate about similar
things. We speak in and listen to our inner voice as well, rehearsing possibilities
and probabilities internally, to explore and come to understand what we think.
When we converse with others to share what we think, we also listen and to what
they have to say in response. Thus, we modify our understanding of our ideas and
ourselves and of the world in which we live.
Sometimes our purposes for listening and speaking are more mundane. We just
want to sing and dance, tell jokes and gossip, tell our dreams. But in all cases,
listening and speaking allow us to be citizens in the world of language.
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To listen well is a skill that assists us in all aspects of our relationships with others.
To listen with empathy allows us to share both messages and feelings. To listen
well is to honour the thoughts of others and accept their contributions to the well
being of our community. To listen well is to learn new ideas and perceptions, words
and structures. To listen is to learn from good speakers their skills at rhetoric and
gesture so we can use them for ourselves when we speak.
To speak is an art which we all practice. It is one of the important ways by which
people know us. To learn to do it well gives us confidence in ourselves and gives
others confidence in us. We need to learn to speak with ease and clarity so that
we can, as people in the workplace, members of a family, and citizens in our
communities make contributions to the common good.
Conversations of all kinds sharpen our understanding. They also draw us closer,
fulfilling the need for companionship as we share what we understand about what
it is to be human.
In sum, we listen and speak for various purposes on both formal and informal
occasions. Whatever the circumstance, we need to learn to listen and speak well.
They are skills which can be taught directly and practised so that we become better
at using them to help us in our quest for understanding the world we live in.
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Standards for Listening & Speaking
1.

Graduates are able to listen to, understand and participate in oral presentations
and conversations conducted at normal speed.

2.

Graduates speak in clear and grammatically correct English in personal and public
situations.

3.

Graduates are able to listen to others, distinguish their message, tone, and intention
and respond appropriately.

4.

Graduates use the conventions of speech that show respect and sensitivity to
others.

5.

Graduates are able to explain their positions on, and understanding of, complex
issues.

6.

Graduates are able to speak in public at different kinds of functions using
appropriate conventional forms of address, lexicon, register and idiom, and know
the social appropriateness of such use.

7.

Graduates have developed a repertoire of structures, rhetorical devices and
internalised those through careful and constant listening and use.

8.

Graduates are able to take on formal roles in groups and conduct the business of
the group appropriately.
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Learning Objectives for Listening & Speaking
Class IV students will demonstrate that they can:
1.

Use the listening and speaking skills developed in earlier classes.

2.

Initiate and carry on conversations.

3.

Respond with relevant comments and questions to different speakers.

4.

Speak using the correct question tag.

5.

Listen and respond to folktales and other topics of interest.

6.

Participate in group discussions.

7.

Respond appropriately to both the intent and the tone of speaker’s message.

8.

Deliver simple speeches with fluency and confidence.

9.

Enjoy listening to and speaking English.
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Foreword to Language
Every living being strives to communicate with its own kind. One of the ways in
which this need is fulfilled is by expressing thoughts in the medium of language.
Language is the bridge between individuals that tells them they are needed, that
they are not alone. Language allows us to express ourselves and to develop our
own identity. Those alone are reasons enough to study language.
Yet the case for advocating language study can be appreciated better when we
consider the other purposes language serves. For one, it gives shape to thoughts
and emotions, and communicates these to intended audiences. For another, it is
the basic element with which the history of the world has been recorded. In that
sense, it is a time capsule that allows us to view and review any moment of literate
or illiterate man in the past. In much the same way, it is a repository of information
that envelops all recorded knowledge and so acts as a gateway to development.
Innovators, for example, have documented their experiments in order to perfect
them or to let others improve on their achievements. If not for language, all
such development would have hardly been possible, and the modern world,
as we know it would be unimaginably different. If we were to imagine a world
without language, we would see that, in the absence of a medium for sharing ideas,
proposing, negotiating and agreeing, there would be no order, only chaos.
Language, used rhetorically, has made leaders, swayed entire populations and,
indeed, influenced the course of many a nation’s history. Language is power.
Language is also harmony. It allows peoples of the world to understand different
cultures as well as belief systems, and to share ideas. In this regard, no other
language has proved more useful than English.
Proficiency in English is therefore seen as a necessity in both academic and
professional life. The proper study of English entails detailed study of grammar
and conventions of usage, along with other language competencies (listening,
speaking, reading, and writing).
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In The Silken Knot, the Centre for Educational Research and Development (CERD)
suggests that language study be given “place of pride” among the areas of English
study. Students in Bhutan need direct teaching of English grammar, pronunciation
and syntax in a consistent, thorough, and interactive manner. However, the study
of language also involves explorations of ideas about the origins and acquisition
of language.
In addition to the grammar study presented in this strand, this curriculum calls for
the study of simple notions of the purposes which language serves, an introduction
to the theories of the acquisition of language, the nature of language, some work
with morphology, and at a very simple level, comparisons between English and
some of the other languages spoken in Bhutan. It is by engaging in the study of
language in this way that students will come to realise how powerful language is as
a tool for real communication.
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Standards for Language
1.

Graduates demonstrate a sound knowledge of grammar and sentence structure.

2.

Graduates use a rich vocabulary in their speech and writing.

3.

Graduates know the basic features of the English Language.

4.

Graduates display a facility with the use of the various modes of speech – indicative,
subjunctive, interrogative, imperative and conditional structures.

5.

Graduates are able to discuss how humans acquire language.

6.

Graduates are able to discuss the purposes that language serves in human
interaction.
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Learning Objectives for Language
Class IV students will demonstrate that they can:
1.

Identify some parts of speech (noun, verb, adjective, preposition) and the definite
and indefinite article in the texts they are reading and writing.

2.

Tell what nouns and verbs do in simple sentences.

3.

Use simple word order: subject – verb – object in simple sentences.

4.

Use simple tenses (present, past, future).

5.

Use the singular and plural forms of nouns and verbs.

6.

Use subject – verb agreement correctly.

7.

Use punctuation marks (full stop, question mark, exclamation mark, comma) in
their writing.

8.

Use capital letters for the beginning of sentences and for proper nouns.

9.

Use alphabetical order to find meanings of words in the dictionary.
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My Treasure Box of Words (Total 300 Words)
Students are encouraged to use the following words in their conversations and
writings. Give the list of words to all the students. They should be instructed to
keep it in their writing portfolio and tick the words as and when they use them. It
is important to tell students that they will be assessed on how many words they
can use.
clinging
limp
escape
turned
glowered
bossy
croon
delight
excited
pace
sport
creatures
wood
revolves
snap
komodo
turtles
vision
still
stranger
prosperous
delicious
serpent
piercing
dissuade
vanished
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hedge
suggested
miserable
thumped
giggles
dictate
angel
treasure
gulped
streak
lark
tropical
fibers
fiercely
peeking
dragon
alligator
wits
feast
secret
fertile
appreciate
bride
wedding
knight
destroy

Christmas
gleefully
perched
barely
yelped
ignore
resemble
weird
stumbled
crumb
lawn
rainforest
pulp
well-equipped
capable
swarms
snout
sputtered
paces
horror
galloping
waste
wealthy
ceremony
snatched
bald

pebble
muttering
amazed
terrible
hostess
scarcely
prune
strange
scraped
repay
soaring
shred
scariest
disposal
python
predator
marshes
queer
frantic
screamed
suspicious
gobbled
neighbouring
boldly
perched
friendly

thrilled
gnawed
slight
vow
preachy
precious
exclaim
crazy
quit
timid
fluttering
anchor
threatening
chokes
wasp
stripes
prey
whisk
needles
journey
glance
ungrateful
unfamiliar
disguise
bow
frown
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humble
devoid
ruined
dangers
drowsy
haunting
tangled
summit
team
statement
kin
torn
sandstorm
extended
stream
religion
material
scooping
grocery
creek
satisfied
election
defended
spare
earnings
hardly
embroidery
supervises
luggage
roasted
memory
distraction
spinning
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glittered
faucet
absorbed
boughs
lullaby
loon
linnet
ridge
safetygear
underground
bear
disasters
raise
family
shingles
depend
bury
fetch
barreling
perfect
appeared
complicated
doubted
sticky
contest
avoid
heartily
rakes
fled
compose
meditation
pilgrimage
churning

crowded
honourable
inhabit
Halloween
rapids
prey
ballroom
thrilling
athletic
railroad
decided
journalist
yogurt
straw
grind
freeze
skinny
littered
tangled
innocently
ceremony
arguing
timidly
yawn
tough
split
hogging
overtaken
encouraged
invent
retreat
faith
hugged

reservoir
glittered
consequences
beams
rustling
scraps
sightless
wet-suit
bike
engine
battle
interview
occasions
main
flour
mount
starved
sewers
trapped
arrest
entrance
neighbour
enthusiastic
hammock
tease
camp
nudge
peck
patched
stew
offerings
reincarnation
fuss

depleted
conserved
disasters
hum
lone
littered
backpack
panic
visual
tracks
powerful
nomads
wedding
graze
grassy
prize
customs
towers
dejected
riot
elegantly
passionately
insisted
tramp
embarrassing
recess
strict
precious
denied
choir
spiritual
robe
actually
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English Question Paper Format for Examination
The questions for the written examination consist of Writing, Language, and
Reading & Literature Strands. The time allotted for the written examination is as
given below:
Time: 1 ½ hours plus 15 minutes for reading
Weighting: 80 marks (20 marks for Writing, 10 marks for Language and
Grammar, 10 marks for vocabulary, and 40 marks for Reading & Literature).
The paper will have three sections A, B and C.
SECTION A
This section is for Writing and will test students’ writing skills through
Extended Response Questions (ERQ). This will carry 20 marks.
Question 1:
Will require students to write one composition from the choices provided. This
will carry 10 marks.
Question 2:
Will require students to write a friendly letter/application. Marks will be awarded
to correct layout, spelling, message or meanings conveyed to the intended
audience. This will carry 10 marks.
SECTION B
This section is for Language and will test students’ language skills through
Short Answer Questions (SAQ). This will carry 20 marks.
Question 1:
1. There will be questions on grammar which will require students to correct,
rewrite and complete sentences. This will carry 10 marks.
2. Vocabulary - 10 marks. Will be tested on the correct usage of the vocabulary.
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SECTION C
This section is for Reading & Literature. On each genre, TWO SETS of questions
will be set, out of which either SET I or SET II is to be attempted. However, the
students must attempt ONE of the Extended Response Questions from any of
the three genres - Short Story, Essay, and Poetry. This will carry 40 marks.
Weightings:
Short Story: 		
Composition:
Poetry: 		

15 marks
15 marks
10 marks

Marking Scheme and Question Pattern
Short Stories (Questions on Stories will be set on seen texts):
Set I: (15 marks)
Multiple Choice Questions – 8marks
Short Answer Response Questions –7 marks
Set II: (15 marks)
Extended Response Questions – 3 Questions: 5+5+5 =15 marks
Essays (Questions on Essays will be set on unseen texts):
Set I: (15 marks)
Multiple Choice Questions – 8 marks
Short Answer Response Questions – 7 marks
Set II: (15 marks)
Extended Response Questions – 3 Questions: 5+5+5 =15 marks
Poetry (Questions on Poetry will be set on unseen texts):
Set I: (10 marks)
Multiple Choice Question – 5 marks
Short Answer Response Question – 5 marks
Set II: (10 marks)
Extended Response Question - 2 Questions: 5+5 =10 marks
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In each genre, the questions will test the students’ ability to:
• understand the text
• explain part of the text in their own word
• give relevant interpretations of the contents in their own words
• identify elements, point of view, themes, ideas, and analyse, synthesize, evaluate the
texts and apply the ideas.

Examination Weighting for Term 1
Writing:
Composition10%
Letter Writing
Language:
Grammar Structure
Vocabulary			
Reading & Literature:
Short Story			
Essay			
Poetry			

10%
10%
10%
15%
15%
10%

Examination Weighting for Term 2
Writing:
Journal					 10%
10%
Book Review 				
Language:
Grammar Structure 			
10%
Vocabulary					 10%
Reading & Literature:
			 15%
Short Story		
Essay						 15%
Poetry						 10%
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Break up of Continuous Assessment (CA) and Examination Weightings
TERM ONE
TERM TWO
Continuous
Mid-term Continuous
Annual
Assessment
Exam
Assessment
Exam
Reading Portfolio
Reading Portfolio
– 5%
– 5%
Writing Portfolio
Writing Portfolio –
– 10%
10%
Listening and
Listening and
Speaking – 15%
Speaking – 15%
30%
20%
30%
20%

Total

100%

Modes of Assessment for Listening & Speaking, Reading Portfolio and
Writing Portfolio
The Listening & Speaking includes- Listening skills exercise, Reports, Debates,
Presentations, Extempore speeches and Book talk.
The Writing Portfolio includes - Journal writing and best written pieces selected
by the students on teacher’s guidance, based on good writing criteria.
The Reading Portfolio includes - Reading Record for books read, critical responses,
text talk or book talk, and book reviews by the students on teacher’s guidance
based on the criteria. The portfolio is to be maintained for each student and must
be assessed and awarded marks as part of the CA.
The Listening & Speaking carries 30%, Writing Portfolio carries 20% and Reading
Portfolio carries 10%, and the written examinations (Term 1 and Term 2) are of
40%.
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Listening & Speaking
30%
–– Listening skills
exercises
–– Reports
–– Debates
–– Extempore speeches
–– Presentation of their
written pieces
–– Book talk

Writing Portfolio
20%
–– Best pieces of writing
selected by the
students
–– Best pieces selected
by the teacher
–– Journal writing for
books read
–– Process of work
–– The number and
types of genre

Reading Portfolio
10%
–– Record of reading
–– Critical response to
books read
–– Text talk or book talk

Note:
1. For Class IV, schools will conduct examinations out of 80% in both First Term
and Second Term Examinations. The Term examinations’ marks will then be
converted to 20% each. The two exams will, therefore, be worth 40% of the
total results.
2. The Continuous Assessment will be 20% for Writing, 10% for Reading
Portfolio, and 30% for Listening and Speaking strand, which altogether will
add up to 60%. This 60% will then be added to the Annual Examination marks
to make it 100%.
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Annual Timetable
This document assumes that a school year has 180 instructional days,
exclusive of holidays and examination time. The academic year is divided
into 2 terms of approximately fifteen weeks each. In a week a total of 360
minutes will be allotted for teaching English. Therefore, 95 minutes of
teaching period will be allotted to Reading & Literature which is 28%, 125
minutes for Writing which is 33%, 80 minutes for Listening & Speaking
which is 22%, and 60 minutes for Language which is 17% of the total allotted
time for teaching English respectively. Each instructional period will be of
50 minutes duration.
Percentage

Time (minutes)

Reading & Literature

28%

95

Writing

33%

125

Listening & Speaking

22%

80

Language

17%

60

Total
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Appendix A: Glossary
Allegory: An allegory is a simple story, such as a fable or parable, whose major
purpose is to teach a moral lesson. An allegory can always be read on two levels
– one literal, the other symbolic. The underlying meaning can be parallel to, but
different from, the surface meaning.
Allusion: An allusion, in a literary work, is a reference to another literary work, or
a person, place, event, or object from history, literature, or mythology.
Antagonist: The antagonist in a literary work is the primary person in opposition
to the hero or protagonist.
Apostrophe: The apostrophe is a figure of speech consisting of words addressing
an inanimate object, abstract idea, or deceased individual as though that object,
idea, or person were alive; also, words addressing an absent person as though s/
he were present.
Ballad: is a story in a song, usually a narrative song or poem. Any form of story
may be told as a ballad, ranging from accounts of historical events to fairy tales in
verse form. It is usually with foreshortened alternating four- and three-stress lines
(‘ballad meter’) and simple repeating rhymes, and often with a refrain.
If it is based on political or religious themes, a ballad may then be a version of a
hymn. Ballads should not be confused with the ballade, a 14th and 15th century
French verse form.
Traditional Poetic Form
1. Normally a short narrative arranged into four line stanzas with a memorable
meter.
2. Typical ballad meter is a first and third line with four stresses (iambic tetrameter)
and then a second and fourth line with three stresses (iambic trimeter).
3. The rhyme scheme is typically abab or abcb.
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4. Often uses colloquialisms to enhance the story telling (and sometimes to
fudge the rhyme scheme).
Literary ballads: Literary ballads are those composed and written formally. The
form, with its connotations of simple folkloric authenticity, became popular with
the rise of Romanticism in the later 18th century.
http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=ballad&btnG=Google+Search
Bias: An underlying preference or prejudice for or against a particular idea,
value, or group of people, that makes it difficult or impossible to judge fairly in a
particular situation.
Character: Refers to (i) an individual in a story, narrative, poem, or play, and (ii)
the qualities of the individual. The latter are usually revealed through dialogue,
description, and action. Characters can be further divided into:
• Dynamic/Round Character – a complex, three dimensional character
who undergoes a significant and permanent change in personality or
beliefs.
• Stock/Flat Character – a type of character who the audience will
immediately recognize and who serves a familiar function. These
characters do not show any growth in the course of the story.
Colloquial Language: Words, phrases, and expressions used in everyday
conversation; it is relaxed and informal rather than literary and formal.
Comic Strip: A sequence of drawings (cartoons) that tell a humorous story.
Conflict: A struggle between opposing characters, forces or emotions, usually
between the protagonist and someone (sometimes between the protagonist and
his/her emotions) or something else.
Context: The situation or background information relevant to understand a word,
idea, character, or incident in a text. It could refer to the surrounding event(s) or
information in the text, the background of the writer, or the social situation in
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which the text was written. As well, the context the reader brings to a text affects
how a piece of writing is received and experienced.
Dramatic Irony: A type of situational irony contrasting what a character perceives,
and what the audience and one or more of the characters know to be true.
Dramatic Monologue: A poem in which a single speaker who is not the poet
utters the entire poem at a critical moment. The speaker has a listener within the
poem, but we too are his/her listener, and we learn about the speaker’s character
from what the speaker says. In fact, the speaker may reveal unintentionally certain
aspects of his/her character. Robert Browning perfected this form. (source:
Abrams glossary)
Ethic: [ethics: plural] A set of principles that people use to decide what is right
and what is wrong.
Epilogue: A closing or concluding section of a text.
Epistolary: [adj.] Relating to the writing of letters. An epistolary story consists of
a series of letters written by the characters in the story.
Expository: Expository essays require that the writer give information, explain
the topic or define something. To accomplish that, they are best developed by the
use of facts and statistical information, cause and effect relationships, or examples.
Since they are factual, they are written without emotion and usually written in
the third person. That means that the use of the pronoun “ I “ is not usually found
within the essay.
Flashback: A device that shifts the narrative from the present to the past, usually
to reveal a change in character or illustrate an important point.
Foreshadowing: It refers to plot technique in which a writer plants clues that
hints at what is going to happen later in the plot. Foreshadowing is used to arouse
the readers’ curiosity, build suspense, and help prepare the reader to accept events
that occur later in the story.
Genre: A type of class of literary texts [e.g. Short stories] within which there are
categories of forms [e.g. realistic fiction, science fiction, fantasy].
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Irony: It occurs when a statement or situation means something different from
(or even the opposite of) what is expected. See also Dramatic Irony.
Jargon: language used by a particular group that may be meaningless to those
outside the group.
Metaphor and Simile: Metaphor and simile are special ways of writing, describing
things (often abstract ideas) more powerfully by referring to other (often concrete)
things. What is a simile? In a simile the connection is made using a word such as
‘like’ or ‘as’. For example, The athlete ran like a greyhound, and Her eyes are as
blue as the morning sky.
What is a metaphor? Metaphors are more indirect. A metaphor allows you to
associate something that you are describing with something well-known. For
example, expressions such as, I can’t swallow that suggestion, That argument
smells fishy and Could we chew over these ideas together? are all based on the
metaphor ‘ideas are food’.
Mixed metaphors: When two different metaphors are used in the same expression
we call them mixed metaphors, and consider them to be clumsy, for example, They
were talking behind my back right under my nose.
Overused metaphors: Sometimes, metaphors are used so frequently that people
no longer consider them forceful, for example, She is a pillar of the community
is used so often that the metaphor ‘people are buildings’ is not really noticeable
any more. (Chambers Teachers’ Resources © Chambers Harrap Publishers Ltd
2004 www.chambers.co.uk)
Monologue: A monologue is a speech by one person directly addressing an
audience. In a monologue, the actor need not be alone, however, none of the
supporting casts speak. When the actor is alone and thinking out loud this is a
soliloquy, not a monologue. There are two basic types of monologues:
• Exterior/Dramatic Monologue – this is where the actor speaks
to another person who is not in the performance space or to the
audience.
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• Interior Monologue – this is where the actor speaks as if to himself/
herself. It is introspective and reveals the inner motives to the
audience.
Narrator: The storyteller in narrative writing; a function of the point of view. A
narrator may use first person narration or a more objective third person style such
as omniscient narration or limited omniscient narration. [see point of view].
Ode: An ode is a poem that is written for an occasion or on a particular subject.
They are usually dignified and more serious as a form than other forms of poetry.
Unfortunatly, today’s society has distinctly less respect for propriety, morality, and
dignity. Modern odes include sarcastic poems about various subjects, including
velcro and vegetables. There are several versions and differing opinions on what
the rhyme form for an ode should be.
An Ode is a poem praising and glorifying a person, place or thing. (http://library.
thinkquest.org/3721/poems/forms/ode.html)
Plot: Refers to the events in a story.
Point of view: The perspective from which a story is told. First person point of
view is limited.
• First person involved can be seen in Woman Unknown. Leaving has
a first person observer point of view. Bluffing has a third person
limited narrator. The Elephant has a third person omniscient narrator.
Prologue: Opening or introductory section of a text.
Protagonist: Primary character in a text.
Satire: A literary work that criticizes/ridicules human follies, institutions,
government by depicting it in a humorous, sarcastic, or scornful way. The purpose
of satire is often to teach a lesson or encourage change.
Science Fiction: Modern science fiction is the only form of literature that
consistently considers the nature of the changes that face us, the possible
consequences, and the possible solutions. That branch of literature which is
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concerned with the impact of scientific advance upon human beings. (1952)
Isaac Asimov
Sentence Fragment: It is a sentence that is missing either a verb or a subject. E.g.
“always having to sit here alone.”
Simile: See “Metaphor and Simile”.
Sonnet: A lyric poem of fourteen lines, following one or another of several set
rhyme-schemes. Critics of the sonnet have recognized varying classifications,
but to all essential purposes two types only need be discussed Sonnet- A Sonnet
is a poem consisting of 14 lines (iambic pentameter) with a particular rhyming
scheme.
The two characteristic sonnet types are the Italian (Petrarchan) and the English
(Shakespearean). The first, the Italian form, is distinguished by its bipartite
division into the octave and the sestet: the octave consisting of a first division of
eight lines rhyming
abbaabba
and the sestet, or second division, consisting of six lines rhyming
cdecde, cdccdc, or cdedce
On this twofold division of the Italian sonnet Charles Gayley notes: “The octave
bears the burden; a doubt, a problem, a reflection, a query, an historical statement,
a cry of indignation or desire, a Vision of the ideaL The sestet eases the load,
resolves the problem or doubt, answers the query, solaces the yearning, realizes
the vision.” Again it might be said that the octave presents the narrative, states the
proposition or raises a question; the sestet drives home the narrative by making
an abstract comment, applies the proposition, or solves the problem. So much
for the strict interpretation of the Italian form; as a matter of fact English poets
have varied these items greatly. The octave and sestet division is not always kept;
the rhyme-scheme is often varied, but within limits—no Italian sonnet properly
allowing more than five rhymes. Iambic pentameter is essentially the meter, but
here again certain poets have experimented with hexameter and other meters.
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The English (Shakespearean) sonnet, on the other hand, is so different from the
Italian (though it grew from that form) as to permit of a separate classification.
Instead of the octave and sestet divisions, this sonnet characteristically embodies
four divisions: three quatrains (each with a rhyme-scheme of its own) and a
rhymed couplet. Thus the typical rhyme-scheme for the English sonnet is
abab cdcd efef gg
The couplet at the end is usually a commentary on the foregoing, an epigrammatic
close. The Spenserian sonnet combines the Italian and the Shakespearean forms,
using three quatrains and a couplet but employing linking rhymes between the
quatrains, thus
abab bcbc cdcd ee
Certain qualities common to the sonnet as a form should be noted. Its definite
restrictions make it a challenge to the artistry of the poet and call for all the
technical skill at the poet’s command. The more or less set rhyme patterns
occurring regularly within the short space of fourteen lines afford a pleasant effect
on the ear of the reader, and can create truly musical effects. The rigidity of the
form precludes a too great economy or too great prodigality of words. Emphasis is
placed on exactness and perfection of expression.
The sonnet as a form developed in Italy probably in the thirteenth century. Petrarch,
in the fourteenth century, raised the sonnet to its greatest Italian perfection and so
gave it, for English readers, his own name.
The form was introduced into England by Thomas Wyatt, who translated
Petrarchan sonnets and left over thirty examples of his own in English. Surrey, an
associate, shares with Wyatt the credit for introducing the form to England and
is important as an early modifier of the Italian form. Gradually the Italian sonnet
pattern was changed and since Shakespeare attained fame for the greatest poems
of this modified type his name has often been given to the English form.
Among the most famous sonneteers in England have been Shakespeare, Milton,
Wordsworth, and D. G. Rossetti. Longfellow, Jones Very, G. H. Boker, and E. A.
Robinson are generally credited with writing some of the best sonnets in America.
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With the interest in this poetic form, certain poets following the example of
Petrarch have written a series of sonnets linked one to the other and dealing with
some unified subject. Such series are called sonnet sequences.
Some of the most famous sonnet sequences in English literature are those by
Shakespeare (154 in the group), Sidney’s Astrophel and Stella, Spenser’s Amoretti,
Rossetti’s House of Life, and Mrs. Browning’s Sonnets from the Portuguese.
William Ellery Leonard, Elinor Wylie, Edna St. Vincent Millay, and W. H. Auden
have done distinguished work in the sonnet and the sonnet sequence in this century.
The brevity of the form favors concentrated expression of idea or passion.
A Sonnet is a poem consisting of 14 lines (iambic pentameter) with a particular
rhyming scheme.
http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&lr=&q=sonnet&btnG=Search
Stereotype: It is an over simplified picture, usually of a group of people, giving
them all a set of characteristics, without consideration for individual differences,
often reflecting some bias.
Stream of Consciousness: A continuous flow of a person’s thought process
without any special consideration for sentence structure or organization.
Symbol: A person, place, or thing that stands for both itself and for something
beyond itself. The symbolic meaning of a work is developed through the symbols
that the author includes.
Theme: A statement of the central idea of a work usually implied rather than
directly stated.
Vignette: A short but interesting piece of writing or section of a film/novel.
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Appendix B: Kinds of Essays
Expository Essay and Prompts
Expository essays require that the writer give information, explain the topic or
define something. To accomplish that, they are best developed by the use of facts
and statistical information, cause and effect relationships, or examples. Since
they are factual, they are written without emotion and usually written in the third
person. That means that the use of the pronoun “I” is not usually found within the
essay. Expository essays also have a distinct format:
• The thesis statement must be defined and narrow enough to be supported
within the essay.
• Each supporting paragraph must have a distinct controlling topic and all other
sentences must factually relate directly to it. The transition words or phrases
are important as they help the reader follow along and reinforce the logic.
• Finally, the conclusion paragraph should originally restate the thesis and the
main supporting ideas. Finish with a statement that reinforces your position in
a meaningful and memorable way.
• Never introduce new material in the conclusion.
Here are some expository prompts that have some additional guidance provided
for development:
• Voting is an Important Act of Citizenship
• An Interesting Book or TV Show
• Colonial Ingenuity
• Important Guest
• Important Invention

Descriptive Essay
A descriptive essay describes a thing. So now you know everything about writing
a descriptive essay. Not likely! What’s wrong with that sentence is it tells instead
of shows.
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Let me try again: All essays “describe”, but a “descriptive essay” focuses on a
physical description of a topic in order to make a point.
Generally, this essay form begins with a vivid introduction of the topic, a collection
of images and metaphors that catch the reader’s attention by appealing to his
senses. The reader sees and feels the experience of standing in a field of new mown
hay, of the terror of the slow, clacking ascent to the top of a roller coaster, of the
painful loneliness learning by the finely tuned, exquisite cell phone that glitters in
the moonlight, but never rings.
The concept of writing in a way that shows rather than tells quite naturally comes in
play in this essay form. Describing your kid brother by writing “He was sick.” does
not have the impact of “Jeremy’s face suddenly turned an ugly shade of pale grey.
His eyes turned yellow as he bolted from his chair, gagging convulsively, a horrid,
green-brown eruption of vomit flowed with each gurgling cough.” Yeah! Now I’m
showing!! Stuck for an idea? How about:
• Describe an object that has lots of meaning for you: your car, your guitar, your
pet cat, etc.
• Describe a place that has lots of meaning for you: looking into the Grand
Canyon, a city or home from your past.
• Describe a person who has some special meaning for you: family
member, lover, enemy, leader, boss.

Narrative Essay and Prompts
When you write a narrative essay, you are telling a story. Narrative essays are told
from a defined point of view, often the author’s, so there is feeling as well as specific
and often sensory details provided to get the reader involved in the elements and
sequence of the story. The verbs are vivid and precise. The narrative essay makes
a point and that point is often defined in the opening sentence, but can also be
found as the last sentence in the opening paragraph. (For test taking purposes, it
can be wise to put it first so that the person grading does not miss it.
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Since a narrative relies on personal experiences, it often is in the form of a story.
When the writer uses this technique, he or she must be sure to include all the
conventions of storytelling: plot, character, setting, climax, and ending. It is usually
filled with details that are carefully selected to explain, support, or embellish the
story. All of the details relate to the main point the writer is attempting to make.
To summarize, the narrative essay:
• is told from a particular point of view
• makes and supports a point
• is filled with precise detail
• uses vivid verbs and modifiers
• uses conflict and sequence as does any story
• may use dialogue
Here are some narrative choices that have some additional guidance provided for
development:
• Everyone has been Scared Sometime
• The Day I felt So Proud
• Someone in My Family Deserves an Award
• Favourite Gathering

Persuasive Essay and Prompts
Persuasive writing attempts to convince the reader that the point of view or course
of action recommended by the writer is valid. To accomplish this, the writer must
develop a limited topic which is well defined and debatable, that has more than
one side. It is important that the author understands other sides of the position so
that the strongest information to counter the others can be presented. In the essay,
only one side of the issue is presented. Like all kinds of five paragraph essays, there
is a specific format to be followed.
• The topic sentence cannot be a fact as facts cannot be debated. It should be a
statement of position. That position must be clear and direct. This statement
directs the readers to follow along with your logic towards the specific stated
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conclusion that you want them to support. Do not make it personal so do not
use personal pronouns. Make it definitive.
• Then, in the same introductory paragraph, state the three best reasons that
you have to support your position as the remainder of the opening paragraph.
These reasons become the topics of each of the three supporting paragraphs.
Again, be sure they are able to be supported with additional separate facts.
• In the body of the essay, the writer uses specific evidence, examples, and
statistics and not broad generalizations or personal opinions to persuade
the reader that the stated position is a valid one. Each topic sentence for the
support paragraphs have been introduced in the beginning paragraph. Each
additional sentence must closely relate to the topic and the sentence that came
before it. This way, the logic of the argument is easy to follow.
• Be sure to use adequate transitions between paragraphs as they make it easy
for the reader to follow the logic of the presentation.
• As one closes the essay, it is most important to clearly redefine the topic and
restate the most compelling evidence cited in original form. Remember, this
is the last chance to remind the reader and convince him/her to accept the
writer’s position.
• Do not introduce new material in the conclusion.
Here are some persuasive prompt choices that have some guidance provided for
development:
• Someone in My Family Deserves an Award
• Media Violence has a Negative Effect
• School Uniforms
• Lengthening the School Day
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Appendix C: Working With Words
Students receive daily explicit, systematic instruction in one or more of the
following as appropriate:
•
•
•
•

phonemic awareness, students are taught the sounds of the language;
phonics instruction, students receive instruction in letter/sound matching;
blending and segmenting sounds, and decoding;
graphophonic instruction, students learn to use letter/sound correspondence
to write;
• syntactic, students learn word patterns and spelling, prefixes, suffixes, root
words, etymologies; and
• vocabulary, students learn word meanings, analogies, usage, and cognates.

Vocabulary Knowledge
Overview
All readers encounter words they do not know; strong readers have strategies for
figuring out what to do with them; they use any or all of the following strategies
when they encounter an unknown word:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Skip it and read on
Re-read
Think about what they are reading
Sound it out to see if it is a word they know
Look at the headings and subheadings of the text
Guess at what type of word would go there, such as a noun or an adjective
Associate the parts of the word (prefixes, root words, suffixes) with words they
know

Contextual Redefinition is a strategy that helps students acquire the ability to use
context and structural analysis to figure out the meanings of unknown words. One
important element in this strategy is the teacher modelling or thinking out loud
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about how to figure out the meaning of the word. This can be done by sharing the
associations that come to mind when using structural analysis.
Structural or morphemic analysis simply means using the prefixes, root words, and
suffixes to associate with other meaningful word parts. Putting context together
with structural analysis is a very powerful strategy for figuring out the meanings
of unknown words.

The Strategy in Action
Students should complete the following steps to practice the strategy.
Step 1: Identify Unfamiliar Words.
Step 2: Guess Word Meanings.
Step 3: Refine Guesses.
Step 4: Verify Meanings. Direct students to look the word up in the dictionary
or glossary to verify the meaning of the word.
Step 5: Read the Text.
Step 6: Confirm the Meaning of the Word with the Context Given in the Text.
By this time, students should have seen this word in context a number of times
and be able to confirm the correct meaning of the word as used in the text.

Chunking and Questioning Aloud Strategy
Chunking is the grouping of words in a sentence into short meaningful phrases
(usually three to five words). This process prevents word-by-word reading, which
can cause lack of comprehension, since students forget the beginning of a sentence
before they get to the end (Casteel, 1988). Smith (1982) assessed chunking as
the largest meaningful combination of units that can be placed in short-term
memory. Studies indicate that the presentation of “chunked” material separated
into meaningful related groups of words improves the comprehension of some
readers, most noticeably those readers who are classified as poor or low-ability
readers (Casteel, 1989).
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• Chunking is a procedure of breaking up reading material into manageable
sections. Before reading a “chunk” students are given a statement of purpose,
which guides them to look for something specific in the text. This process is
repeated until students complete the passage.
• For checking comprehension: once students have read a passage they are asked
to close their books and pretend they are teachers. They are to ask questions
relating to what they have read. After a while, the teacher reverses the roles
having students answer comprehension questions (Bondaza, 1998).
• Excessive chunking (chunk’s chunks) may hinder text comprehension. A
misapplied segmentation strategy causes slower reading (Keenan, 1984).
• Extreme variability in line length may slow reading by disrupting the rhythm
of eye movements (Keenan, 1984).
• A related technique – Read Cover Recite Check (RCRC): The advantages
of reading aloud to students: reluctant readers might be “turned on” to
reading, students may be exposed to literature beyond their reading ability,
aural exposure to more complex patterns prepares listeners to predict these
structures in future experiences, listening comprehension is developed, and
vocabulary is increased (Shoop, 1987).
• Developing comprehension through questioning in a teacher-question,
student-response format. Neither literal (focused on details) nor affective
(focused on attitudes) questions are sufficient.
• Questioning prior to reading aloud (prior knowledge aids).
• The reciprocal questioning procedure: students are asked to listen and to
formulate questions they can ask the teacher.
• Students are asked to develop their own questions about the text. The teacher
can provide exemplary questions, if necessary.
• Questioning the author: reminding students that what they read is just someone
else’s ideas written down. Sometimes what authors have in their minds does
not come through clearly as they write about it. Generating questions and
answering them. A more advanced comprehension checks (Chatel, 2002).
http://education.umn.edu/NCEO
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Appendix D: Memoir
Autobiographical Genres
auto + bio + graph = self + life + writing (from the Greek)
A genre is a literary form. There are many genres that are autobiographical in
nature. In other words, the writer writes about his or her own life. Here are some
of the various genres that are considered to be autobiographical.
autobiography, confessional, credo, diary, journal, letter, log, memoir, personal essay
All of these would generally be considered to be nonfiction. However, there is
sometimes a fine line between autobiography and fiction. For example, a book
called The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman is actually a fascinating work of
historical fiction that follows the life of a slave through her freedom and eventually
to the end of her life. It depicts actual historical events, but it is written as fiction,
despite the title. Sandra Cisneros’ book, The House on Mango Street, presents a
similar situation. The story is Cisneros’ personal story of her own life, but it is told
through a fictional character.

Definition of Memoir
A memoir is a piece of autobiographical writing, usually shorter in nature than
a comprehensive autobiography. The memoir, especially as it is being used in
publishing today, often tries to capture certain highlights or meaningful moments
in one’s past, often including a contemplation of the meaning of that event at
the time of the writing of the memoir. The memoir may be more emotional and
concerned with capturing particular scenes, or a series of events, rather than
documenting every fact of a person’s life .
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Characteristics of the Memoir Form
…… Focus on a brief period of time or series of related events
…… Narrative structure, including many of the usual elements of storytelling such as
setting, plot development, imagery, conflict, characterization, foreshadowing
and flashback, and irony and symbolism
…… The writer’s contemplation of the meaning of these events in retrospective
…… A fictional quality even though the story is true
…… Higher emotional level
…… More personal reconstruction of the events and their impact
…… Therapeutic experience for the memoirist, especially when the memoir is of
the crisis or survival type of memoir
Here’s another definition written by Dr. Beth Burch, a professor of education at
Binghamton University. It is from her book, Writing For Your Portfolio (Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, 1999).

Characteristics of the Memoir Form: Another Perspective
…… explores an event or series of related events that remain lodged in memory
…… describes the events and then shows, either directly or indirectly, why they are
significan or in short, why you continue to remember them
…… is focused in time; doesn’t cover a great span of years (that would be an
autobiography)
…… centers on a problem or focuses on a conflict and its resolution and on the
understanding of why and how the resolution is significant in your life

Do Memoirs Tell the Truth?
According to J. A. Cuddon, “An autobiography may be largely fictional. Few
can recall clear details of their early life and are therefore dependent on other
people’s impressions, of necessity equally unreliable. Morever, everyone tends to
remember what he wants to remember. Disagreeable facts are sometimes glossed
over or repressed ....” Cuddon, J. A. The Penguin Dictionary of Literary Terms and
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Literary Theory, 1991. The English novelist Anthony Powell said, “Memoirs can
never be wholly true, since they cannot include every conceivable circumstance
of what happened. The novel can do that.”

Writing the Memoir
To write a memoir, begin by brainstorming on paper all the events you can
remember from your life that were either very important to you in a positive way,
or very important to you in a negative way. Talk to other members of your family
to get ideas, help you remember events from when you were small, and to help fill
in the details that might have been forgotten. Select the event, or series of related
events, that seems most interesting to you right now. Brainstorm again but in more
detail, trying to recall names, places, descriptions, voices, conversations, things,
and all the other details that will make this turn into an interesting memoir. Work
at this note xxxtaking stage for a few days, until you feel you’ve got it all down on
paper. Then begin to write. You will be surprised to see that even more details
begin to appear once you start to write. For your first draft, write quickly to get all
your ideas down from beginning to end. Don’t worry about editing. Before you
revise, share your first draft with someone in the family. Consider their response,
but go with what feels right. Rewrite, and then start editing as needed. Good
memoirs are about everyday things, but they are interesting, sometimes just as
interesting to read as a good novel. But remember, a memoir is supposed to be
true, so be careful not to exaggerate or embellish the truth.
For a book on writing the memoir, consult William Zinsser’s Inventing the Truth:
The Art and Craft of Memoir (1998).
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Appendix E: Business Letter
IN SEARCH OF A LOST ART: HOW TO WRITE A BUSINESS LETTER
EACH YEAR I SEE THOUSANDS OF LETTERS. Many are written to me to
ask the Academy for something as simple as a publication or to seek employment.
Many more are written in support of someone applying for some honor or award.
Although most of these letters should follow the format of a standard business
letter, many of them only vaguely resemble what is expected. Many are missing
one or more of the following elements considered essential for standard business
letters: letterhead (or heading with a typed name, address and phone number),
date, inside address, salutation with proper punctuation (a colon :), body (text),
complimentary closing with proper punctuation (a comma ,), signature, and a
typed name.
The layout of the letters, that is, their visual appeal and balance is even worse.
I have been prompted to prepare this guide out of total frustration after seeing a
continuing decline in the art of writing a business letter. Actually THE LETTERS
which compelled me to write this guide were received from high school teachers
of English, journalism, mathematics, and science and from a business person
who wrote in support of students applying to become a member of Ohio’s Space
Scientists of Tomorrow. Variously missing from their letters were headings, dates,
inside addresses, salutations and complimentary closings. And the forms were
dishevelled.
I have always thought that letter writing was taught in elementary school and
reinforced by practice through ALL grades, including college. Frankly, in terms of
form, often I am unable to distinguish any discernible differences between letters
written by students, their teachers and by many other professionals.
I’ll admit that, in general, letters from businesses and government, while often wordy
and vague, are usually in proper form, probably because of the communication
standards imposed by employers.
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Apparently, for many, the art of writing a standard business letter has been lost.
Thus, on the back I have outlined what are considered essential elements for a
standard business letter. Use this guide yourself. Copy it for your friends. Give it
to every teacher and student you meet. Maybe, together, we can resurrect the lost
art of writing a business letter.
See parts of a business letter below:
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Indented Form
		

Ms. Helen Jones
President
Jones, Jones & Jones
123 International Lane
Boston, Massachusetts 01234

5 Hill Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53700
15 March 2005

Dear Ms. Jones:
Ah, business letter format—there are block formats, and indented formats, and
modified block formats . . . and who knows what others. To simplify matters, we’re
demonstrating the indented format on this page, one of the two most common
formats. For authoritative advice about all the variations, we highly recommend
The Gregg Reference Manual, 9th ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2001), a great
reference tool for workplace communications. There seems to be no consensus
about such fine points as whether to skip a line after your return address and before
the date: some guidelines suggest that you do; others do not. Let’s hope that your
business letter succeeds no matter which choice you make!
If you are using the indented form, place your address at the top, with the left
edge of the address aligned with the center of the page. Skip a line and type the date
so that it lines up underneath your address. Type the inside address and salutation
flush left; the salutation should be followed by a colon. For formal letters, avoid
abbreviations. Indent the first line of each paragraph one-half inch. Skip lines
between paragraphs. Instead of placing the closing and signature lines flush left,
type them in the center, even with the address and date above, as illustrated here.
Now doesn’t that look professional?
						
		
Sincerely,
John Doe
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The Block Form

5 Hill Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53700
March 15, 2005
Ms. Helen Jones
President
Jones, Jones & Jones
123 International Lane
Boston, Massachusetts 01234
Dear Ms. Jones:
Ah, business letter format-there are block formats, and indented formats, and
modified block formats . . . and who knows what others. To simplify matters,
we’re demonstrating the block format on this page, one of the two most common
formats. For authoritative advice about all the variations, we highly recommend
The Gregg Reference Manual, 9th ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2001), a great
reference tool for workplace communications. There seems to be no consensus
about such fine points as whether to skip a line after your return address and before
the date: some guidelines suggest that you do; others do not. Let’s hope that your
business letter succeeds no matter which choice you make!
When you use the block form to write a business letter, all the information is typed
flush left, with one-inch margins all around. First provide yourown address, then
skip a line and provide the date, then skip one more line and provide the inside
address of the party to whom the letter is addressed. If you are using letterhead
that already provides your address, do not retype that information; just begin
with the date. For formal letters, avoid abbreviations where possible.
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Skip another line before the salutation, which should be followed by a colon.
Then write the body of your letter as illustrated here, with no indentation at the
beginnings of paragraphs. Skip lines between paragraphs.
After writing the body of the letter, type the closing, followed by a comma, leave
3 blank lines, then type your name and title (if applicable), all flush left. Sign
the letter in the blank space above your typed name. Now doesn’t that look
professional?
Sincerely,

John Doe
Administrative Assistant
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